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CITY OF PORTLAND.
hereby
City
THE
give notice to all persons liable to taxation In
secular
that
will be ill session
said
Assessors oi the

'2 Cases Ladies' Imperfect Gossamers at
only 59 cents.

city.

$1.0».

Ami all such persons are hereby notified to make
and bring to said Assessors, true and perfect lists
of all their polls and estates, real and personal, or
held by them as guardian, executor, administrator,
trustee or otherwise, on the first day of April,
1880. and lie prepared to make oath to the trutli

RINES BROTHERS.
DR. Ε. B. REED,

ot the

same.

And when estates of persons deceased have been
divided, during the past year, or have changed
hands from any cause, the executor, admini li -.itor
or other person interested, is hereby warned lo
give notice of such change, and in default of such
notice will be held under the law to pay the tax
assessed, although such estate has been wholly
distributed and paid over.
And anv person who neglects to comply with
this notice will lie doomed 10 a tax aecoi ding to the
laws of the State, and be barred of the rights to
make application to the Assessors or the County
Commissioners for any abatement of his taxes,
unless he shows that he was unable to offer such
lists within the time hereby appointed.
lilank schedules will be furnished at the Asses-

d2t

Physician

IIIEDICAL KOO TIM

592 CONGRESS ST, POHTLAM), ME.
Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to ; all cases that are dven up as incurable
bv the allopathic and homoeopathic physicians. I
will take their case to «Teat and cure them. I find
about four-fifths of tj\e cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letters
with their full na'j\e and place of residence and
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00. Examination at the
office $1, and consultation free.
Oilier lioiirx-tt a. hi. io i* a»· iu. ap-lOsntf

ors' office on application.
Ey In 110 case where the Assessors have been
put to the disagreeable necessity of makmgadoom
will the possession of Government bonds or deposits in the Savings Banks be allowed as a plea
In mitigation of such doom.

■TORN W. YORK,
WM. Ο. 1ΌΧ,
STEPHEN MAKSII,

ap!5

31

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
class American and Foreign Co s at Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Accident Insurance.

NOTICE.

would cull special attention to tlie A ««■·»appears in our columns today
with reference to Taxes, that all persons interested may comply with the tenor of such notice, particularly the clauses with reference to the U. S.
Government Bonds, Deposits in Savings Banks,
and Abatement of Taxes, and thus save hard
thoughts and possibly hard words, when too late.
mar.tO
sudtaplû
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em'

Portland, Me., April la, 1886.
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METKOltOLOGtCAL BEPOHT.
(April 12, 1880, 10.00 P. M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time
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at all stations.

Wind

AT

Place of
Observation

Turner Bros.'
FOR A FEW DAYS·
5 Lot lien Homespuns 37 1-2 cents.
1 Lot Short Lengths in French
Dress Goods 37 l-'i cents.
1 Case Shirred Seersuckers G 1-4
cents.
1 Lot Coclieco Shirting Cambrics
5 cents, former price 10 cents.
Colored Velvets 75 cents, worth
$1.0».
Black Velvets Embroidered in Colors in ien Beautiful Styles $1.75,

former price $5.00.
Extra Bargains in Biack and Colored Surah Silks.

New Dress Goods just received to
be sold at very low prices.
Lot Black French Dress Goods
1 50 cents, former price $1.00.
Full Line of the Ce ebraled Dr.
Ball's Health Corsets, and I he
Ferris Good Sense Corset Waist.
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EX-PRESIOENT ARTHUR.

TIJRM BROTHERS.

Unsatisfactory Reports Concerning

NOTICE!

foeeiniiallv
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Bvswvnm,
Interior Decorator
AND

—

—

UPHOLSTER,
For many yearn with

PORTLAND,
to advise his friends and

rons

old patthat he is now associated with
the well known house of

Messrs.

Shepard,
OF

Ncrwell & Go.,

BOSTON,

As Manager of tlieir extensive

Upholstery

and Drapery Department.

He will he glad to advise with custompersonally or by letter if desired.
He hopes to have the pleasure of showing you some superb new goods just arrived.
Boston, April 10.
rttf
aprio

ers

illylei;
MILLETT & LITTLE
will offer as a

Special Bargain
10 pieces Summer Si'ks, all colors,
in checks, «at the low price of 31
cents per yard; same goods sold
last season for 50 cents.

MILLETT&LITTLE.
Haskell & Jones,
(13t

aplO

MANUFACTURING CLOTHIERS
—AND—

Men's Furnishers at Wholesale and Retail.
FINE

TAILORING A SPECIALTY

HASKELL & JONES,
LANCASTER BUILDING,

470 CONGRESS ST

OPPOSITE « Iti .il »: boû«e.
den
uovl2

NEW

STYLE

PIANO

ennrpt.

whiftli lift

has

no

l'fffht to

rfi-

stales that it is better than it lias been, and
that there is no immediate danger of a fatal termination of his disease. He may live for 20 years.
••It is not true," he says, "that his ailment is functional derangement of the stomach. It is not true
that the family have planned to take him to a
European watering place. I don't believe they
This is all the
have thought of such a thing."
doctor will say. lie is opposed to medical bulletins such as were issued in the cases of Présidants
Garfield and Grant, and, so far as he is concerned
would never publish any information in regard to
prominent men under his care. Gen. Arthur's
sister, Mrs. McElroy, was with him constantly

veal,

yesterday.

StrThaddeus Fairbanks Dead.

MARRETT, BAILEY & 00.,
Hess

;i.

FORTES

Louis, 111., April 12.—Tlie presence
of militia in this city continues to have its ilesired

H. !.. Francis, Leeds.
L. B. Fowler, Augusta.
C. M. Hilton, West's Mills.
L. F. Crane, Forest Station.

Smart, Logan.
ΡΛί'/ηι/νβ/«ι·ΐ!
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Fairfield Centre, M. H. Blackwell, in placo
of Ν ahum Tozier, who has been removed.
Special Service Discontinued.
Shirley, from Shirley Mills j from February 13.
Star Service Changée.
lioute 151 ; Mexico to Kumford ; increase ser"
vice between Kumford Centre and Kumford, tiiree
miles to six times a week; to take efiect April
15.

Oklahoma Territory.
The House committee on Territories today by a
vote of 6 to 5, agreed to report favorably tne bill
to provide for the organization of Indian Territory and public land strip into the Territory of
Oklahoma.
Federal Code of Procedure.
Senator Coke today introduced a bill to provide
for tiie preparation of a federal code of procedure.
The bill provides for the appointment of a
federal code commission, to consist of three members, whose duty it shall be to prepare a code of
federal procedure prescribing legal practice and
proceedings in all federal tribunals of every kind
and jurisdiction, and adapted, so far ai practicable, to meet the requirements of State and Territorial courts. The commission shall report tills
code to Congress within tiiree years from its appointment. The several States and Territories
are invited to co-operate in the work of the commission. and the commission is instructed, so far
as practicable to consult with any commissioners
who may be apoointed by the various Slates and
Territories. The salary of each United States
commissioner shall be $5,000 per annum.
Claims Disallowed.
Second Comptroller Maynard has disallowed
the claim of the Globe Mutual Insurance Coni•pany of St. Louis and twenty-four other insurance
companies, amounting in the aggregate to $U4,874 for losses under policies taken by them upon
steamboats employed in the government service
in transporting troops and supplies lor the use of
the army during the civil war in 1801 and 1862.
The Second Comptroller lias also disallowed the
claims of the Powhattan Steamboat Company for
services of the steamer George Peabody and of
the owners of twenty-three utlier steam boats for
their earnings while in the government service
during the civil war in 1802 and 1863, amounting
to $73,000.
The Foreign Mails.
Mr. l'rye offered in the Senate today an amendment to the post office appropriation bill, which
referred to the committee on appropriations,
providing tor an appropriation of $1,000,000 for
the transportation of foreign mails, including
railway transit across the Isthmus of Panama,
and directing the Postmaster General to enter
into contracts with American built and registered
steamships whenever possible for the transportation of any part of said foreign mail after legal
was

advertisement with the lowest responsible bidder
at a rate not to exceed 50 cents per nautical mile
ou the tripseacli way actually traveled between
the terminal points. Provided that the aggregate
of sueli contracts shall not exceed §600,000 of
the sum hereby appropriated."
The

Republican

Caucus.

hall of the House of Kepresentatives tonight for
the purpose of selecting members of the Congressional campaign.
Senator Edmunds acted as
chairman of the caucus and Representative McConias secretary. The only aciion taken was the
adoption of a resolution authorizing the. State
delegation to elect a representative ou the campaign committee.
ιιυ χ iCMUCUt nui nuiiuidnu me

uwjiiiiiuiiwii ui

Orlando W. Powers of Michigan, to be Associate
Justice of the Supreme Court of Utah.

Amending the

Labor Arbitration Bill.

Senator Sherman submitted in the Senate today
a substitute in the form of an amendment to the
House labor arbitration bill, and it was ordered
to lie over and be printed. It provides that the
commission to be created and called au arbitra
tion commission shall consist ol 12 members comas follows: Two members of the Senate, to
posed
be appointed by the President of the Senate ;
three members of the House of Representatives,
to be appointed by the Speaker of the House, and
seven members from civil life, to be appointed by
the President of the United States by and with
the advice and consent 01 the Senate, not more
than four of whom shall belong to one political
party, who shall be selected for superior intelligence as to the industrial and laboring interests
of the country. The civil commissioners shall receive as compensation for their services each at
the rate of $10 per day when engaged in duty,
and each member of the commission shall receive actual travelling and other necessary ex
penses, such compensation and expenses to be
paid by the Secretary of the Treasury out of any
money in the treasury net otherwise appropriated. Said commission shall choose from their
own number a chairman and shall have power to
employ a stenographer and messenger.
It shall be the duty of said committee to take
into consideration and thoroughly investigate all
the vanous controversies that nave arisen, or are
likely to arise, between employers and employed,
whether they be corporations, or associations, or
private individuals,and whether engaged in transmanufacturing, mining, or other indusportation,
trial interests. In short, to adjust any and all difficulties of such nature.
The commission shall make to Congress a final
of its investigation, and the testimony
report
taken in course of the same, not later than the
first Monday in December, 188G, and especially
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Five Hundred Men Out of Work.
PKTKiismjig. Va.. April 12.—At 9 o'clock this
Coal Commorning a coal train on the Keeling
a coke train
pany's private railroad collided with
"il th··. Pittsburg, Virginia & Charleston Railroad
The trains were
at their crossing on 21st street.
Both
on α down grade and running very fast.
engines and a number of loaded ears were badly
were
men
seriously
train
of
the
None
damaged.
injured. The accident will close the Keeling Comextensive works for a week or more,throwI'.ui,
nig live hundred men out of work.

Quift among the people, the militia maintaining
perfect order ana no disposition being shown at
to create a disturbance or to commit
any point acts.
unlawful
Troops are guarding all the yards,
and the streets and open spaces around the relay
depot are patrolled, and people are not allowed to
congregate even in small groups. But little real
work has been done in the yards so far and but
few trains have been moved. This is chiefly for
the reason, however, that in some of the yards

there are not sufficient men to make up trains,
while in others there is little or no freight to
The Louisville & Nashville yards are
move.
practically at a standstill. This is the road at
which the strikers are most incensed, and but few
outsiders care to be employed there. They have
moved no trains yet today.

Mysterious Tragedy

in New Jersey.
Camden, N. .1., April 12.—Another is now
added to a long list of New Jersey tragedies by
the announcement that the body of Maggie
Young has been found on a lonelv road about two
miles out of this city.
When discovered the
corpse was partially covered with mud, and all
about were signs of a desperate struggle. A
gentleman's scarf bearing the name of "Elmer II.

Yoiîk, April 12.—The German steamer
Europa, which ran ashore during a dense fog at
Quogue. 1,. 1.. two weeks ago. and was supposed
to be a total loss, is again afloat. During Saturday and yesterday the Merritt Wrecking Company succeeded in pumping her out. J.ast night
she shifted, passed over the bar and this morning
was afloat.
She will be towed to this city at high
tide.

Yesterday's Ball Cames.
At Newark—Newarks, 4; Bostons, 1.
At Providence—(Exhibition) Brown University,
7 ; Dartmouth College, 4.

ness."
The Chair said the motion was not debatable.
Mr. Hiddleborger wanted to hear the rule read
which prohibited debate on his resolution.
The Chair had the Clerk read the rule prohibiting debate on all motions made before 2 o'clock
to take up any matter on the calendar.
Mr. Kiddleberger did not think the rule applicable to his motion, and appealed from the decision
*
of the Chair.
Mr. Logan appealed to Mr. Kiddleberger to
withdraw his motion for the present, as he (Logan) was going to try to get the resolution taken
up in a few days.
Mr. Kiddleberger declined.
Mr. Hoar said the resolution was open to objection on a point of order, because it did not recite
the rule which it proposed to amend.
Mr. Riddleberger finally withdrew his appeal,
but called for the yeas and nays on his motion to
take up the resolution.
The yeas and nays having been taken resulted
in the defeat of the motion to take up—yeas 7,
nays SI.
The Senators voting in the affirmative were
Messrs. Bowen, George. Logan, Kiddleberger,
Vance, Van Wyck, ;uid Wilson of Iowa.
This vote is not in any sense a test of the
strength of the open sessiou movement, inasmuch
as most of Its strongest advocates, including Senators Piatt, Teller, Gibson and Mitchell voted ill

r.ogan

submitted an amendment to liis
relating to open executive sessions. The
addition cites tlie Senate rules which the resolution proposes to amend.
At 1.45 p. m., on motion of Mr. Hoar, the Senate went into executive session to act on the nomination of Senator Jackson to be United States
Circuit judge, in place of Judge Baxter. At 1.47
p. m., Judge Jackson was unanimously confirmed.
Mr. Piatt asked and obtained unanimous consent to address the Senate after the morning bus
iness tomorrow In support of his resolution relating to open executive sessions.
On motion of Mr. Dawes, the Indian appropriation bill was then taken up.
While the bill was being read, Mr. Hoar at 2.45
p. m. moved tlie Senate proceed to the consideraThe motion was
tion of executive business.
agreed to and the Senate doors were closed.
At 2.55 p. m. the doors were reopened and th·
officer placed before the Senate as
presiding
''unfinished business" for the afternoon Mr.
by
Frye's fisheries resolution, but Mr. Frye, inunanimous consent, allowed this to go over
formally In order that consideration of the Indian
bill might be resumed.
appropriation
At 3.50 the Senate took a recess of twenty minutes to enable the Senators to observe a parade
District of Columbia,
of the veterans of the
who were celebrating the twenty-fifth anniversary of their departure for the seat of war in

Fisher" was found near the bodv. The discovery
made bv two hunters wlille trailing their
hounds. One of them saw the dead girl In company with two men near the spot v.here her body
was found, two weeks ago.

was

I

res-

Mr.
olution

1801.

At tlie expiration of the recess, the Senators
returned to the chamber and consideration of the
Indian bill was resumed. After some discussion
the bill was passed substantially as reported from
the committee.
The Senate then at 5 o'clock adjourned.

Massachusetts

the

Railroad Commissioners Begun.
The Railroad Settling with Many
the Injured Passengers.

of

Boston, April 12.—The hearing before the
Railroad Commissioners on the West Deerfleld
accident of last Wednesday evening, was begun
today. George A. Torrey represented the Fitcliburg road, and Attorney General Sherman the
State.
Baggage master Sturtevant retold tie
stoiy of his participation in the accident as previously published.
Albert VV. Bates, a section hand, said he had
been over the track about a quarter of live from
Bardwell's Ferry to West Deerfleld. As far as
he saw the track was all right at the time and had
He reno occasion lo do anything to the track.
paired a ditch between the ledge and track near
where the accident occurred, and woiked there
about a half or three-quarters of an hour. The
water trickles down the ledge during the greater
part of the year and on that night there was considerable water 111 the ditch. It was Ins business
to keep it running. He had been over the same
places about 7.30 that morning.
General Manager Locke of the Troy and Greenfield road explained the position of the wreck.
Should judge that the whole bank bed bad moved.
To bis knowledge there never had been any apat this point before as he
pearance of weaknesswas
constructed w holly of
knew the foundation
rock. The track walker should walk the track
ahead of train 33 leaving North Adams at ί».4δ,
and ahead of train 35, the one which was wrecked. The freight that passed over the road ahead
of the express went through in safety. There had
been an accident to a freight train about 200 feet
east of this point hut it had nothing to do with
the condition of the track.
John McManaoy, track repairer, testified he
went by the scene of the accident 011 a train about
both times. He saw nothing out of the way, and
as far as could lie seen the track at the place of
the accident was as good as any ou the road.
Henry C. Floyd, section master, said lie was
over the section that day at 11 o'clock and saw

nothing wrong.
The engineer

and conductor of the preceding
freight train, testified they passed the spot at
3.34 on the afternoon of the disaster, running
about 12 or 13 miles an hour ; they saw nothing
wrong with the track. Tlieir engine is oue of the
largest on the road.
Assistaut Superintendent Ε. K. Turner said
there was nothing in the condition ol the road bed
to call his attention to it until after the accident,
and he bad every reason to consider the road at
this point perfectly safe.
The hearing then adjourned to Tuesday, 20th
inst.
Greenfield, Mass.. April 12.—A. K. Warner,
chairman of the Greenfield selectmen, injured in
the late railroad accident, will die within a few
hours. He Is still at Shelburne Falls. It is understood the railroad has settled witli 'Nicholas
Dorgan of Randolph, Mass., the mail whose
shoulder was broken in the wreck. The price is
A promiset all the way from $5,000 to $7,000.
nent railroad official is here tonight, liberally supplied with money, and it is understood he is settling elaims quietly so far as possible.

BIC BLAZE.

Morrison of Illinois, from the committee oil
ways and means, reported a bill to reduce tlie
tariff taxes and to modity the laws in relation to
the collection of revenue, and it was referred to
the committee of the whole.
Mr. McKiniey of Ohio presented the views of
the minority of the committee.
Mr. O'N'eil of Pennsylvania asked leave to present in open House a petition of employers re"
presenting 47,000 workmen in all the States of
the Union against a reduction of the tariff.
Mr. Morrison of Illinois insisted that tlie protest
should be presented through the petition box.
Mr. Morrison of Illinois, from the committee on
rules, reported a resolution for tlie appointment
of a select committee of seven members to investigate the causes and extent of the disturbance
now existing in the relations between railroad
engaged in inter-State commerce and
corporations
their employes ill Illinois. Kansas, Arkansas and
Tuas, the committee to have power to send for
persons and papers,"to sit during session of the
House, and to visit such places in these States as
may be necessary in order to facilitate the investigation. It shall report during the present
session with such recommendations as it may
deem proper to make. The resolution was adopted.
Under tlie call of States the following bill among
others was introduced and referred ;
By Sir. Payson of Illinois (by request) to create
a board of management of the revenue and currency, to institute a monetary system in harmony
with a Republican form of government, and to
establish an equi'able standard on the distribution of labor and capital.
Mr. Turner of Georgia, from the committee on
elections, submitted the report of that committee
ou the contested election case of Campbell vs.
Weaver from the 6th district of Iowa. Ordered

Minneai-olis, Minn., April 12.—Shortly after
fire broke out in the third story of the
Boston block, in which the post office is located.
The building was quickly enveloped lft flames,
and w ill be a total loss. The mails have all been
saved. The fire is still burning furiously.
noon a

[later.J
The
is

fire

confined to the Boston block, which
The total loss is about 8225,000.

was

gutted.

FOREIGN.

Mr.

printed.

Tlie District of Columbia appropriation bill was
tlieu taken up and passed without discussion or
substantial amendment.
The House then at 5.30 adjourned.
A Republican caucus was announced to take
place at 8 o'clock this evening.
DEATH PREFERRED TO

Desperate

Fight

in

a

CAPTURE

Ship's

Hold

With a Crazy Sailor.

as follows :
"After dinner, called all hands to break out carthe
lower hold to find a seaman named Leon
in
go
Salares, who had for the second time gone into
the lower hold, where nothing but kerosene oil
This tune he was well armed with
was stored.
sheath knives, fastened 011 long poles, and positively refused to come up. During the last night
lie has had a light among the oil several times,
lie also threatens to burn the ship if he is not
supplied with food and water. Have tried by all
known means to get him to come up; have tried
by promising to excuse him from all work; have
without harm to
also tried 10 capture him
himself, or any one else, but lie lias assaulted
them
several of the men, woundimr
severely.
"The chief officer he struck by throwing firewood at him. It was impossible to reach liim
where he was stowed without lanterns, and a
naked light was dangerous. He threw fire wood
All the
at the lanterns and broke the glass.
crew and officers being anxious to secuie liini before another night of suspense, and the weather
being rainy and squally so that the hatches had
to be put down, and the cases of oil were adrift,
determined to capture him for liis own safety, and
that of the ship and cargo and all on board.
"Gave orders to the men to secure him and defend themselves from violence, as lie was a desperate and dangerous man. After-four hours'
work captured liim alive, wounded in the mouth
and left arm. He died ten minutes after being
taken up. Appearances indicate suicide, as there
is a clean cut under his left ear, which must have
been made by a sharp instrument.
Washed the
body, sewed it up carefully, hove the ship to, read
tile funeral service for the dead, set the flag at
All feel
half-mast and buried Leon Salares.
greatly relieved to know that he is up from the
l
and all
Thomas
master,
itz,
cargo. Signed by
the officers and crew."

reads

THE PAN-ELECTRIC.

Washington, D. C., April 12 —In the telephone investigation today Mr. Van Benthuysen,
president of the National Improved Telephone
<. ompany, testified he had called upon Attorney
General Garland twice, but that gentleman peremptorily refused to hear him on telephone matters. Witness withdrew his application for a suit,
obtaining the paper from Commissioner Mont-

gomery of the ratent Office. Mr. Garland had
never ordered the withdrawal of the application,
and witness feared it might fall into the hands of
some people in the Patent Office who had been
connected with the issue of the liell patents, who
might use the paper to forestall liim. He had
also been told that there were employes in the
Patent Office who were acting in the interest of
the Bell Company.
Mr. Itanney questioned the witness with reference to the omission of the Nepliar affidavit from
the Interior Department record.
Witness said the affidavit had been dropped because it states that Bell's instrument as described
in the specifications would work, while Professor
Bell himself had failed to get a speech through it.
In the course of a long controversy with Mr.
Eanney on this point, witness accused Mr. Kanney with being there as an advocate of the Bell
Company and with owning stock in that company.
Mr. Iianuey indignantlT denied both accusations.
Witnooe uIqi
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York Sun and Tribune for having asserted that a
trick had be.in played on the court by the dropping of the Nephar affidavit.
The committee then adjourned till Wednesday.
DENOUNCING

THE OUTRAGE.

Action of the Colored People of Boston on the Carrollton Massacre.

Boston, April 12.—The colored people of Boston held a large meeting tonight to express their
indignation over the Carrollton, Miss., massacre.
E. G. Walker, Esq., presided, and in his speech

advised the colored race to use dynamite in the
defense of their rignts. Judge KufHn and John
Boyle O'lieilly also made speeches, the latter being Introduced as a worthy successor to Wendell
Phillips as the champion of the colored people.
Resolutions were adopted condemning the Carrollton outrage, branding it as murders, tile court
in which the outrage was committed, and the governor of Mississippi who shielded the assassins
as heartless cowards and enemies to justice;
urging that Congress be petitioned to remedy by
legislation further outrages upon colored citizens;
expressing gratitude to the colored represent·;tives in Congress for their interference on behalf
of the outraged citizens of Mississippi, and empowering the ρ esidentof the meeting to appoint
a committee to arrange for a Statu convention to
act upon the injustice inflicted upon the colored
people.
Their Inheritance is Part of St. Louis.
St. Louis, April 12.—It is stated that all the
necessary evidence regarding the heirship to a
number of acres in the southwestern portion of
the city of St. Louis has been obtained by four
pureons, among whom are Judge Armstrong of Kentucky and a brother, and Mrs. Eliza Abbott of Indianapolis, Ind. The property embraces some important avenues adorned with many palatial reel
aences.

Cladstone'e Home Rule Measure Dehated In the Commons.

Upon

Bitter Attack Made

Randolph

gramme of Gladstone, Mr. Davltt fias given
thority for a denial of the report, which he says
entirely untrue.

au-

It

by

Lord

Churchill.

is

A

Plot to

Assassinate

of a Plot Against the Czar.
St. Petersburg, April 12.—The intended
journey of the Czar to Novotrherkask to present
Ills sou to the Cossacks as their chief, has been
prevented by the discovery of a dynamite plot to
assassinate the imperial party. A Cossack officer
and Ills brother, the latter being a student, have
been arrested in connection with the crime. They
are believed to be Nihilist agents.
The rumor Is current at St. Petersburg that the
Czar and the Sultan of Turkey will meet some
day next week on buard a vessel in the Black Sea.

Discovery

Afghanistan's Boundary.
London, April 12.—A despatch received here
Saturday night, froin the Afghan frontier, via Te-

heran, states that a serious rupture lias occurred
between the Ilrltlsli and Hussiau members of the
international commission, which is engaged lu fixing the northern bounday of Afghanistan, accord
ing to the agreement made between Lord SalisThe despatch stales that
bury and M. de Giers.
the disagreement is so serious as to have brought
the work of the commission to a standstill until
the cause of the dispute shall have been passed
upon by the British and Russ.an governments, to
which the subject has been reported bv the respective commissioners. Despatches confirmatory of this report are known to nave been received
at both the Indian and foreign offices in London,
but the contents of these despatches are at present withheld from the piblic.

Monarch Snubs the Em-

peror of Austria.
Vienna, April 12.—During the Emperor Francis Joseph's stay In Munich, where he arrived on
Thursday last, his presence was entirely unnoThe Bavarian princes,
ticed by King Ludwig.
however, tried to make amends for the shortcomings of tlicir eccentric sovereign, by royally enterThe Austrian journals are
taining the visitors.
again filled with accounts of King Ludwlg's oddities. The Emperor is traveling incognito.
Rumor of War.
London, April 12.—The rumor is current at
Manchester that Greece has declared war against
Turkey, but the Greek embassy In London has
received no advices confirmatory of the rumor.

Foreign Notes.
Dr. Reicbard, the African explorer, claims to
have acquired possession of territory equal in size
to half of Germany, round Lake Tanganyika. It
Is doubtful If Bismarck will confirm the annexation.

the Czar of

Fifteen Persons Killed and Twentytwo Wounded by an Explosion

Russia Discovered.

Serious Rupture Between Russia and
England Over Afghanistan's

Boundary.

Panama, via Galveston, April 12.—An explosion occurred 011 the 20th ult., ou board a small
liver steamer, the Columbia, at the island of TuFifteen persons were killed and twentylnaco.
two

A Rumor that
War

Creece

Against

12.—The House of Commons
was again densely crowded this evening, as the
result of the extended announcement that Lord
Randolph Churchill would attack Gladstone's
Home Rule bill.
Among the Conservatives and
Whigs there was an intense interest in Lord Randolph's efforts.
Gladstone, in reply to questions, stated it would
be impossible to close the debate on his request
for leave tonight, and that on this account he had
decided to postpone introducing his Irish land
purchase bill until next Monday.
Sir Michael Hicks Beach (Conservative) made a
brief address in which he indicated for his party
an understanding to refrain from forcing a division on the Home Rule bill until it came up lor the
second reading.
Sir Randolph Churchill, by virtue of his motion
to adjourn at the last session, having the floor, resumed debate on Gladstone's request for permis
ΤΙ,.ηιο

ni

η

Kill
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after long consideration lie had come to the conclusion that the scheme involved sucli a complicated and inextricable mass of contradictious
that if anybody beside Gladstone had proposed it
it never would have been taken seriously.
(Cheers). It was hedged about with such fanciful and eccentric guarantees for the Integrity of
the empire that the speaker was astonished at the
Parnellites' acquiescence. He had vainly searched all the authorities, ancient and modern, for a
precedent for Gladstone's two orders, which were
The
to compose the proposed Irish Parliament.
first order was intended to specially represent
of
attention
that
the
was
it
and
worthy
property,
great leader of the ;rreat Liberal party had chosen such an antiquated and discarded machine as
property qualification for the electorate of this
first order. The second order was also elective.
Both orders were to sit together ; each could demand the exercise of the right to vote separately,
and one order could veto any measure brought in
by the other. Take a simple illustration of how
tiiis w'ould work in practice. Suppose the new
Parliament should proceed to the election of a
Speaker: assume that the popular party carried
the election for their candidate ; the property party, by voting separately, could veto the choice,
and then in consequence for three or four years
the election of a Speaker would be suspended,
(Laughter). The same thing would happen in all
those cases in which one order should choose to
veto tile action of the other; such as, for instance,
the question of rules of procture ov budget proposals.
The Premier labored on Thursday last to show
that the tiscal unity of the United Kingdom would
not be affected by the retention in the hands of
the British Parliament of the power of collecting
customs and excise duties.
Now, if thi- were
done, what would become of the ancicilt Britisli
rule of taxation and representation going together
(Cheers ;.
The speaker then went on to analyze the receipts and disbursements of the "imaginary Irish
budget," for the purpose, as he said, of showing
that Gladstone's proposal to maintain the fiscal
unitv of the empire, while giving Ireland home

rule)

was

altogether untrustworthy.

He then

pointed out that the amount which the Premier
named as that which Ireland would every
year contribute under home rule to the imperial
treasury as her contribution for the benefits of
her imperi 1 unity, was of an extremely illusory
and precarious character.
The real principle of the bill, he said, was simply the repeal of the union. It handed over the
protection of the lives and property of every man,
woman and child in Ireland to each parliament,
and deprived the imperial parliament of all voice
in Irish matters. The measure gave much on one
hand and took much 011 the otner, expressing in
the same breath confidence and distrust. The
Premier justified Ills proposals 011 the ground that
there were 80 Home Itulers in the House. But
why should the voices of the 81! Irish members
prevail over the voices of the 584 other members?
History showed the rise and decline of former
Irish parties.
O'Connell's party was formidable,
through the influence of Wings and Tories. The
parliament in which that party was powerful was
dissolved, and O'Connell died broken-hearted.
Butt, in 1870, headed a party sixty strong, and
the speaker saw Butt before his death, when the
latter was in the deepest distress over the breakup of Ills party. Parnell, in 1880, led sixty votes,
and in six months his party was divided, remaining so until the end of the last parliament; so the
Parnellites, formidable today, were in danger of
disunion tomorrow, a danger that Parnell sought
to avert by insisting upon a pledge from his followers to vote a certain way. (Cries of dissent
from the Parnellites).
The Premier, continued the speaker, further
argued that the repeal of the union was necessary
because English laws had a foreign aspect to the
Irish. Morley had emphasized that by warning
the house that unless Gladstone's bill was passed

had

ttift conntrv inltrht nrenare for resistance to the
payment of rent, for a revolt, dynamite explosions
and assassinations. The House, he declared,
was ready to face such a position with which it
was

already

familiar.

given the Nationalists

Gladstone's proposals had

an enormous

advantage. He

had listened to many of|Gladstone's speeches, the
charms of which were described as being like the
effects of morphia and the sensation under the
operation was transscoutive. The awakening
In conclusion the speaker
was bitterly painful.
said that the effect of the bill would be to free
Ireland from the supremacy of Parliament and
the sovereignty of the Queen.
Mr. ltussell, attorney general, taunted I,ord
Churchill with infusing into his speech prejudice
and passion. It had been argued that the present
parliament had no mandate from its constituencies
lor this bill. Ile asked, was there a mandate for
towards Ireland (Parnellite
a repressive policy
elieers) as to the exclusion of the Irish members
The sudden affrom the Imperial parliament?
fection of the opponents of the bill displayed for
the presence of the Irish members would not deceive the Irish people. Gladstone's bill was the
first genuine effort to give the law in Ireland a
The condition of Ireland was
moral support.
not due to the perversity of Irish character; that
was only a weak excuse of an imbecile statesman.
The truth was the united parliament had hitherto
failed in its duty to Ireland.
The Kiigllsh had
tried to govern Ireland and failed and it was now
time for Ireland to try and govern itself. (Cheers.
The speaker reminded the House that it had
never been able to break the spirit of the Irish
If the measure was not passed and if
arlianient refused it today, another Parliament
dare not refuse to pass it. When a just and practical scheme like this, sanctioned by the Cabinet:
when the dissensions of the Liberals only differed
as to the means; when the Conservatives had no

Çcopie.

but repression, was it not the highest wisdom to pass the measure in a generous spirit? 11
it were postponed till the military were used to
enforce repression, it would soon have to be done
and under conditions infinitely worse.
Mr. Bradlaugh said he regretted the bitterness
of the criticisms on Gladstone speech. The snb-

policy
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Russia.
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seriously injured.

Has Declared

Friday last James A. Home, formerly a jeweller at Dover. Ν. H., died at Durham, aged Go. His
mother, aged 86, died the same afternoon at
Both
South Newmarket, 011 learning the news.
bodies were brought to Dover yesterday for Interment.
Burglars broke into the vestry of the Church of
the Good Shepard at Nashua, Ν. M., Sunday, by
smashing a pane of glass and raising a window.
They then broke open the contribution boxes and
robbed them of the Lenten contributions for the
poor.

The dead body of Daniel McCrillis, aged 18
years, of Faruilngton, was found In Hayes's canal
at Farmiugton, Ν. H., Sunday. He was employed
on

me
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It is supposed
ago and lias been missing since.
that lie fell in accidentally.
At 3.30 o'clock yesterday morning lire destroyed
the dwelling and part of tfie furniture owned byWalter Scott at Brockton, Mass. The loss on the
house Is $1,000, insured.
The hearing before the railroad commissioners
on the West Deertleld accident of last Wednesday
evening, was begun in Boston yesterday.
The funeral of the late Capt. Emmet Crawford
of the United States army, who was recently
killed by the Mexicans, took place yesterday at
Kearney, Neb. Ail immense crowd was in attendance.

TIIE MAGISTRATE.

Λ more amusing and more enjoyable farcecomedy than "The Magistrate," when presented by skilful actors, has not been placed
on the boards for many a long day. The plot
hinges on the "early closing" law in

London^

which requires all places of public entertainment to be closed at 11 p. m., and il any
hotel disobeys, the parties found taking supper there are arrested, as well as the proprietor, brought before the municipal court and
fined. Judge Posket is an English munici
pal court judge, who has married a widow
with one son. The widow is quite young,
and the judge advanced in years. The widow
has placed her age rather below the actual

consequently

re-

duced her son's years in proportion. Cis
Farrington, the son, has all the life, the desires and feelings of his years, and is consequently getting into all kinds of scrapes,
helped and urged on by his pretty cousin,
Beattie Tomlinson. Mrs. Posket bears that
an old friend, Col. Lukyn, lias returned from
India, and is afraid he will "give away" her
age and her son's to the judge. She, accompanied by a friend, Charlotte, go to Achille
Blond's hotel, to persuade Col. Lukyn—who
has gone there to have a supper with his
friend, Capt. Yale, who is engaged to Charlotte—not to "let on" to the judge. After

have gone, Cis Harrington
go on a lark with him, and
The comto
same hotel.
both
the
go
they
plications here ensuing are awfully funny,
and the hotel not being closed at 11 o'clock
the police come in. Mrs. Posket, Charlotte,
Capt. Vale and Col. Lukyn are all arrested,
but the Judge and Cis escape. The next
morning the Judge is horrified when his
wife and friends are brought before him.
All turns out well, however. In the hands of
the Boston Museum Company, who will
present the play tomorrow night, the performance should be a great success. Those
who wish tickets should get them today.
the two women

gets the judge

to

LADIES' AID CONCERT.
The concert to be given at Good

plars' Ilall,
readings and

posed route will be present.

In the meantime the offer to Mr. Mitchell remains open
to the citizens until after the Boston meet-

ing.

BULKS FOIt TUE HACKMEN.
A new set of rules for the guidance of the
liackmen has been posted in the Eastern
Division station of the Boston & Maine railroad in this city. The liackmen are to keep

in their allotted place when trains are arriving, are forbidden to solicit passengers in
and to take baggage
the waiting rooms
until it is delivered to them by the proper
officers.
NOTES.

is in circulation to the effect that
the New Brunswick Railway is endeavoring
to negotiate with the .Maine Central for the
lease of that portion of the lattor road between Mattawamkeag and Vanceboro, with
a primary view to obtaining direct connection with the Megantic.
The people of Centre Conway are urgi ng
that the location of the Porllhnd & Ogdensburg Railroad station at that place be
changed.
They will have a hearing
A

rumor

in a week or two before the Kailroad Commissioners.
THE STATE.
FliANKLIN COUNTY.
son of Π.
A. Barker of Phillips, sawed in two hours
one day last week, enough wood to run a
common co >k stove a day.

Roy Barker, the four year old

HANCOCK

Tem-

tomorrow night, will include
music by Mrs. T. P. Beals, Miss

Miss Aliee Hatch, Messrs. George Thomas,
Charles Cram, Johnson anil Babbidge, with
Miss Ella Li. Greene, accompanist.
ALVIN .JOSLIN.

lad about 17 vears of age, giving his
James Wallace, and claiming to bearrived in Milbridge from
Boston in the schooner tilenullen.
Wallace

can,

a

name as

long in Halifax,

Stockbridge's.

NOTES.

Brocolini will probably take the part of
Pooh Bah when the Mikado is next played
There will be an orchestra of 22
here.

pieces.

Bennett & Moulton's opera company will
be at Portland Theatre during the week beginning the 26th inst.
MATTERS.

MOItE ABOUT THE CANADIAN IiAILKOAD.

Mayor Baker of Belfast, recently received
letter from J. G. Shaw of Ilartland, concerning the proposed railroad from Pittsfield
to Moosehead Lake, to connect with the
a

Canadian Pacific.

Mr.

Shaw,

who

is

in earnest in the matter, wants
to know how the Belfast people regard it.
The Mayor wrote him that owing to the excitement incident to the recent election, he
had better defer his visit to Belfast to a
Mr. Shaw writes
time later in the season.
encouragingly and says they are going to
push the matter. One scheme i.-> to cross the
Maine Central at Piltsfield and continue in
a straight line along the horsebacks to Unity
connecting with the Belfast road at that
place. The other is to stop at Pittsfield and
connect with the Maine Central there.
.lames Mitchell of Belfast, a railroad contractor, was at Ilartland last week, where he
held a conference.
Mr. Mitchell offers to
build the road to Ilartland providing the citiA
zens will raise one-third of the money.
meeting will be held in Boston shortly at
which committees from Ilartland, St. Albans, Harmony and other towns on the pro-

thoroughly

me ue»

ui

me

fishing schooner Minnie,

which was lost last
month between GrandManan and Campobello. In his statement he says the Minnie left
the above port Feb. Kith with a cargo of herring and codfish, and during the afternoon
encountered a squall which caused the vessel to spring aleak and immediatelyjgo down,
lie further reports that he and a seaman by
the name of Burns escaped in a dory and
were picked up that night and carried to
Yarmouth, N. S., where he afterwards
worked his passage to Boston in a steamer.
A tine wood cut of the new Hancock county building at Ellsworth appears in the
American this week. The structure is a very
handsome one and does the couuty much

credit.

Hon. Lambert Sands, of the Governor's
Council, and Hon. C. A. Packard, State Land
Agent, were at Ellsworth, Wednesday, looking up traces to the location of some of the
public lots in the northern part of the State.
They succeeded in finding a copy of the
paper location" made in 1784 which will
probably lead to the discovery of evidence of
the exact location as made by the surveyors
in 1842. This action is taken because of a

in regard to the matter between the
State authorities and various land owners.
KENNEBEC' COUNTY.
Kev. Mr. Shinn, Grand Chaplain of the
Maine G. A. 11., will deliver the Memorial
address in Augusta.
The suit of Ida Moore against Mrs.
Ivory Hayes of Augusta for slander will
not come to trial, the parties having come to

dispute

settlement.
The case of Catherine Wetzler vs. Maine
Central railroad company was heard before
Judge Whitehouse at Angusta Monday. The
action was brought to recover the value of
a

the contents of a trunk checked at WaterThe deville for Hallowell, Aug. 29, 1885.
fendants admitted their liability and the only question was the amount of damages. The
plaintiff claimed S254.07, and the decision of
the court was in the sum of S109.62.
Fish Warden J. M. Allen, of Saco, was in
Augusta Tuesday, and made a seizure of

short lobsters.

I)r. Allen of Augusta has the material for
Ills history of Methodism in Maine all collected and expects to issue the work late in
It will be
the summer or early in the fall.
printed on the presses of Captain Charles E.

Jîash.

Prof. Wm.

S..Knowlton, formerly princi-

pal of of the Iloulton Academy, and now of
Presque Isle, will move to Hallowell shortly.
The repairs on the Star of the East have
been completed and she is ready for business
as soon as the ice is out of the Kennebec.
The river is now clear between Augusta and
a point a short distance above Hallowell,
where the ice has jammed.
The telegraph tax will be assessed at the
next meeting of the Governor and Council.
The failure of the apple market has been a
loss of thousands of dollars to the orehardi«ts of this section, says the Augusta Joursal.
An

appropriation of £208,000 is asked of
Congress for the National Soldiers' Home.
Togus. Of this, S35,000£is for a new hospital
and the balance for running expenses.
The prohibitionists of Augusta have organized with H. H. Harvey as president, and
Geo. II. Patch secretary.
All the iron lost in the downfall of the Aubridge at the time of the freshets has
een recovered excepting one piece.
Capt. S. W. Lane of Augusta belongs to
more secret orders than any other gentleman
in the State. He is a Mason, Odd Fellow,
Good Teuiplar, and a member of the Grand
Army, Loyal Legion, Army of the Potomac,
Grange, Sons of Temperance and Knight? of
Honor. He has taken thirteen decrees in

fusta

Niiisnnrv and seven in Odd Fellowshin. Cant.
Lane is Commander of the Department of
Maine, G. A. R.
Hon. Eugene Hale spent the Sabbath in

The annual meeting of the Fort Popham
Summer Resort Association was lately held
in Augusta and Hon. P. O. Vickony was
elected president.
Sunday the Salvation Army at Augusta
began a grand celebration of the first anniversary of their march upon the city. The
occasion is one of much importance to tli·
Army as Marshal Baliington Booth, a son of
General Booth of England favors it with his
attendance. Among the other distinguished
Salvationists present are Commander Smith,
leader of the American forces. Division Officer Whatmore of Boston, A. D. C. Pugmire,
Captains Gray of Boston, Terrell of New
Bedford, Temple of Lowell, Happy Johnny,
the seal man, and the saved minstrel.
KNOX COUNTY.

A Rockland dog struck the trail of a hedge
hog one day last week, and when he returned
home his owner pulled tiOO quills out of the
dog's nose,
The Rockland Commercial College, which
on account of a finanwas closed last week
cial embarrassment, lias been reopened.
The Knox county papers are just at present giving the historic Pemaquid quite a
boom as a summer resort.
Judge llall of
Rockland contemplates building a summer
cottage there this spring.
OXFORD COUNTY.

Norway will spend $1000 on its centennial
The money
celebration next September.
will be raised by subscription.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Rev. G. W. Hinckley of Bangor has received a call to take charge of the Union
The
Sunday school work in Benton, Iowa.
American Sunday School Union is comdiscontinue Mr. Hinckley's services
pelled to
in this State on account of the meagre financial support.
Capt. James Littlefield has resigned his
position as superintendent of the Boston Λ

Bangor Steamship Company.
A petition addressed to Congress is being
circulated in Bangor, calling for an appropriation to improve the Black River Rapids
on Township 10, Range 10 in the northern
part of Maine. Congressman Boutelle has
an appropriation for the
survey of the rapids and it is proposed to extend the work.
Hon. Hannibal Hamlin was re-elected
President of the Bangor Horticultural So-

already obtained

ciety Monday.

At the late town meeting in Oldtown, it
voted to abolish the district system of
Another town meeting has been
schools.
was

»

Alvin Josliu, "that familiar old farmer, will be seen at City Ilall
in the person of Charles L Davis. The operatic solo orchestra, the $10,000 challenge
band, and the #100,000 worth of diamonds
will be shown. Tickets can be procured at

Saturday night,

RAILWAY

COUNTY.

The other day says the Machias Republi-

Augusta.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

number of years and ha»

CENTS.

THREE

une^es vu nave oeen one ui

SOUTH AMERICA.

t..

partment has received from Consul Withers of
Hong Kong a thrilling extract from the log of
the ship Granite State of Portsmouth, Ν. H. It
details the death of a mutinous and crazy sailor,
who. taking reiuge in the hold, defied the crew
The extract
and threatened to burn the ship.

Ject out:lit to be approached in a (teuerous spirit,
lie would give Gladstone his heartiest support.
London. April 12.—The debate in the House of
Commons on Mr. Gladstone's Home ltule bill will
extend over tomorrow. It is thought that the bill
will pass its first reading without a division. The
budget, which was to have been introduced
this
evening, will not be presented until
Thursday. Mr. Gladstone's bill for Irish land
purchase will be introduced Monday. Joseph
Cowen, Radical member of Parliament for Newcastle-on-Tyne, in a published letter, says : "The
present Parliament will soon be dissolved, and
with it I will end my parliamentary career."
The Conservatives of Manchester have invited
the Liberals to cooperate with them in organizing
a great public meeting to denounce Mr. Glad
stone's Home Rule scheme.
Gladstoue spent two hours this afternoon ill a
private conference with Morley, the Chief Secretary for Ireland, and Karl Spencer, ex-Irish Viceroy It is reported that the Premier lias decide I
to subject his Home Rule scheme to several important modifications.
Ail editorial article in this morning's Daily
News, on Gladstone's scheme, has served to increase the uneasiness of the Liberals. Michael
Davitt declares that if Gladstone's land purchase
bill does not nationalize laud in Ireland he will
stump the country against It, and says he is conlldent lie would succeed.
The Pall Mall Gazette advises Gladstone to
force a division on his reuuest for leave to introduce his Home Rule bill during tonight's debate,
in order to avoid the introduction of the land
franchise bill, and the consequent addition to his
better be faced and
proposition. The tiling had
settled at once, argues the Pall Mall Gazette,
bill "hangln g
land
the
have
purchase
than
rather
about the necks of his adherents for several
In
a less
settled
perhaps
be
to
finally
weeks," only
advantageous manual' liian is μοί ible now.
The Dublin Freeman's Journal says the rejection of the Home Kule measure would result In an
acute commercial crisis, and would provoke the
unemployed of Dublin to commit excesses similar
to those perpetrated during the recent riots In
London.
The report having been circulated today that

Bavaria's

HOUSE.
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Johnsiutky, Vt., April 12.—Sir Thaddeus
Fairbanks died at his residence here tins morning. IT ρ to the first day of April lie was in his
usual good health and spirits, possessing a keen
Ν© End to the Keene Brothers' Disintellect and an unclouded memory. On that day
lie had the misfortune to fall in his porch ana
puteThe infracture the thigh bone of his right leg.
Lvn.n. Mass., April 12.—The committee of the
jury was a severe one. but lie might have survived
it for some months had not gangrene set in and
Lasters'Union was again in consultation with
terminated his life. Mr. Fairbanks was a great
Keene Brothers this morning. The meeting was
sufferer in his last hours, but he displayed
protracted, but came to no results. The discusreand
marked heroism
sion turned wholly on the prices to be paid the
fortitude, passing away
lasters in SKowhegan. The firm insisted on the
signed and reconciled to his fate. The announceThe
of
Mr.
the
the
death
Fairbanks
tolling
ment of
trial of the co-operative plan for a year.
by
of the bell of the South Congregational Church this
Lasters' Committee maintained that no such
for
the
reason
universal
sorrow
In
this
commucould
be
created
entertained,
morning
proposition
that it would be unfair to the manufacturers in
nity. He was born in Dedham, Mass., in 1790.
When 15 years old he removed to St. Johnsbury
Gardiner and Richmond who are paying a uniwith his father and with him built a saw and grist
form standard price for lasting. The Skowliegan
ot such measure or measures as in its judgment
In
mill which they operated for several years.
lasters never have entered into the co-operative
may be expedient, and. within the constitutional
1824 he started an Iron foundry, making cooking ; power of Congress to adopt for the decision and
plan, and wlien they go back the committee is
that it shall be at the same rate of
the
first
iron
determined
and
cast
iron
stoves
stoves,
settlement of such controversies, and the proper !
ploughshares ever made. In 1830 he invented the Fairmeans of avoiding and preventing their reeurwages as is paid in Gardiner and lticliinond.
no
was
his
brothers.
Erastus
and
There
scale
and
with
b-uik's
agreement, and the Lasters' Comrence.
mittee will not again meet Keene Brothers unless
.Joseph, commenced the manufacture of the.n.
The Executive Session.
send
for
it.
busimet
with
many reverses, butt pushed
they
They
In the executive session today 53 messages,
ness until today, when the last member of the
making as many renominations were laid before
Tailors to Strike.
original firm died it stands unrivalled in the the body. The nominations were originally made
world in its line. For improvement in scales he
Milwaukee, Wis.. April 12.—The journeymen
to succeed officials whom it was proposed to susHe also patented
has received over 30 patents.
pend or remove but whose terms of office have tailors in this city to the number of about 2,000
the arrangements of a refrigerator, placing ice
! since expired. Senator Edmunds offered a reso- will strike tomorrow, their demand for an inabove the article to be cooled, the courts deciding
crease of nearly 50 per cent, in wages having
lution that all these nominations be returned to
He also patented a
him the original inventor.
been refused Dy theis employers.
the President on the ground that the failure of
In 1873 he was I
steam heating apparatus.
the Senate to confirm the original nominations
Miners Strike to Aid the Knights of
knighted by the Emperor of Austria as a "me- had the effect of a rejection.
The resolutions
chanical constructor," receiving the knightly
went over for a day.
Among these nominations
Labor.
cross of the Imperial order of Francis Joseph,
nomination
of
John
D.
whose
was that
Burnett,
He was also prominent in religious and educationSt. Louis, Mo., April 12.—The miners along
to succeed George M. Duskin as first attorney for
al matters, but is not known to have held a politithe line of the Illinois and St. Louis, about 450 in
the southern district of Alabama, was the occacal office. He built the St. Johnsbury Academy
number, have struck to aid the Knights of Labor
sion of the recent political controversy in the
and has given §200,000 to it in benefactions, and
on the Missouri Pacific by cutting oil the co'il supSenate.
his charities in other directions were of no stinted
They held meetings yesterday, and resolved
ply.
District of Columbia Volunteers Celcharacter.
to remain firm together and not resume work till
ebrate.
after the strike by the Knights shall have ended.
Very little coal is on hand in the St. Louis district
The District volunteers of 1801 today celebraSympathy for Ireland.
and it is expected that the total cutting oil' of the
ted the 2oth anniversary of their muster into serHouse
eve12.—The
this
Ν.
of
Y.,
in
front
the
April
a
supply will aiïect seriously the manufacturing inAlbany,
vice by
eapitol.
passing
parade,
terests of St. Louis. Besides these 450 operators
The parade was reviewed by the members ot the
ning adopted resolutions expressing sympathy
on the Illinois and St. Louis railroad who have
with t he Irish people, endorsing Gladstone^ bill
The
of
and
number
Senate
a
Representatives.
struck, it was expected that more would strike
for Home Rule, and congratulating the English
column then marched upon Pennsylvania avenue
with
about Belleville, Illinois, today to assist the
a
on
courage
it.
government
reviewed
where the President
having
people
Knights of Labor in their struggle. A man who
enough to attempt to do justice to Ireland. The
Minor Matters,
is well informed dec a»ed yesterday that all the
resolutions were sent to the Senate for concurManthat
Dr. Lincoln said tonight
Secretary
miners in St. Clair and Madison counties, Illinois,
rence.
had a very comfortable day and continued
woul·· be out this week, excepting perhaps the
ning
Boston, April 12.—A large and enthusiastic
mines.
to improve.
men employed in machinery
The St.
Hall
in
Faneuil
was
held
tonight,
public meeting
Mr. Dinpley presented today a resolution of the
Louis coal district extends over a radius of lifty
to express approval of Gladstone's Home Rule
of
No.
4727
Bath,
utiles, has 103 mines and gives employment to
Knights of Labor Assembly
bill. Mayor O'Brien presided, and made an intro4,00·· miners. Of this number 1.'*00 are employ1UC.) <l£,ilIII3l IliC 1.1111 IUI 11CC
He was followed by Collector
ductory address
ed m the machine mines, and they would not
Few of them are
strike on their own account.
WORK.
JAKE SHARP'S
Rev. Dr. Λ. Λ. Miner. Hon. John Con η ess, John
Knights oi Labor, but most of the other 3.000 are
Bovle O'liielly, lion. W. VV. Doherty. Father Tesof
order,
it
is
believed by their
the
and
members
ling, and Hon. John I·;. Fitzgerald. Letters were
! brethren that they will demonstrate their loyalty
rend from Mayor Kussell of Cambridge, T. W.
Disclosures W3ado> by the New York
ιο do so.
cauea
IE
upon
Iligginson, ex-G»>v. Kiee aud others. A cable
Senate Investigating Committee.
message was sent to Parnell, congratulating him
Strike Among Winnipeg Laborers.
upon his success in bringing the matter of home
St. Paul, Minn., April 12.—Λ Winnipeg special
rule for Ireland to the verge of success ; also to
says: 1'lils morning 200 Italians assembled at
Gladstone, commending bis course.
A Suit Brought Against the Broadtlie Canada I'aciHc depot to go West to work on
way Railroad.
the road at S1.25 per day when another body of
men, who thought the wages not large enough, infor Persecuted
A Happy Opening
terfered and prevented them from leaving. The
strikers took possession of the ears and refused
l'J. Λ rumor comes from
Yuhk.
New
April
Celestials.
of
the
admission to others. Clubs and stones were freeAlbany thai the investigating committee
Portland, Ore., April 12.—Letters were re- Senate, during its examination into the manner >n
ly used anil several were injured seriously. The
ceived here by the last Chinese mail by an agent
which the franchise of the Broadway Surface
police are busy arresting the leaders.
of the Chinese Six Companies, stating that an
railroad was granted, lias come into possession of
A Boycott Threatened.
English, German aud Chinese syndicate had enastonishing evidence as to the infamy of legistered into a eontract with the Mexican governlators of 1884. The affair occurred in connection
Chicago, April 12.—A committee of Knights of
ment whereby the syndicate agreed to send 600,it
is
with tiie railway act of that year, which,
Labor called upon C. H. McCorniick to-day and
000 Chinese to Mexico within the next 12 months.
asserted, was made a law through fraud and
demanded the re-instatement of 800 men disThe Mexican government agrees to give each
It is directly charged that this act was
bribery.
in the recent strike and whose places
charged
Chinaman 20 acres of land.
Sixty Chinamen left
passed through the aid. counsel and munificence were filled by non-union men. Sir. McCorinick
Portland last week lor Mexico, and others are now
of Jake Sharp, Jim Richmond. Dan Canoverand
refused to re-employ them, having given
positively
preparing to leave.
others who stand high in social, professional and
them a fail· opportunity to return. The committee
political circles; and that these latter were sub- declare their intention to have the general execusidized by Sharp. The work of the committee
tive board declare a boycott against the firm.
ends next Thursday, but it is a question if eviOedham's Mystery.
All Differences Settled.
dence in their possession can be utilized, owing to
the want of power to act. This power can be
Boston, April 12.—There have been no imporPittsburg, Pa., April 12.—The locomotive endesires.
the
Senate
if
tant developments to-day in the Dedliani mystery
delegated
gineers employed oil the Pittsburg and Lake
Mrs. Mary Hastings of this city lias brought a
and the police are as much in the dark as ever,
Erie railroad recently presented a bill of grievsuit in equity against the Broadway railroad. She
concerning the ownership of the woman's wearing
ances to the company asking a reduction in the
the Oakdale woods last Saturday.
is owner of 100 shares and charges Jake Sharp
hours of labor and an advance in wages.
Today
apparel found in of
the clothing reveals the fact
and other officers of the road with various fraudAn examination
General Manager Quincy met the committee of
ulent or illegal acts by which the value of the
that the corsets had been pierced in seven places
and satisfactorily settled all differences.
engineers
interests of stock·
with some sharp instrument. The cuts were near
property is depreciated and the
Notes.
holders imperilled. Judge Wallace of the City
where the corsets would cover the region of the
Court granted an order commanding the defendheart and were evidently made with a small sharp
The strikers at Phelps, Dodge Λ Co.'s wire mill
ants to show cause April lGth why a receiver
knife. The back of the corsets were more blood
in
have
returned to work, the inAnsonia, Conn.,
should not be appointed.
stained than the front part, giving rise to the
crease having been granted.
theorv that the woman if murdered lay on her
the Europa.
back sometime after the deed was committed.
St.

Wabiunotox. April 12.
Δ resolution offered by Mr. Beck was agreed to,
appointing Senator Gibson of Louisiana to the
membership of the Senate committee on commerce in place of Senator Jones of Florida, during the absence of the latter Senator from the
Senate.
Mr. Morgan's resolution recently submitted, relating to the McArqua claims, was, at his request,
referred to the committee on McArqua claims.
Mr. Kiddleberger moved to take up the resolution relating to the considei atlon of executive
nominations In open session.
Mr. Dawes urged Mr. Kiddleberger to permit
the Indian appropriation bill to be taken up, and
Mr. Jones of Arkansas asked him to yield for consideration of another bill.
Mr. Riddleberger said he had made several atrelating to
tempts to get up one of the resolutions
been met with sugopen sessions and had always
,fniore
was
busithere
important
that
gestions

St. Louis, April 12.—Very meagre reports of
the situation in East St. Louis had been received

Floating

done at short
aring
HM'* Exchange St.,

hut time#· who

the vacancies caused by the strike oi the latter,
ami who left their places last Friday, after the fatal shooting by the deputies. The platforms of
the various Height depots are busy with men actively engaged loading and unloading cars, and
110 attempt at interference by the strikers has ocNo freight trains
curred, nor is any anticipated.
have left this city up to 8.30 o'clock, but In several yards trains are now in process of construction
and the attempt to start them out will be made, it
is expected, some time dining the morning.
New York, April 12.—The following dispatch
was received at the office of the Missouri Pacific
Railway Company tills morning:
St. Lome, April 12.
Two hundred and eighty-six freight trains run
Saturday, containing 4772 loaded cars, an increase of 27 trains and 076 cars as compared
with the same day last year. On Sunday there
were 177 trains and 3001 loaded cars
(Juiet
il. Μ. Ηοχικ.
every place along the line.
Mr. Jay Gould denied that negotiations were
pending between himself, Mr. Hoxie and Mr. W.
O. McDowell.
St. Louis, April 12.—F. P. Sargent, Chief of
the lirotherhood of Locomotive Firemen issued a
call this morning for meetings of the grievances
committee of all the local lodges on the Gould
system to investigate the discharges of firemen
and all other grievances which may be presented
to them and to report to a meeting of the general
grievance committee which will meet at Parsons,
Kansas, on the 20th Inst.
I» the criminal court today the writ of habeas
corpus applied for Saturday by Judge Laughlin
in behalf of the deputy sheriffs who did the shooting In the Louisville and Nashville yard in Kast
St. Louis Fridav, was granted, and the men released. They will be Immediately re-arrested,
however, at the instance of the East St. Louis authorities as fugitives from iustice and placed in
jail, where they will be kept until requisition
papers are received from tlie Governor of Illinois
or until they can he sent to East St. Louis without
endangering their personal safety.
New York. April 12.—When asked about the
truth of certain reports published in. the morning
about negotiations pending between
papers
Gould. Iloxleand McDowell, Jay Gould said:
"There is no truth whatever in the reports of any
further conference with the general executive
committee of the Knights of Labor. The whole
matter was put in Hoxie'» hands by tlio directors
of the Missouri Pacific some time ago, and they
propose to let it remain there. Besides in their
aud my opinion the strike is a thing of the past.
Fort Worth, Texas, April 12.—Tlie grand
jury is after Martin Irons. When the strike was
ordered off by Fowderly and Knights at Fort
Irons about it, Irons teleWorth telegraphed
graphed back, "Hold the fort." When trouble
grew there and affairs became desperate he telegraphed "Hold the fort, at all hazards." It is
proposed to Investigate how far "at all hazards"
affected the affair of the 4th instant. An investigation is made with a view of indictment for complicity in the killing.
New York, April 12.—The Central Labor Union adopted Saturday a preamble calling Gould
the "arch enemy of the Republic" who Intends to
destroy all labor organizations," and Ui it appended resolutions denouncing Gould for his refusal
to treat with representatives of the strikers on
the Missouri Pacific, pledging aid to the western
strikers, and providing for the appointment of a
committee to prepare tlie'way for executing a general boycott on Jay Goulu in New York and other
cities. The meeting left it wholly with the committee to he appointed to settle a ρ Lan of boycot
ting Gould, aud no person had auy Idea what
would be done. The delegates said they were not
at all sure that any of their members were in the
employ of Jay Gould, baked the bread he ate or
made the clothing lie wore, or did any of the hundred little things a man in Gould's circumstances
required done. Other resolutions were adopted
commending the advice given by the head of the
labor organizations to the strikers to act as lawabiding citizens aud demanding that whoever is
responsible for the East St. Louis murders be
brought to trial.
j
The Latest.

New

l iant» Fortes of the very best make, the Ifallet
& D.ivia new style upright piano, Stelnway & Hon
J arlor <Jj-;md; also organs of several styles and
rwîkes. Piano stools and covers. Tuning and re-

St.

effect and no dl-turbance or unlawful acts have
been reported since the incendiary fires of Friday
night, and it is now believed that no encounter
between the military and the strikers will oecur.
The same strict guard, however, over the railroad
property is observed this morning, and the vigiThe
lenee of the sentries has in no way relaxed.
time over which the order extended requiring
those who wished to go over the bridge into East
St. Louie to supply themselves with passes elapsed
at midnight last night, and the bridge tills morn
ing presents an animated appearance. Pedestrians
are passing and repassing without interference,
and transfer wagons, heavily loaded, are crossing
over, and on neither side of the bridge are their
drivers approached by the Intimidating strikers
attempting to persuade them to again stop work.
The promise of the military of protection to
those who might desire to go to work today, lias
resulted in the employment of a large number of
applicants, most of whom are not Knights of La-

Commissioned.

A Nomination Withdrawn,

New Yobk, April 12.—To those enquiring at
of ex-President Arthur in regard
the house
to his health, the answer Is returned that he is
better. His physician, while taking the ground
that the condition of his patient's health is pro-

East

in Maine.

At

Milwaukee,

Wis,, will Quit Work To-Day.

The Post Ofllce Department announces the
following postal changes In Maine :

the State of Mis Health.

dtf

marl 9

Two Thousand Tailors in

sent

A well-attended joint caucus of the Republican
Senators and Representatives was held in the

Kinney,

Private, Signal Corps, If. S.

to Strike-

following nominations to the Senate today
Howell E. Jackson of Tennessee, to be circuit
judge of the United States for the Sixth Judicial
Circuit, in place of John Baxter, deceased.
S. O. Coffin, to be collector of customs for the
district of Edgartown, Mass.
Philander Cobb, to be collector of customs for
the district of Plymouth, Mass.

G. A.

the

Coal Miners in the St. Louis District

the

Changes

Sheriffs Who Did

Friday Released
from Custody.

FROM VVASHINCTON.

Nominations by the President.
Washington, April 12.—The President

Deputy
Shooting

The

Polo at Rockland.
Rockland. April 12.—In a polo game here tonight the Salems of the Massachusetts Central
League beat the II. M. B.'s of this city, three
goals to one. It was a finely played game. The
second game will be played tomorrow evening.

Cloudy

Fair

Stephen.

their lives from the upper story windows. Loss
on building ,?G00 ; insured S4C0; on furniture
$1500; insured §1,000.

Postmasters

by the

Military.

Calais, Me., April 12.—A dwelling ill St.
Stephen, owned by the Robert Watson estate and
Garrett Barrington, was burned yesterday with its
entire contents. The family barely escaped with

ATHER.

I.OCAL WEATHBB IÎKPOIiT.

leJ7suly

Fire in St.

Postal

Washington, April 13.
Indications for Portland and vicinitylocal
Light
rains, warmer weather.
Indications for New England to-day are
increasing cloudiness and light local rains,
slightly warmer southerly winds.
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Strict Order Being Preserved

MAINE.

day

Rain Umbrellas from 25 cents per piece
np.

Clairvoyant and Botanic

Portland

every
they
city
from the first to the fifteenth day of April next,
inclusive, at their room in City Hall, from nine to
twelve o'clock in the forenoon and from two to five
o'clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving lists of tile polls and estates taxable in said

1 Case Children's Gossamers, 59 cents.
1 Case Ladies' Perfect Gossamers, 81
cents.
1 Case Gents' Perfect Rubber Coats,
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LABOR QUESTION.

Disturbances Reported at East
St. Louis Yesterday.
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Snow drift stories continue to be the order
The Dexof the day in Penobscot county.
"The big storm
ter Gazette has this one :
of
drift
very respectable size in
left a snow
The road breakers went
one of our streets.
On
over the top instead of digging through.
Thursday the diggers attacked the drift and
imbedded in
nu early discovery was a sleigii
the snow directly under the travel of the
Now the question is, where are the
road
horse and rider?
The Bangor Whig says : It is said the State
Muster will|be heldthe latter part of June
this year, instead of the last of August, on
account of the Grand Army excursion to
California. There is a strong movement being made again this year to have the encampment in Bangor.

\viYn» macfe'to rescind

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.
altercation at Small Point a
few days ago a man named Frank Gooms
stabbed Gits Davis. The extent of Davis's
injury is not known. He is a married man
and has a family of children depending on
him. Gooms is unmarried. No arrests have
been made as yet.

During

an

YOtiK COUNTY.

Λ Gough memorial service was held in Saco City flail Sunday, which waeattended by
a very large audience, including 48 members
of Saco Lodge of Good Templars. Revs. ·>·
\V. Parsons,!·;. C. Ingalls and Geo. B. Titus,
took part, the latter delivering an address.
Miss M. B. Moody wrote a poem, which was
read by Uev. J. T. G. Nichols.
Clias. 'Γ. Kurd of Biddeford, was tried before Judge Hamilton yesterday, and found
lobsters in his
guilty oi having undersized

Ilurd's attorney filed a motion
arrest of judgment.
Kev. F. E. Davison, for nearly six years
pastor of the Jefferson Street tree Baptist
Church in Biddeford, Sunday, tendered his
resignation, to take effect as soon an convenient to pastor and people.

possession.
lor an

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

PRKSK

THE

Cesar Birotteau. U.v Honore do Balzac,
(Boston, Roberts Brothers.) This Is the
third volume of the series of translations of
Balzac's novels that has been issued by the
Boston publisher, and will enable the American public to judge of the power and quality
of the great French writer better than either
of its predecessors. It is a clean story and
has none of the piquant immorality which
characterizes the French novels of to-day.
It is the history of a poor peasant boy from
Louisiana who came to Faris with hobnailed
seek his
shoes and a cudgel in his hand to
frufortune. By dint of sturdy industry,
a competency
attains
he
luck
and
good
gality
and incidentally cuts a figure on the royalist
side in the political revolutions of the day.
On the restoration of the Bourbons, he is
made deputy mayor and decorated with the
crown of legion of honor. His greatest good

TUESDAY MOItMKG, APK1L 13.
There are altogether too many rascals
about the Knights of Labor, to the

hanging

Turn them

great injury of the organization.
out.

is lecturing against
Rosea
Gladstone'? home rule bill. He calls it a
"ruse and a farce." The bill is as fortunate
in its enemies as in its friends.

O'Donovan

The Central Labor Union of New York
have voted to boycott Jay Gould.
We suppose hereafter they will refuse to buy stocks
of anybody who sells to, or buys of, Gould.
There is not much prospect that the House
will follow the Senate in passing the bill to
admit Washington Territory into the Union,
as the chances are that it would send Republican Senators to Congress, and also increase
the Republican electoral vote.

Madison, Wis., the

home

fortune was the promise of a wife whose physkeen intelliical beauty was
gence and modest good sense—qualities which
were sadly wanting in her simple minded

supplemented'by

of Postuiaster-

General Vilas, and in years past a Democratic stronghold, has just gone Republican by a
large majority. A Democratic Congressman
from that State says the result is due to Vilas's unpopularity, and is intended as a rebuke to him.

Let the

good work

A prey to political
and trusting husband.
ambition and the desire to become suddenly
rich, Cesar Birotteau is led, contrary to his

wife's counsel, into speculations which bring
him into the bankrupt court—the greatest
disgrace which can attach itself—in Europe
—to a merchant's name. Misfortune brings
out the nobler and purer elements of his

go on.

Editor Pulitzer of the New York World
has concluded to resign his seat in Congress.

tnaiiR

He thinks journalism and Congressional service are incompatible, though he has seen so
exceedingly little of the latter that he could
hardly have arrived at that conclusion from

which delights the reader and holds his attention to the end. The English translation
is worthy of commendation for its successful
reproduction of the spirit of the original, and
the excellent, nervous English in which it is

on the tariff bill Is expected to beabout May I, and already forty members
of the House have signified their intention
The Protection Demoto speak upon it.
crats think they can defeat it, while the
Free Traders are equally confident that they
It cannot get through the Sencan pass it.

expressed.

It would have been much better if the
militia had been sent to Ëast St. Louis in
the first place. Men who are willing to serve
as deputy sheriffs in such an emergency as
has arisen there are almost certain to be unfit men. Besides there is a great advantage
in having a superabundance of force, inasmuch as it removes all temptation to resistance.

It appears from the Argus that Appraiser
Pierce and Assistant Appraiser Woodmen
luive introduced so many improvements into
the appraiser's office that uiore assistance
has been necessary, and accordingly Mr.
Lord has been hired to help them. The
more improvements of tills sort the better
the "hungry and thirsty" will be satisfied.
How it will be with the people who pay the.
bills is another matter.

From various sources Mr. Beecher draws
multitudinous illustrations of the Diivine
power and goodness, large views and long
perspectives of the tendency of growths, especially in human society, and keou applications of these to the helps and hindrances,
the hopes and the rewards of the individual

Broadway Surface Railroad on charge of
bribing the aldermen who granted the charter will probably be followed very soon by
the arrest of Jake Sharp. The evidence
against Richmond is supposed to have been
furnished by Alderman Waite, who has

soul iu its efforts Godward. The sermon*
not in a'iy proper sense a series. There
is no appearance of a plan or even relation
between them. They have evidently been
selected out of the much larger number delivered during their time, because each one
has some practical application of the principle of groicth, and whatever this may mean
are

made a full confession and been accepted as
State's evidence. There seems to be an excellent prospect of getting the whole gangbribe givers and bribe takers—with the exception of those who have escaped to Canada, into the penitentiary.

in science—whether physical, metaphysical
or theological science—Mr. Beecher finds it
"also profitable for teaching, for reproof, for

Prudence C'randall has written a touching
letter to the Hartford gentleman who telegraphed her the news that Connecticut had
granted her an annuity of §400. She says
that over half a century ago, when the law
was passed by which her life prospects were
destroyed, it was celebrated by the firing of a
"But
cannon within a few rod:·, of her door.
to-day," she continues, "when your tele-

correction,

is a
evolution from the standpoint of theism. Its

object is to aid in stemming the torrent of
sceptical or agnostic belief which is sweeping away old landmarks, and essaying to undermine the foundations upon which religion and morality are based. The nineteenth
century is marked off from all the centuries
preceding it by the wide diffusion of knowledge among the masses.
Especially is this
true in the United States. Subjects which a
year ago were only handled in the lecture
room of science have now become public
property. This volume is intended for that
of the reading public whose scientific
attainments are very general, and aims at enabling them to discriminate between the theory of True and False Evolution. The work
is arranged with a view to presenting facts

portion

would be one of platonic. opposition,
turns out to be one of uncompromising hostility. All the London newspapers except

Daily News, whose praise is perfuncto-

ry. oppose it, and so do the most influential
journals of the provincial press. Mr. Gladstone still believes, however, that he will be
able to carry it through, though few even of

sanguine.

Mr. Beechcr says there are in the organization of the Knights of Labor two poisons
which must
be eliminated or disruption
One is the boycott and
will soon come.
the other the treatment of workmen not
members of the organization. In his opinion

boycotting

direction between southeast and southwest is
said to lie tlie roughest place on the main land of
the entire Atlantic coast. Here is 110 monotony.
The water comes down at Lodore" with all the
etymological sounds Southey enuld name, but it
comes down evorv day and every hour alike. Even
Niagara tires wlih its unchangeableness. Ilm
one.may stand 011 the rocks at Pemaquid two
hundred feet above the sea level for hours of every
day day for weeks and see 110 repetition. When
the southerly gale is 011. and the tornado-tossed
waters of

the

Gulf

Stream

are

gathered

into

mountain billows which sweep majestically northward into the Gulf of Maine, between the extended arms of Cape Cod and Cape Sable, and are first
met In their fury by tlie bulwarks of Pemaquid
Point, then tlie spectacle is terrifically grand. Tlie
earth trembles under the furious assault. The
spray is flung hundreds ol feet Into the air. Huge
walls anil hurled high upon the bank. For miles
the sen is white with seething foam and the roar
is appalling.

The term of Duskin, the district attorney
of Alabama, whose removal gave rise to the
extended debate on the prerogatives of the
President and Senate, has expired, and the
President has renominated Mr. Burnett to
fill the vacancy. Thus the case is taken out
of the scope of the Senate resolution, and the
Senate can now confirm Mr. Burnett without violating either the letter or spirit of its
resolution. The President has done the
same in some fifty other cases where since
suspension, the terms of office of the old incumbents have expired. Dement to be surveyor general of Utah is among those renominated. He ought to have been dropped,
for since he was first nominated it has been

conclusively shown that he is an entirely unfit man for the place. lie knows nothing
about surveying, and what is very much
much worse, he

seems

to care nothing about

truth.

CURRENT COMMENT.
BOSTON

INDEPENDENTS

AND

Hit.

CLEVE-

LAND.

Louis ('.lobe Democrat.
President Cleveland's course has been indorsed by the Boston Independents ; but tile
comes short of
doing Mr. Cleveland any definite good by reason of the want
of somebody to indorse the Boston Indepen1
St.

proceeding
dents.

SCHOOLS ALL KIGHT.
Springfield Union.
It was an excellent piece of work that the
Indian rights association and its local
branches accomplished in vigoroasly and
promptly meeting the attempt of Congressmen Ilolman and Cannon to cut off the appropriation for Indian education in Eastern
schools. Members of the House were supplied with the facts in regard to this Eastern
THE INDIAN

gathered by Bishop Hare, Miss
Helen Ludlow of the Hampton school, and
others, and resolutions of protest, signed by
work,

as

influential names, were sent in from local associations. As a result, the filial vote 011 the
question stands 226 to five in favor of continuing to support the Eastern schools. It
is the work of voluntary organizations, having a definite obiect in view, that accomplishes substantial results even in matters
which are supposed tn lie taken care of by
the government.

Bv Arve Z.

(New York: James Pott & Co.) This
popular exposition of the doctrine of

hoped

The ancient mariners and horny-handed
fishermen of old Pemaquid will smile when
they read this in the Boston Journal :
remaquid Point, in a Kale from any southerly

righteousness."

Evolution versus Involution.

The London correspondent of the Tribune
takes a very despondent view of Mr. Gladstone's home rule bill. lie says It lias aroused
enthusiasm nowhere but among the Parnellites. The attitude of botli Mr. Chamberit was
lain and Lord Ilartiugton, which

interfere with non-members. The level-head-

for instruction in

Bred.

wished to make was to have a private nook
where my tears of joy and gratitude could
flow, unobserved, for the change that lias
been wrought in the views and feelings of
the mass of the people."

ed members of the Knights are beginning to
take the same view that Mr. Beecher does.

her aunt, an eccentric

lady, discovers the deception she thereafter solemnly addresses
her and

1

in their appropriate relations, thus bringing
before the mind a rounded outline of the
whole, rather than perplexing it by a diffuseness of detail.
The first chapter is devoted to a brief historical sketch, showing that the history of
docfrine is an illustration of the doctrine itself. The second chapter defines what is to
be understood by evolution.
The fallacies
of agnosticism are touched upon, and the
chapter concludes with a parallel drawn between the theory of special creation and creation by evolution, showing the superiority
of the latter in fulfilling our religious and
moral needs. In the following seven chapters the evolution of the universe is discussed
under several headings.
A very excellent translation of Count Leo
Tolstoi's celebrated novel, Anna Karenina,
has been published by Thomas Y. Crowell &
Co., New York, and will be read with the
greatest interest by all who have studied this
remarkable writer through his other works,
My Religion and War and Peace, which have
recently been put into English. Owing to its
subject the present volume will probably be
more popular than either of its predecessors,
as it deals with questions which are of interIt describes
est to every man and woman.
the career of the young aud beautiful wife of
a

prominent official in St. Petersburg, who,

having made mariage de convenance falls
in love with another man, yields to temptaHer
tion and goes away with her lover.
downward career, the terrible struggle of her
a

better nature against evil, the brief happiness of the lovers, and the misery that succeeds, all are painted in vivid and intense
colors, and with a keen analysis and subtle
power exceeded by no other modern writer
of fiction. Added to the skillful characterization we have a series of sketches of Russian life in the high society of Moscow and

the two other novels of this
writer. Atalanta is a much more ambitious
work than either A Newport Aquarelle or

quickly

upon

The San

Rosario

Ranch, and although

in

respects stronger, has many elements
of weakness. At the same time there is an
earnestness about it which is lacking in Miss
Howe's earlier efforts, and it seems less like
playing at novel writing. In A Newport
Aquarelle especially it is as if she had said,
"My success as a belle and a beauty being assured, I will play at literature; and behold
In Atalanta, however, she
the result!''
works with a zealous purpose, but she at"
tempts too much. Having easily won success
in the flowing path of light fiction, she undertakes to deal with more serious problems,
and essays results only to be accomplished
by a mind possessing the inspiration of genius and training to produce artistic eflects.
some

prices
Sl.00
1.00
.75
.JO

...

MAINSPRINGS,
CASE SPRINCS,
WATCH CRYSTALS,

f

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent,
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, ME.
cl3m*

majG

&

MORRISON

Savings

mar20

and invite their friends and the

public

to call and

MEN'S. YOUTHS' AM NTS'

(XOTHIUi m FMISMM COOiS.

FOB

Cs
7s
5s
4s
(is
5s
6s
5s
5s
7s

Allen County, Ind.
Portland Water Co.,
Itiddeford & Saco M ater Co.,
Putnam, Conn., Water Co.,
Maine Central It. It.,
And other securities.
—

M.

H.

for sale by

■

&

CO.,
eodtf

32 Exchange Street.

aprl

Railway Bonds a specialty. Choice Investments
always on hand. Orders executed for cash or on
margin.
Interest allowed on deposits.
nvited.
λ m ■»>■*·_«■ «a*

Correspondence

complete stock

CHILDREN'S

FIRHT3IORT«i«l! :lO-VEAR 0 PER
CENT. «OLD BOTTOM.
ISSUED AT THE KATE OF $15,000 A MILE,
INCLUDING EQUIPMENT.
Interest payable January and July, by the Farmers' Loan and Trust Company, in New York.
THE BONDS ARE IN EVERY RESPECT A
FIRST-CLASS INVESTMENT.
The

the gauge of which
lias been lu successful

road,

standard,

is being made
operation since

1883.
It is

a feeder of the Michigan Central, with
which c nnpauy it has a valuable traffic agreement, which practically guarantees the interest
Its net earnings are equal to nearon the bonds.
ly four times the amount of Its interest charges,
and this !>efore the contract with the Michigan
Central was executed. We recommend this bond
on its merits as a flrst-class security and equal to
any 6 per cent, bond in the market.

H. B. HOLLINS &

CO.,

72 Ar 74 ISpou«lwny, New York.

apr9

a full

Eockland
No. Pacific Gold..6s
4s

Anson

ARETAS
No.

STREET,

having made that

«U8INKM*

of my

FASHIOIST^BLE

For the next 30 days shall offer at unheard of low
prices the largest and finest stock of Art Goods east of
Boston, consisting of Oil Paintings, Water Colors, Pastel
Paintings, Etchings, Steel Engravings, Photogravures
This
and Photographs, Pictures framed or unframed.
a
is an opportunity seldom offered. We make specialty
of fine frames in every style at bottom prices. All goods
warranted of the very best.
Regilding Old Frames
made a specialty. Artist Marterial Department a complete stock. Windsor & Newton, and German Tubes, 7
cents. Academy Boards, 25 cents per sheet. All other
materials at correspondingly low prices.
Special disand
schools.
counts to the trade, teachers

LOCKE &

LOCKE,

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
have removed to

180 MIDDLE

STREET,
Tbree door» went of foiiner office.

IS

Iw. MARKS,
—

AND

—

Job Printer
I'ltlNTEKK' EXCHANGE,

Exchange St., Portland,

Me.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders by mall or telephone promptly at-

tended to.

New Styles,
New Goods.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING.

Jan22

d3m

WATCHES.

1

INVESTMENT

$|.oo
CLEANING WATCHES,
1.00
MAIN SPRINGS,
.50
CASE SPRINGS,
.10
WATCH CRYSTALS, ί
Warranted.
All Worlt

—

DEALERS IN

—

Office and Works foot of Wilmot St., PORTLAND, ME.
Geo. E. Hawkes,
Melvin J. Hawkes.
Special Attention given to Cemetery Work.
d6m

dec!8

YOURSELF.
THINK FOR
TOO
ARE

IF

SENSIBLE WOMAN
Health, Comfort, and
Beauty
THINGS,
A

AND BELIEVE THAT

but is

SIGN OF GOLD BOOT.
TELEPHONE 302.

REMNANT SALE.

Beautifully made of BEST
MATERIAL·.S througtlout.

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.
dtf
fehO
New 1886 model Royal Mail,
with Ball Head,—new Urip-Fast
cement,—new Detachable Handle
liar,—new
Dust Shield. Wheelmen invited
to examine at my store. The
Wheel of the year. In jrreat demand.—A few old pattern Royal Mails at reduced prices.

Rim,—no

THOUSANDS.».
BW Be
your Corset is
sure

etamped "Good Sense."
FIT ALL AGES
Infante to Adulte.

Sold by lemiiiiff retailers
everywhere, tteudfor circular.

FERRIS BROS ilutbettnn
HI W hite

m»r23

SI., NEW YORK.
rtlawTu6in

C

^aJ?03R_A.CS-S3.
First-class storage for Flour, Fish,
Cotton and other merchandise in the
Portland Sugar House.
Warehouse receipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
J. 8, DOUGLASS,
IvlidH

No,

nt,

ϊ»β Conimetrinl Slrret.

aprtt

L.

BAILEY,

23f!Uiddle Street.
dlwteodtf&w2w

Copartnership Notice.
III: undersigned have formed a copartnership
under the flnu name of Snell & Burnliara, to
carry on the hor»e shoeing business at No. 89
E. F. 8NELL.
Preole St,

11

,1

Portland, April 9,1886.

WORLD-RENOWNED

ALVIN JOSLIN
COMEDY CO.,
CELEBRATED

Solo
AND

Orchestra,
—

Band.

§10,000 Challenge

in 180 Minutes.

Laughs

dlw

a
a

Union Mutual
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
MAINE.

ORGANIZED

18 4 8,

I IV

great rush
few days.

on

COUIPANY,

which has had thirty-six years' experience.

[TS RECORD

We liavc decided to close our store in a few
days, and therefore every remnant has been
plaeed on our counters at a very low price
in order to elean them out. We are having

IS

Death losses paid,
Endowuieuts paid,
Surrendered policies,

$8,361,9-20.47
3,374,402.90
5,647,970.22
4,268,862.35

■

Dividends,
A

PAYMENT

TOTAL

to

SHOWING
Policy-holders of nearly
millions of dolthem and they will last only Tweîvtv-two
lars, equal to
HI'NDRED ΤIIΟ ES AND
DOLSIXLARS, paid
policy-holders for each year of
existence.
the
company's

STUDLEY,

Η.

Ν.

Manager,

Congress Street, Corner Brown.

No. 499

dtl

apr3

£tt,l 19.347.13, while
only $3,413.410.74.

ASSETS ARE

ITSits

Liabilities

are

HAS THEREFORE A

IT Nearly

SERPLES of
to the Massa9700,000 by

9400,000 according

standard, and of
the New York standard.
chusetts

ENION

SPECTACLES.

oyer

MET l'A I., recognizing its mumost liberal company In its

TUE
tuality, is the
with its
dealings

We have a large assortment and arc prepared to adjust the same
upon scicntiflc principles. We use NACHET'S TRIAL· CASE, together
with the OPTHAEMOSCOPIC TEST LENSE, combining the best
methods known for detecting all optical detects of the eye and determining the lenses needed for their correction.

policy-holders.

POLICY
ITSdefinite
in all its

CONTRACT is
terms and no

plain and
chance for

misconception.

ITS POLICIESINCO

ARE
NTESTARLE

After three years for any cause except fraud.
PAYS DEATH CLAIMS, WITHOUT
IT DISCOUNT, immediately
as soon as
the
proofs are complete and satisfactory, and without
or
number
of
days.
waiting 60, 00,
any
ISSEES
ITplans.

POLICIES

on

nil

approved

THE

li.

BDRNHAil.
aprlOdlw*

ADVANTAGES of this

Company

are

AGE. EXPERIENCE, STRONG FINANCIAL CONDITION, LA KG Ε SURPLUS, EQUITABLE and ATTRACTIVE FLANS, and conservative management.
Call or send to any Agency Office for a circular
of its plans.
JOHN Κ DeWITT, President.
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,
ARTHUR L. BATES, Ass't Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER, M. D., Medical Director.
JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

JAMES

SÏNKIIMSON,

MANAGER FOR CITY AGENCY.

mar2C

Persons to whom the above lines do
These lines should all appear equally black to a normal eye.
not appear equally black al five or ten feet, have a visual imperfection which common spectacles will
lenses
to
correct
the
not improve.
Thev must have special
deformity of their corneas. This
ground
defect Is called ASTIGMATISM.

Spectacles for

25 cents.

eodtf

MUSIC BOOKS.

E^e Glasses for 25 cents.

ALSO

Holy Children. ($1) by Stanford, Isa
Cantata of great power and brilliancy.

Three

A.

new

FINE LINE of GENUINE PEBBLES.

Bichter'··
Harmony, ($2>; Bicbter'·
Counterpoint, ($2) and Rirhter'» Incur,
($2), are three standard books on composition, by

an

eminent German Harmonist.

Opera» The best and most complete editions
Aida, ($2); Belli* of Corneville ($1.50);

GEORGE
CORNER
feb23

FRANKLIN

AND

CONCRESS

Boecacio ($2) ; Carmen ($2); l-'atinitza (*2);
l.akuae ($2); Maritaua
$2) ; .Tleflntofele
(82); ITIiienon (Î2.50) ; Zenobia <»2); and
many others.
Librettos, fall and complete, of 80 operas, for 25
Cheap editions, 15 cents each.

cents each.

Send for lists.
Earner .fluaie, in quantity.
Orchestral parts furnished when desired.

C. FRYE,
STREETS.
eodSm

GRAND OPPORTUNITY

—

GOODSENSE
CORDED CORSET WAISTS.

Manual Training. The Solution nf Social
and Industrial Problems. By Charles Ham.
J(New \ ork : Harper Λ Bros. ; Portland: Loring. Short & Harmon.) Carlyle said, "Man
without tools is nothing; with tools he is
all.' In tracing the course of invention and

CHARLES L·. DAVIS'

HOWE

apriuu

A perfect «VMNASIUM for Fingers Hands and Wrists, All Piano
A great
Students should use it.
aid to ARTISTS in perfecting
their technique.
Herman liotzscli·
References:
mar, W. II. Sherwood, S. It. mills,
Win. Mason.

ARE DESIRABLE

SATUDAY, APRIL 17th.

codtf

PEBBLE SPECTACLES for $1.50 eacli.
PEBBLE EYE GLASSES for $1.50 each.
Always cool. Never become Scratched, and more durable than Glass.
A Large Variety ef Gold Spectacles and Eye Glasses (best quality) at $4.00, $5.00 and $6.00 each

eodtf

€111 RI'll

a

IS A

Wiuuer'» Ideal method·*, (each 75 cents),
famous and really good cheap Methods for
Violin, for Flute, for Accordéon, for Cornet, for
Banjo, for Guitar, for Fife, for Clarinet and lor
are

Flageolet.

Πιιμ*'· PianaTcchiic· ($2.50), are constantly increasing in favor, as moat valuable aids
practice. All teachers should use them.
Any book mailed for retail price.

to

CEK. AGENT,

421 Congress St.,

—

will hold

OF

apr3

BROWN, SAMUEL TllllRSTON, DRY
aprlO

WOT. F. TODD,
GEORGE A. IIAIMIO V,
J. A. MERRILL A CO.,
MORRISON & CO.

CARTER BROTHERS,
Α. ΪΙ. W ΕΛΙΤ WORTH,
A. WALKER,
€. H. LAlHSOAf,

re-

Custom made Jersey Shoes.
Gents' fine Bals., Congress and
Button.

€HEMTNIJT

OF

THE

IMm, Agent,

Portland, April l, 188(5.

GENTS'

THE
NT. M. E.

—

aprl2

No. 311-2 Exchange St.,

just

(IR4LK"

"I, A

Admission 50 cents. Reserved seats 7S cents.
For sale at Stoekbiidge's Music Store.

CO.,

These lionds are based upon selected
mortgages on Farm and City Property,
in the thrifty States of Iowa, Kansas,
Nebraska and Missouri, and are issued
in small as well as large amounts, with
interest coupons, and thus meet the
wants of all who desire exceptionally
safe investments. Investors wishing to
acquaint themselves with these secnrities and with the names of prominent
New England Itanking, Charitable and
Religious Institutions having large investments in them are invited to call at
Exchange streeet,
my office, »1 1-2
where they can obtain full information
and examine specimens of the Bonds,
Correspondence will receive careful
attention, β per cent, with guarantee,
7 1-2 per cent, without guarantee.

PREi\TISS

path

,'ipri)dtd

AN IMPORTANT NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.

HAWKES BROTHERS
Granite for Building, Cemetery,
and Monumental Purposes,

ST.

Per Cent.

and American Kid.

Agent,
385 Congress St.

Goods

I

annttt

12.

—

French Kid, French Goat, Dongoîa

Real Estate and General Brokerage
Real Estate bought, sold and exchanged. Houses
to let. All business personally attended to.
eodlm
marl 6

Spring

i
;

I

LADIES'
Fine stylish
ceived.

j

ΤIIEC

—

corporation comprised largely of substantial New England business men, aud
having a PAID UP CAPITAL of $700,·
000, with a large surplus.

;

Laugh in every

under tlie auspices of the Ladie»' Aid Bociety
nt
TeinplarN· Hall on Wednendny
Ε veiling, April 14. Supper from 7 till 8 o'clk.
Reading by Mrs. T. P. Beats and Miss Rounds.
Mrs. Ella Littlelield. Mrs. Babbldge, Miss Alice
Hatch, Mr. George Thomas. Mr. Charles Cram,
and Messrs. Johnson and Babbldge, will render
some fine solos and quartettes. Mrs. Ella Bonney
apl2-3t
Greene, accompanist. Tickets 25 cts.

Operatic

a

i

The Shoe Dealer.

WILLIAMS,

OFFICE 15 CAHOON BLOCK,

LOMBARD

i

BROWN,

ISAAC W. DYER,

Counsellor at Law,

on

cent, with Gnarautee of
Principal and Interest by the

I
!

novlleodtf

CHAS. L.

COMING !

OK

a

(«nia of

CITY HALL.

G per

SPRING

dtf

Book, Card
97 1-2

MORTGAGE BONDS

Ira S. Lockk.

Joskph A. Locke.
fet>27

Win.

Congress Square.

1-2

ponta

Apron Male" in Ihe V. ITI. C. A.
Hall, Wednesday and TlinrMilay Afternoon
and Krening, April I 1th and I3lh.
Supper served each Evening at β.30 o'clock. Ice
Cream and Cake for sale. Admission free. In connection with the Fair, will be held a "Dolls' Reapr!3d3t*
ception." Admission ten cents.

EYE CLASSES.

STUBBS,
—

Γ>Π 'ind

undersigned, agree
upon tbe following seliedule of prices:

HATTER,

7

Τ Γ.

Monday, April

180

specialties.

Paying

Prinoa

eodtf

GEO. C. SHAW & CO.,

if

Portland.

—

"The Magistrate Is a play with
Line."—New York Times.

Portland.

BEANS

IMPORTANT ART NOTICE !

Qongress Street,

THE CAST INCLUDES
.Tit·**»*. C'harle» llarrou, J. H. Tin «.ou,
\V. F. Owen. Alfred llmNoii,
Minn Annie Clarke, Itlnnc-he Thouipaou,
;Hay Daveupori, liOuine Jortlon,
And others.

From this date we, the

Street.

Middle

245

—

NEW SCENERY !

—dtf

593

AND AT

CONCERT AND SUPPER.

FARRINGTON,
-

the

DALY'S THEATRE, Ν. Y.

ineiices

HATS,

Ν; PERRY,

J. T.

fARDM.

prices, &c.

eouzw

ο

o-A-HjX-js

Ε.

one

lanl-dtf

January 1.1884,

our

at

<;Fair and

LATEST STYLES OF CHILDREN'S GOODS,

SHUliTLEFF,

104 ITIIDDLE

get

success

—

mar2 7

line of

dtf

Os & 4»
Bath
Maine Central..7s & 5s
P. & O. it. Κ—6s

and

208 Middle Street*

SCREW GOODS in Brown and Blue, BROADCLOTH TURBANS in Brown and Checked Goods,
RED TURBANS, the finest and best, just from
New York market, something new and different
from any other dealer. I shall keep on hand the

BONDS !
es & 4s

of

THE CLOTHIER AND FURNISHER, UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL,

—

$720,000
Detroit, Bay City & Alpena R. II. Co.'s

H

haw

STORE.

includingthe Latest Craze CAMEL'S HAIR TURBANS, ROUGH AND READY HATS, CORK

Members of the Ν. Y. Stock Exchange and Proprietors of

a

WEAR.

goods

R.

FRED

Also

nrir>ou.

R8R AND 587 CONGRESS

POOR, WHITE & GREENOUGH,
POOR'S ΜΛ.Μ'ΛΙ,ΟΓ RAILROAD*.

ιιηϋϋΐΙιίΑ

ηA

tlic present unprecedented low marquality HAND PICKED PEA
AND YELLOW EYED BEANS which we shall offer for sale during
the next two weeks ending April 17th, at the extraordinary low price
of ë cents per quart.

and Summer.

I have added to my

—

PAYSON

lnwAat.

Wc linvc lately purchased

eodtf

■

examine

Call and

here ΤIIIk

COME Die,

KO/&KINCJ

BOSTON MUSEUM

ket several hundred bushels of the finest

Frank C. Crocker.

City" of Portland,
Chicago,
'■
Urbana, Oliio,
"
Zanesville, Ohio,
Darke County, Ohio,

af

Manager.

time

played with the greatest

As

BEST PEA AND YELLOW EYED BEAIS
5 Cents per Quart.

displayed.

APRIL DIVIDEND*.

Mr. Ε. M. Field,
Presenting for (be lira·

At the Lowest Prices Ever Made

Spring

INVESTMENTS

BOSTOfillMI CO.,

THE

iltt

Exchange.

deel

i'iiv

NECK

SPRING STYLES IN HATS!

INVESTMENT SECURITIES FOR SALE.

Stanley T. Pullen,

Wednesday and Thursday, April 14 & 15.

W. W. SVIclNTYRE.

Private Wire to New York and Boston.

Quotations constantly

fourni

KTEW

NO. 33 EXCHANCE STREET.

LEE, HICCINSON & CO.

Ιιλ

their stock of

Bankers and Brokers,

BOSTON,

TV*

t, lift

îii

examine

hand·
eoatf

CREEN & BATEMAN.

dlw

PORTLAND TH EAT RE.

FOI! JIM, YOUNG MES, B0ÏS AND CHILDREN

WILL OPEN TODAY THEIR

aprlu

new York c« t: rempo λ ο i: vis,

ap7

of

—

PULLEN, CROCKER k CO.,
Members o? the New York Stock

Wednesday Evening, April 14.

Admission 25c: Keserved Seats 10c extra.

""SUITINGS The Magistrate

SPRING

CO.,

Banks and Trust
on

(of Central New England Polo League) vs.
—AT—

SPRING OVERSACKS

dtf

JOSEPH H. TOBIN.

Fundsconstantly
octl

Tlie Salems!

Bijou Skating Parlor,

Line

Finest

the

To-day

POLO! POLO!

POLO!

NE»

Bankers and Brokers oun PRICES AS LOW AS THE LOWEST.
for

Open

Will

Congress St., under G. A. R. Hall, Near City Hotel, Portland, Me.

565

SWAN &BARRETT,

INVESTMENT SECURITIES

THE CLOTHIER AND FURNISHER,

:

Our stock is all new and has been selected from the best
New York and Boston Markets, and we guarantee

186 MIDDLE STREET.

FARRINCTON,

All Work Warranted.

PER CENT BONDS GUARANTEED

this she yet gives so good promise
in a loss lofty flight that we are
interested in her efforts, and find her, even
in her failure, far beyond the point where
she so lately succeeded. The novel is not

discovery we are moving in the line of the
The work before
progress of civilization.
us may be briefly summarized as consisting
of four divisions: (1) A detailed description

CLEANINC WATCHES,

More
the Nhowaller lVIorfga&e Co.
tliîin fiftv Sinvintru Rnnlre in \cw Hamnshirfi.

of success

in merit and attractions,
crude and unsatisfactory.

perience. Mo apprentices employed.
From this date we agree upon the following schedule of

by

Vermont and Rhode Island, also Insurance
Companies, Societies and Individuals are
investing in this class of securities. Call or
address for Illustrated pamphlet,

R.

Fine Watches and Jewelry Repaired by Workmen of Ability and Ex-

NEW STORE, 261 Middle St.,

Failing in

lacking

AT MORRISON & CO S NEW JEWELRY STORE.

FINANCIAL·.

Petersburg, and in the hut of the peasant. The balls, races and fetes of the one,
the songs, superstitions and occupations of

Atalanta in the South. A Romance bv
& Co;
Tieknor
Maud Howe (Boston:
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon), follows

PRESENTS GIVEN AWAY

TOBIN & MclNTYRE,

St.

the other, are drawn with fascinating quaintness.
All this renders the book one of great
interest and brilliancy, and should place it
among the most popular novels of the year.
The translations of Mr. Nathan Haskell
Dole are too well known to need praise, and
this is no exception to the rule.

LADIES' WATCH AND CHAIN FREE ! F.

refers to her as "the late Mrs.
Null." The characters are all well drawn,
and the reader who wishes to be thoroughly
entertained and amused cannot find a better
novel for the purpose.

etc.

the

is a tyranny worse than the tyranny of Russia, ft does away with a free
press and free speech. It ends liberty of
action.
Nothing can justify the use of
such an agency. The immediate result might
apparently be good, but in the end it must
be evil. Of the second poison Mr. Beecher
says that the Knights do exactly the things
which form the basis of the grievances
they complained of, when they seek to

had not seen for some years, announces her
marriage to a Mr. Null (or nothing). When

Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.

Evolution ard Religion. By Henry Ward
Beecher. Part II. Eighteen Sermons dis.
cussing the application of the Evolutionary
Principles and Theories to the Practical Aspects of Christian Life. (NewYork: Fords,
Howard & Ilurlbert.) These eighteen ser-'
mons may be regarded as practical homilies
on ways of utilizing the development theory
in the interpretation of Christian teaching·
Their titles are, The Background of Mystery;
The Manifold Christ (modes of gaining a
knowledge of Him); The Conversion of
Force (from destructiveness to beneficence,
among men) ; The Drift of the Ages (social
regeneration of man in history) ; The Hidden
Man (soul growth) ; The Rest of God ; God's
Loving Providence; The New Testament
Theory of Evolution ; God's Goodness Man's
Salvation; Jesus the True Ideal ; The Liberty of Christ; The Vitality of God's Truth,

ate however.

The Late Mrs. Null. By Frank R. Stock(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons) ;
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon), possesses all that author's pleasing characteristics, and abounds in delightful absurdities
and amusingly complicated situations. The
heroine, to avoid discussion of a certain matrimonial alliance planned for her by her
aunt, her only near relative, and whom she

AMUSEMENTS.

unscELunsoiw.

IIIIICBLLANIIOIJ»·

ton.

ον«-««ν·—w

keen analysis
power of brilliant description,
of character, shrewd observations of the
world, combined with marvellous literary
skill, enable him to produce a work of art

Debate

his supporters are so

iiuuuuiij,

genius

gin

the

wic

before the courts and
commercial world, furnish a theme in which
of Balzac is seen at its best. His
the

Gould says he doesn't own a dollar's worth
of steck in the Louisville & Nashville road,
and never saw or heard of the advertisement. of its officers for deputy marshals of
grit until it was sent him by the Knights.
The Knights are painting Gould rather
blacker than he is.

The arrest of President

aiivi

A sketch of the historical period, showing
that the decay of civilization and the destruction of social organisms have resulted
directly from defects in methods of education. (4) A brief sketch of the histdïy of
manual training us an educational force.

sense

discharge,
complete rehabilitation

experience.

Richmond of

iu,

of honor which show themselves
in his prolonged efforts to pay all his debts
in full, with interest, after he had obtained
his
and which finally result in his

and

οί tho various laboratory class
procesees
from the first lesson to tho last in the course
of three years. (2) Δη exhaustive argument
In support of the proposition that tool practice is highly
promotive of intellectual
growth, and the upbuilding of character. (3)

GOODSlHEAP ! '&XSS£OLIVER DITSON Λ CO., Boston
"cwl&w2w
aprS

NO. 111 ΚΑΙΝΕ
STREET^ SACCARAPPA, ME.
Positively tliis closing out sale %vill continue
inform the public that I
more.
We
weeks
a
1RF.SPK0TFULLY
to
few
arc qnotiug low
furnish White Broadcloth, Crape,
prepared
only
Rosewood, Walnut, Whltewood
Pine Caskets at
lowest prices. Having had experience in the
prices in order to reduce at once.
Every the
business, I shall manufacture many of these goods

am

or

class off goods in our store lias been marked
down in order to meet with a ready sale.
Remember our store and give us a call if you
wish to find some rare bargains.
GOODS SOLD STRICTLY FOR CASH.

N.

H.
4Θ9

STUDLEY,
Congress Street,

myself, thereby giving the purchasers a reduction
from jobbers' prices. Funerals attended Free of
Charge. Hearses. Carriages and Flowers furnished at short notice.
Κ.—Λ good line of ricture Mouldings conon hand.
Frames furnished at low prices,
-lob-work done as heretofore. Thanks for past
favors.
J· *· βΡΒΑΒ.
marSldlm*

stantly

'■· CAUMi a»d CVBK, by
one who was deaf twenty-eight
Treated
years.
by most of the noted specialists of the day with no benefit. Cured himself
three months, and since then hundreds of othA plain, simple and sue
» by same process.
sial home treatment. Address T. 8. PAGE, 128
feb23codl2w·
Kast 2Ctli St., New York City.

ΙΑΓιΐΓ.Λι)

Manager, Dl'll'VlW

Cor. Brown.

following New York stock market is received daily, by private wire, bvPullen, Crocker
& Co., No. 33 Exchange street, Portland, Me:
The

TUESDAY MORNING, APRIL 13.

Chicago & Alton
Chicago & Alton preferred
Chicago,ÎBurlIngtou & Qulncy

WIT AND WISDOM.

Scott's Emulsion of Pure Cod Liv

/»

Erleipreferred—

food and

the car reached Westvllle an old man with a
long, white beard rose feebly and tottered toward
door.
He was, however, stopped by the conthe
ductor, who said:
"Your fare, please."
"Why, I paid my fare."
"When? I don't remember it."
"Why, 1 said you when I got on the car."
"Where did you get on?"
"At Fair Haven.
"That won't do," said the conductor; "when I
left Fair Ilavbn there was only a little boy on the
car."
"Yes.'' said the old man, "I know it. I was
that little boy.

American Express
Boston Air Une
Burlington & Cedar
Canada ISouthern
Canton
Central Iowa
Central Pacific
Chesapeake & Ohio
1st preferred
Del. & llud. Canal
Del., Lack. & West
lieu &Kio Grande
E. Tenu.. V. & Ga
do iDref
Fort ÂVav ne
Kansas & Texas
Lake Erie & West
Houston & Texas
Lomr island

Oil with Hypophosphites ï» l'entrai
Debility and Emaciation. Is a most valuable
medicine, where the appetite is poor,
and the food does not seem to nourish the body.
T14s will give strength and vigor.
As

1 suffered from rheumatism the most excruciating pain for three months, lost flesh and appetite,
and was almost helpless. One bottle of Athlophoros relieved me, and though I am weak I am
gaining every day. Mrs. B. F. Brown, Vineyard
Haven, Mass.

Manager McConnell, of tlic Columbia Theatre,
says there is one lady In that city who, when she
visits the theatre, always comes before the audiIs seated.

ence

She used to have

a

bad habit of

waiting until everybody else was settled for the
evening, and then coming hi and raising a commo
lion in getting to her seal. One evening she came
in as usual, and after standing in the aisle long
enough to show an elegant new cloak, disturbed
a whole row of people who had to move to let her
pass to her seat. When she was comfortably
seated, aud everything was quiet, a little woman
in|the next row back said to her companion, in a
sharp whisper that could be heard throughout
that portion of the house:
••Poor thing! 1 s'poso they made lier stay and

do up the

supper dishes,"

April
;,iay are the months when Vegetine
should biised to purify the blood.
and

had a full appreciation of a good
well-turned joke, One bit of his quiet
humor is told at tlie expense of Rev. Henry Ward
Beeclier. The preacher had prevailed upon the
soldier to visit Brooklyn as the guest of the Thirteenth Regiment, which had planned some sort of
a celebration.
Mr. Beeclier, as chaplain, carried
the proud title of captain, and lie made this plain
in a neat little speech with which lie unexpectedly
pricked up the General to ,;a few remarks." Grant
met Beeclier soon after the New England Society's
dinner in Brooklyn, aud referred once or twice to
Major Beeclier. The Plymouth pastor credited
this to a slip of the tongue, but his eye was opened
a little later when, at the
New England Society
den. Grant

story

or a

dinner in New York, he found himself heralded
by Grant as l olonel Beecher, not once, but again
and again. Then he began to protest, but Grant
would not have it. "Next time it shall be General," lie said to the preacher; "and if you don't

keep on going higher, it will be because the titles
give out."

If you are tired taking the large, old-fashioned
griping pills, try Carter's Little Liver Pills and
take

comfort. A
One pill a dose.

some

thing.

man

can't stand every-

Wash, sat and listened to the teacher's discourse
with a superior smile. There was nothiug about
sheep that lie didn't know.
"How does
the Good Shepherd know his
sheep?" presently asked the teacher.
"I know," cried Wash., who felt that his time
had come. "Sonie;lie slits their ears, and some he
marks red chalk."

Try Carter's Little Nerve Pills for any case of
nervousness, sleepless!,ess, weak stomach, iudi.
gestion, dyspepsia, &c. relief Is sure. The only
In
nerve medicine for the price in the market
vials at 25 cents.

Among other traditions ol the Government
Printing Ofliee at Washington is a story told about
.'i boy sent with some proof slips of an important
decision to Chief Justice Taney. He appeared at
the

office of the Chief Justice and asked him, "Is

Taney in?"
"1 presume,"
to

was tlie

dignified reply, "you wish

the Chief Justice of tlie United States?"
don't care a cuss about liiin. I've got some
proois ior raney.
"I am the Hon. Roger B. Taney."
•'You are Taney, aren't you?"
'•1 am not, fellow. I am the llou. Roger B. Taney."
••Then the proois are not for you," and the unceremonious messenger would have gone off with
them if the Judge had not admitted himself to be
see

"I

Taney simply.

Çov*
142„,
40%

lo5Va
98
70
40->

128
1C6

20 Ve

80

19
41
42
104*8
02
120

Mining

Stocks.

Memoranda.
St-ii Julia A Ward, from North Keothbay for

with ice. was run into Sunday night
Philadelphia,
an unknown three-masted schr and cut down a

by

25 25
21)00

Colorado Coal
Ontario

Quicksilver
do preferred

foot below the water. The hole was immediatiy
tilled below water with bedding, and with aid of
the Dumps she was kept atloat and next day was
towèd into Dutch Island Harbor. She was run on
the flats and now lies sunk in 18 feet water.
Sell Lizzie 1! Morse, before reported ashore oil'
the Sow and Pigs, was floated on Friday and lowThe
ed into Cuttyhunk harbor by tug Nellie.
greater part of her cargo washed out while she
was on lier beam ends.
Sell Chanticlear, from Vinalhaveii for Franklin
which went ashore at Soutli West Harbor Otli, is
breaking up.
Sell Sad e Willeutt, Barbour, from Boston for
Peusacola, was towed Into Cooper's Point Harbor.
NJ, on Sunday, having been dismasted in a heavy

21 00
17 50

Homestake
Con. Cal. & Va
Bodle
Savage
Hale & Norcross
Horn Silver

S2

10
1 05
130
2 05
2 S»5

California Mining Stocks.

(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO, Apr 12.1880.—The followofficial
are
closing
quotations of mining stocks
ing
to-day :
BodieJCon
Hale £ Norcross
Con. Cal. & Va
Savage

Eureka

μΐ

I1I1C lllCOO

(/>'!

IV

X\J

lnons,

<'.

pails.

D^SjlOVîC fc> lb, according to size and
smoked shoulders 7@7%c; pressed hams
IOMjc.
lb ; country 5V2 ;
Dressed hogs, city, G@@%c
live hogs 4%<g5c.
Butter—New York extra fresh made creamery
at 33{ç35c: do extra firsts 30fe32c ; do firsts 20®
2i)c; do seconds at 21@22c; Western extra fresh
made at 33 0,35c; do extra firsts at 32@33c ; do
firsts ς
|j
led
tv, Λ
Vermont choice old stock 15®18c ; do fair to good
12ttl<»c; New York extra new 2t «.2<îc; do choice
15(a:l8c ; do fair to good 12«loe; extra imitation
creamery 27^ 28c.
Cheese—Northern extra ll@llVa :fancy at 12c;
do good to choice OVaisM'c; lower grades according to quality ; West ern 10^10 V2C; job lots Vj*c
higher.
Kggs— Neai by nominal 15c; Eastern extra at
14%c;Southem choice extra at 13@13Vfee: New
Vork and Vermont 14@14%c; Western choice at
14c: held stoek. nominal as to quality.
Beans—Choice small Ν Y hand picked peal 50@
·£■ bush; choice New York large hand picked
do 1 30 â:l 35 ; small Vermont hand picked pea at
1 65® I lO
Apples—Massachusetts Baldwins. 1 25 ; Maine
Baldwins at 1 50; fancy SI 75; No 1 greenings at
1 OO&l 25; No 1 New* York State apples 1 00@
1 25; No 2 apples 75c@l 00.
iiay—Choice prime hay, $1ί» 00-^$20: fair to
good at ^17^t$18; choice Eastern line $15£i$17;
fair to good cfo at $14@$15; poor to ordinary SI 3
@$14: East swale $10@§11. live straw, choice,
£19 00(σ.20 00; oat Straw $10@$ 11 ρ ton.
Hams at

cure:

J-

—

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND, April 10, 188G.
Flour continues quiet with light demand at
about previous quotations. The market for Corn
and Oats is very strong but not quotably higher
here, while at New York ami the West better
prices prevail. Feed easier and in some instan
ces lower.
Sugar firm and Vfec higher at 0%c for
granulated and G 14c for Extra C. Provisions dulj
and unchanged. Produce quiet and steady.
The following are to-day's closing quotations of
Flour. Grain, Provisions. &c.:
Flour.
»nd
low grades. 3 25@3

Superflue

«àriiiii.

Uliyli Mixed Corn.51&52
5C iCorn, lmg lots— 54g,55
iMeal, bag lots.. .53tt;54

X Sluing and
XX Spring,.β 00^,5 25
1'alent Spring
G 00(α;6 2û
Wheats
Mich, straight
5 25@5 50
roller
clear do
5 00@5 2£ί

42 <^43
Oats, car lots
Oats, bag lots
48^45
Cotton seed.
ear lots..23 00.&24 00
do bag... 24 00^25 00
—

—

ISack'dBr'n

lots.. ) !> 00@20 00
I do bag... 20 00t«21 00
5 5< Ym5 7 5 i M i id i j 11; : s. 1 i) 00,323 00
roller
ciear do....5 25(a;5 50 do bag lots,20 00@24 00
Winter Wheat
PiOVÎMione.
Patents— 5 75@β 00 Pork-

ground.4 75^5
St Louis st'gt
stone

00

Fiith.

Cod, ψ qtl—
Large fehoreS
Large Bauk3
2
Stuall
2
Pollock
1
1

Haddock

25 ^3 50
00(a)3 25
75^3 00
25(0.3 25
50®2 00
75&2 25

car

Backs... 14 00@14
13 00313
Clear
Mess
1160®12
8 50^9
tSless Beef.
'.I r.On.'J
Ex Mess.
I Plate —10 ΙΚΙα ] ο
Ex Plate. 10 75^11

SO
50
00
00
75
50
00

Hake
I Lara—
Tubs t> l>..0V2®6%c
HerringTierces— 6Va®6i4c
Scaled ^ bx..l4gl8c
Pails
No 1
12ia,15c
6%@7%ο
Hams
It,
Mackerel $> bbl—
UVieSlO c
do coveredlOyaÂll Vi
Shore 1».19 00®21 00
Oil.
Shore 2s. 7 00(® 8 00
Aled. 3s. 5 06 00 KerosenePort. Kef. Pet
Oi/s
8mall
(o>
ft^l'OllllCf.
Water White
!>Va
13
Pratt'sAst'l.WbliL
Cranberries13
3 60@4 50 Oevoe's Brilliant
Maine
10
Cape Cod.. .5 δΟα,β 50 Ligoul.'i
0
Pea Beans... 1 50(®1 75 Silver White
10
Medium—l 50{g£l 75 Centennial
KaittlUN.
German mal U5(gl 75 I
2 26 0.3 25
Yellow Eyes.l 40®1 «5 I Muscatel
Irish Potatoes. ..00a;70 I London l.ay'r 3 15,2,3 25
(α;4 OG OnduraLay. 13 M13Vi
8t Potatoes
7
3 75(α;4 0(J Valencia
Onions
@10Va
12
$ 10
Cab bages
Hugnr.
6%
Turkeys
17(822 granulated ψ lb
6Vi
Chickens
15^10 Extra C
—

16@16

Fowls

Heed».

@15 Red Tod....$2i4®S2%
@14 Timothy Seed2 15@2 20
Clover
HV«®13c

Ducks
Geese

Apple».

Snow
10
Vermont
@12
Tallman Swts
Nol Bald wins 1 00@1 50 N.Y. factory 10 @12
Bnuer.
1 00@1 50
Greenings
Creamery® lb. ..28332
!b 8(a>llc Gilt Edge ver—2* α32
Evaporated
Choice
l/MDODN.
2o@22
17t3l8
4 00@4 25 Good
Florida
4 50 a5 00 Store
12ÎS14
Messina
2 OOva.2 50
V-niin.
Malagers
—

Eastern extras ,.13ai4
12
4 25@4 75 Can & Western..
Florida
12
5 00@5 75 Island
Valencia
Limed
Messina and Palermo i> bx.3 00,5*4 00
OraDKC»·

Boston StoCK reiarnei.

[By Telegraph.]

The following quotations of stocks are received
daily.
91
Atch., Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad
Eastern Kailroad
Bell Téléphoné
■···■■:
1(;!.
37
New York and New England Railroad.
·.

do

prei

-Jl%
OiVt

Flint & Fere Marquette Railroad com

dopref

JJj»

Boston Water Power Co
Boston Land (Company
Mexican Central
Mexican Central Κ 7s
Boston & Albanv Railroad

Rutland
Rutland 1(. prel
Maine Central Kailroad
Boston S Maine Railroad
Wisconsin Central
Marquette. Houghton and Out.

I'"'f

Sonorul7s

*

38%
-41%
189
(ί

..

it.,

com

...

2δ
115
194 <
19%
33Vt
85
χ 97

Wow York Stock and Money Market
I By Telegraph.]
NEW VOKK, April 12 1880.—Money 011 eall
continues very easy at 1V&@2 per cent. Prime
mercantile paper 4<g|ô per cent. Exchange continues very dull and steady; actual rates at 4 86*4
Governfor 60-uay bills and 4 88 for demand.
ment bonds dull and steady. Railroad bonds
The stock market
linn.
and
active
moderately
continued active and strong in last the hour, ami
closed active and strong at or near best figures of
the day.
The iransactions at the .Stock Exchange aggregates 373.141 shares.
l'ut* «ouowing are to-day's qnotations of Government. securities:
ΊΟΟζ'β
Ortited States honds.. 39
1123/e
IS e <fi 1 Va ι, reg
1128/e
New 4l/as, coup
126
New 4s, reg

Chicago

Cattle Market.

Domestic Markets.

[By Telegraph.]
YORK. April 12, 1880.—Flour marketlleceipts I 2, >51 ools; exports 1035 bbls and !)f>33
sacks; still idling in buyers favor with continued
dull trading; sales 11,100 bbls.
Floui quotations-No 2 ats2 20^2 00 ; superfine
Western and State at 2 80i&3 30; common to good
extra Western and State at 3 15@3 50; good to
choice do at 3 C0@f> 30; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at δ 00@5 10; iancy do at
at 5 15,α.δ 25; common to good extra Ohio at 3 25
@5 25; common to choice extra St Louis at 3 25(<|
5 30; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 75,α 5 10; choice to double extra do at 5 15to
5 30, Including 700 bbls city mill extra at 4 G0@
4 05; 400 bbls fine} do 2 20(0:2 90; 300 bbls SUperllce at 2 80&3 30; 900 bbls extra No 2 at 3 35
(a3 50; 3,000 l»bls winter wheat extra at 3 15@
5 30;_4300 bbls Minnesota extra at 3] 5,a;5 25.
Southern Hour steady ;common to fair extra 3 35@
3 75; good to choice do 3 80@5 40.
Rye Flour is
NJRW

Wheat—Receipts 34,950bush; exports

135,833 bush ; spot lots shade stronger with increased trade for export;sales 238.000 spot; No 2
Spring at 91c; No 1 hard 75c; No 2 Red ttScjNo 1
Red at 99c; No 1 White 95c. Bye nominal, liarley steady. Corn V4@%c higher and only moderately active; speculation quiet; receipts 3.000
bush ; exports 3 53,035 bush;saies 84.000 bush on
spot; No 2 at 46c in elevjYellow 47c. Oat»—cash
l@2c higher; receipts 15,200 bush; exports
l»u; sales 52,000 bush spot; No 3 at 30%c White
do at 41(«/42e; No 2 at 37@37-y2c ; No 2 White at
42it^42V2 ViC; Mixed Western at 36@40c; White
do at 40 a,47c; White State at 42c. Coit'ee ttnn
at8%c. Sugar firm; refined quiet; C4%t&5c;
Extra 0 5%@5y2c; White Extra C 5%&.5%e ;
Yellow 41/a:ct4«/4c ; Mould A 0%c ; Off A at 5%@
5%c; standard A at 5 15-16@6c ; granulated at
6 5-10c; Confection's A 0 3 16(^6% c;cut loaf and
crushed at «%c; uowdered 6 7-16@6%c; Cubes
Pork is
at 0»/2c. Peroleuiu—united 767/8c.
dull ; old mess quoted at 9 50@10 00, new 10 50 a;
Lard
Beef
dull.
3^4
10 73. Tallow easy.
points higher and moderately active; Western
steam spot at 0 22y2(â6 25; refined at 6 5o for
Continent; 0 80 for S. A. Butter linn; Western
at 15 a>33c ;State 18^33c ; Elgin creamery at 34@
35. Clieeee firm; Western 8V2@10%c.
Freights steady; wheat steam 31Ad.
CHICAGO, April 12. 1886.—Flour is quiet.
Wheat higher; April at 73«/4@74a/8c; No 2 Spring
73% @76 Vic; No 3 do 66@69c. Corn firm 33%
@36S/5c. Oats steady at 26@28c. Rye steadyNo 2 at 57@59c. Barley dull ; No 2 at 00c. Fork
lower at 9 15@9 20. Lard at 5 90. Boxed meats
steady shoulders 4 OO a-4 10; short ribs at 5 30;
—

0S@5 70.
Receipts—Flour, 14,000 bbls; | wheat. 14,000
bush; corn, 09,000 bush; oats, 57,000 bush; rye,
1,000 bush ; barley, 39,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 6.000 |bbls; wheat, 25,000

short clear at 5

82c.

do.

Carpet
DEPARTMENT
pH
AT THE PGirfLA

Grocer for,

demand

and

French Villa.

Try it.

The above is a cut of our Carpet floor, only that we have added just double the size shown and made
auother entrance on Middle St., giving us a floor space for Carpets alone larger than any other House
in the same line of business in the New England States, in this department we shall offer as long as
yard, but our very best trade for this sale
they last pure all wool carpets 1 yard wide for 55 cents per
cents per
is a pure, superfine all wool carpet of which we now have In stock over 6000 yards at 66
no hesitation in saying that they are the best
have
in
these
and
12
We
have
goods,
patterns
yard
of
wool
extra suan
line
all
we
have
enormous
these
value for the money we ever had to offer : besides
full and complete, and no betpers which we shall sell from 70 cts. to 90 cts. Our line of 3 plvs is also
of
in
makes
and
patterns; price
great variety
ter can be shown. Tapestry Brussels In all the leading
for this sale will be 35 cts. to il.10 for the finest AVilton back in the market. Body Brussels, beautiwe
are
Eeinember
complimented every day on
ful patterns; from $1 to $1.45. Velvets $1 to $1.45.
Small samples sent on apour splendid floors for showing goods on, plenty of light and no deception.
Straw
Pads.
etc.
Stair
Matting just now coming
Art Squares, Carpet Lining,
plication. Bugs. Mats, clean
and nice, prices 12%, 15, 17' i, 20. 25 and up to 00 cents for seamless.
m this year's stock, all
to
those
will
he
made
discount
our
A
stock.
buying by the roll
Do not order until you have seen
Churches carpeted at reduced prices. 12 patterns exclusively for churches to select from.

.·

<

nveiopes,

on

The

above is

a

cut of

our

Stove and tiange floor, ami in this department

REFRIGERATORSlND

an

in

solved in water

an'Exhilarat-

ing. Effervescing Draught,

cures
Heartburn,
Sick-lleadaclie, cures
Liver Complaint, cures Sick
Stomach, and gently urges

Piles,

cures
a·

■&·

I

■

ISAAC C. ATKINSOIV,

3YSPEPS A

A

Electric Lights.
aprl2

every

Take

L's

"r

»««hnn.

nono

Bliyiilaud

lingia
Wyoming
Kiiis

Orinoco
City Alexandria.. New

Oregon

Germanic
Ktruria..
1,1 ciu'sivi

Pittance
Manhattan
Sardinian

York..Hav&VCruz.Apl

Portland ...Liverpool....Apl
New York. .Liverpool... Apl
New York. Liverpool... Apl
Apl
Wv, York .Liverpool.
,v York. Bio Janeiro..Apl
New York. .Hav&VCruz.Apl
Apl
Portland. ..Liverpool
·.

State

SEALED

UT11't

j

Instant relief.

Final cure in 10

purge,
days, and never returns. No
Sufferers will learn of κ
no salve, no suppository.
•uniple remedy Free, by addressing C. J. MASON,
mar25eod6m
78 Nassau St., Ν. V.

fyud ffitiivicl]

No, 37 Plum Street,

May 27

duced

Commencing Monda;, Oct. 5, 1885,

until further notice Passenger Trains will
Leave Portland as follows: 9.00 a. ni., toi
Fabyaun, Bethlehem, liittletoei, Lauca·Ml. John·
ter, Wood*ville, Montpelier,
bury, Newport, Burlington, A wanton,
on
connecting
Oydeuwbury, and all points
Unes.
for Bartlett and intermediate
J.OO p. «η.,
stations.
Λ RBI VA l<8.
10.40 n. m., fjom Bartlettand way statlous
5.55 p. na., from Swnalon, Burliugiou a··
all points on through line.
J. HAMILTON, Soul
oe3dt
October 3.1886.

188U.

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.
Portland & Rochester R. It.
ARRANGEMENT
L

APPLICATIONS RECEIVED

in

—

pnrlSm
cod3m

THEIR SU-

PERIORITY
CONCEDED
β ζ PRACTICAL PAINT-

ERS WHEREVERUSED
These Paints
ore composed of the best Zinc and
Lead pigmente, ground in Pure Lin·
seed Oil to tne consistency to use under
tlio brush. Their great fineness and
density of body forms a firm glossy surface, more
durable and permanent in color than can be produced by anv process of hand mixing.
Every package is sold under our positive guarantee of purity, and to repaint any job upon which it
has been used and failed to do good service.
If not for sale in your town
le agents.
IB. II. HAY & HON,
mar20

send to our whole

Portland, Me.

eod3m

WOLFE'S
SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

APPS.

sc

and necessary
:orrectire of water rendered impure by
or other causes,
vegetable decomposition of
is Limestone, Sulphate
Copper, &c.,
he Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
»very other preparation for these purA public trial of over 30 years
poses.
As a

general beverage

MAYOS'

pleasant and perfectly

harmless anesthetic for
the painless extraction of teeth.
.·—-

DR. C. M.
J

iim

TALBOT,

and Middle
Innd,j?le.

marll

YOItK.

<lly

Dirigo Mineral Water.
water

im
Iced water ruins digestion; Dirigo
—~efres
iVUvU
.aid
vv/*»»
jreu daily,
umi>)
jeaHhful. Delivered
Our
Onr improved
impro»v« cans will Keen the
rom the spring.
τοη»
free
vater cool from 36 to 43 lioitrp ; use of cans
rater per gallon 10 cents.

SffrefrlshlSt

cl3m

je23

413 Fore Strrei

dtt

MRS. A. B. POOLE,

and smooth: removes tan and freckles, and
BEST todet dressing In THE WOULD. Elegantly
put nu. two bottles In one package, consisting of
both internal and external treatment.
All first-class druggists have it. Si per package.
diirmWmcTh
aprS

METAPHYSICIAN !

UN TED

STATES

—

WILL BE AT

—

HOTEL.

WILSON, 58 BROWN STREET,

I0LPHG WOLFE'S SON & CO.,
marlO

Boiiou

A Albany Κ. K. for the We...
witl)
Close connection made at We.lbrooU Jancliou with through trains of Maine Central R.R. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, witli through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
ThroiiKh Tickets to all points West and 8<>nth
may he had of S. II. IIELLEN,Ticket Agent, Portland & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
J. w. PETERS. Sunt.
apiodtf

Cure

TETTERS, HUMORS,!»
g INFLAMMATION, MILK < KUST, C
ALI.
ROUGH
SCALY ERUPTIONS, g
I
g DISEASES OF HAIR AM) SCALP I S
«(SCROFULA ULCERS, PIMPLES,**
ύ AND TENDER ITCHINGS on all parts α
β ! of the body. It makes the skin white, softly
is the

a sale unequalled by any
>ther distillation have insured for it the
of
salubrity claimed for it.
-eputation
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

STREET,

R. R.
SprinjrfieUI· also with Ν. Υ. Α* Ν. E.

Route-) for Philadelphia.
rsteîmer"^'land
Rnlliuiorr, lVn*hiu«ton, Jlfld the Mouthy and

«

VMUOtuuuivuv

18 BEAVER

via

cure!

complicated Disand
those made
chronic by malpractice.
No cure no pay, only for
medicine.

VU

ΚΓ\Τ)ΓιΕΤΤ BROS., Proprietors,

iion of Free

(mixed) *6. JO p. ua.
For ForeMt Λ veune (Deering) lOOOn.m.,
J.OO and O.'iO p. aaa.
The 1.05 p. m. train from Portland connects at
Route for
Ayer Junct. with IIoo««c Tunnel
the West, and at t'nion Be pot, Worcester, for

~g

OR.

II

Portlnml:

Worceater, Clinton, Ayer Junrtien,
NaNhun, Windham and Sipping at 7.JO
a. m. and I.05 p. ua.
For UlnncheMter, Concord, and points North
at 1.05 p. m.
For RocheMter, Npringvale, Alfred, Wairr·
boro and Maco River, 7.JO n. ua., 1.05
p. m. and (mixed) at tt.JO p. m.
For (iorhaoi at 7.JO a.m., 1.05. 0.30 and
(mixed) at β. JO p. m.
For Naccarappa, C'aiiaaberland Mill·, Wert·
brook Junction and Woodford'» nt 7»JO
and lo.oo a. ·».. 1.05, J OO, 0.90 and

HAINF.

'acuity and

»U

DF TRAINS.

On and after Monda?* April 19»
PassencerTrains will l^jnr·

For

DR. C. IV. BCNSOVS

I! ECZEMA,

jÏÏÛF^nBIî

^ere'

BY

to

rate*.

FALL AM) WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

PORTLAND, ME.

in Warranted

Sunday morning*.

Portland and Ogdensburg R. R.

SON, Importers,

SKIN

•το F.NABLECONSUMERS TODISTINGUISHAT

on

STEAMBOAT CO.

THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,

UAKIIIMON.

niirlit Sun-

XSewiimptiou of Merric·.
steamer CITY Of KICHilONI) wlU resume service ou the route hetween Portland and
Machiasport on Friday, March 12th, leaving i'ortlaml at 11 p. m., aud leaving Machiasport every
Monday at4 a. m., unking one trip per week un
til April 2d, when two trips per week will be
made; from Portland, Tuesdays and Fridays,
and from Machiasport, Mondays and. Thursdays
l'A VSUN TUCKEll, General Manager.
F. K. BOOTUBY.Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
noaodtf
Portland. March 8.1886.

WINES and LIQUORS
SALE

rims fivp.rv

PORTLAND, BANGOR, MT. DESERT & MACHIAS

1 ML Ρ Ο Β Τ Ε D

£j
I

A

mul

beyond Bangor,

Cabin
Passenger accommodations unequalled.
$80; intermediate, $30; steeraee, $20.
General
A.
H.
&
ALLAN,
For passage apply to
Passenger Agents, 80 State St. Boston; and Ç. P.
WALDltON, 40 Exchange St.; T. P. McGOWAN,
422 Congress St., or for passage or freight to H. &
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.
dtf
nov28

FROM

Vegetable Vapor!
fficvlc) J"oL

Parisian.
SARDINIAN.
Peruvian.

«.ml

Trains arw due In Portland as follows : The morn·
in.;
ing trains from Augusta and Bath 6.45 a. BanLewiston. 8.δυ a. m. : the day trains from
connectand
stations
all
intermediate
and
gor
aftering roads at 12.45 and 12.40 p. in.; the Bath.
Augusta,
noon trains from Waterville,
m.
the
5.45
at
;
night
p.
Kockland and Lewiston
Pullman Express train at 1. 50 a. m.
Biimilrd Ticbrle, flret aud nccouiI cine», for
all point** in the I'l-ovinccN ou «ah· nf re-

THUR8DAY,
Mch. 25
1
April
··
15
··
29
May β

Peruvian.

night Pullman trains will stop

train is the night express wife

nap

Portland Service.
I From Portland
| via Halifax.

POLYNESIAN.

re.

(lays included, but not through to Skowheganen
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter or

nt

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATER,

NEW

BERRY,

{The 11.16 p.

Celebrated

8l.i45l,«04.es
870,050.00

DR.

STEPHEN

|

ΚΟΚ

Average Scrip Dividends for Tweu- ;
ty Years, 29 per cent.

Assayer of Moine from

marlO

All trains excepting
for passengers.

«50 to

ÎK

770,933.14

Outslauiliiig^crip

raar20dit t aprl3&14

FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS
mindly

24
24
24
29
29

Block.
1
U. S. Engineer Office,
!
No. 33 Pemberton Square,
Boston, Mass., March 8, 1886.)
rebe
will
PROPOSALS. Ill triplicate,
ceived at this office until 12 o'clock, noon,
April 15,1880, for the manufacture of
riiursday,
concrete block, welshing 108 tons approximatey. and for its transportation to and establishment
ipon Avery's Ledge, Saudy Bay, Mass. For speciieations and blank omis apply to Ihe underU. L. GILLESPIE,
signed.
Major of Engineers, Bvt. Lt. Col. U. S. A.

"

W/HUOlliHdClUd 3H1 'SNOtLVim snontN

ga .<!■£·£.S37.S!î

ran ντΩΐτοΐ

Concrete

11
25
8
16

April
«·

OF PHILADELPHiA.
Torn I Α>μί<
Tot;»! Liabilities

F. O. PVdRCE a. CO.'S

η

Halifax.

ui.

AT CONGRESS ST. STATION

Also General Managers fur New Eugland for the

ap6

for

and 1.25 p.

»Ττ*τ>
»ΑΛΑΜ12·«·

NO. 410 FORE ST.,

WM. ALLEN, JR

jaul4

p.
R R.. 7. 10 a. iu., 1.25 p. m. ; Aul urn and
Ι.ι-wÎMton al 8.2«» a. m., 1.20. 5.00 ρ m. ; Lew.
i»ton via Bi-iinmvicli, 7.10 a. m.. 111.15 p.
Winthrop,
III. ; Farmington. .11 on mouthOakland and North An*ou, J.iO p. m. ;
7.10 a. m.
Brmawicb,
via
Fui'iuiugîou

ALLAN_LINE.

R. STANLEY &

—

eod3m

For Rangor, Ellnworth, Tit. Denert Ferry,
Yanceboro, St. John, Halifax, and the
Province», St. Stephen aud Aroontook
m., via Leu i«tou. 1.25 and
County, 1.20
til.15 p. m., via Augusta; and for Rar Harbor, and Rangor & Pi»cataqui* R. R..
îll.15 p. m., for Skovrhegan, Reliant and
Dexter, 1.20, 1.25, $11.lo p. ill.; Waterrille,
7.10 a. in.. 1.20, 1.28» til.lo p. m., nd on Sal
Augusta, Hal
urdays only at 5.15 p. in. ; forιιηκ>ν
«4 k, 7.J0 a
lowèll, <Sardinei· and R·
.10 a. lu
Hath,
til.15
in.;
m., 1.25, 5.15,
p.
1.25. 5.15 p. ni., and on Snturday* only at 11.16
Liueoln
ιιη<.
ill. ; Rocklaud .nid Knox

STEAM ERCOR DON

ami

let,

1883, Passenger Traius Leave
Portland as follows:

OF ALL KINDS,

Ma-

gress, Button and Lace.
If you cannot pet these
shoes from dealers, send
address on postal card
to W. L. Douglas, Brockton, Mass.

j

dtf

MUTUAL SAFETY BIS. CO.

1,000 Self-Operating Washing

pair warranted.

Proposal

attention.

'*"W<'r"!'<ltëtv cvery-

W. L. Douglas' $3.00
Shoe,warranted." Con-

speculation and export 3000 bales.
LIVERPOOL, April 12. 1886.—Winter Wheat
110 stock ; spring wheat at 7s 3d S7s r>d; California average, no stock ;club at 6s 1 ld@7s id; corn,
mixed Western, new at 4s 2d; peas at 5s 5d.
Provisions, &c.—Pork,prime Eastern mess at 50s;
bacon at 30s for short clear and:29s Gd for long
clear; cheese dull51s for American; lard, prime
Western 31s 6d ; tallow 23s 6d for Amercan.

prompt

<r'
m ichere.

chines. l{ you want one send us your name.
O. and express office at once. The ivmiounl
apnieod&wlm
Co., 21 Bey St., Ν. Y.

On and after TIIESUAÏ, Dec.

leave Custom House Wharf, Portland, dally
Sundays excepted, on and after March 29, 188»!
at 2 P. M.. for Long, Little and GreatChebeague
Islands, Harpswell ami Orr's Island, Returning,
leave Orr's Island for Portland and intermediate
at H.15
landings at (5.45 A. M. Arrive at Portland
A. M. For freight or passage apply on hoard to
J.
L.
LONG.
CAPT.
mli29dtf

MAIAGKR.

Λ11 orders through the mail will receive

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.

BIG OFFER
Λ WAV

-

found in every household
iind carried by every travel-

tND

MAINE CENTRAL RAlLltOll)

will

Liverpool
Liverpool!

—

JOSEPH HICKMDN, «general Manage
WM. KDGAli, (J. i*. Α.,
J. STE1H Ε Ν SUN. Miipt.

3
June 10
June 17
June 24

Winter Arrangements.

TO

oel2dtf

HÂBPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

"

B. A. Atkinson & Co.

recommended by our best
Physiciansasareliable and

agreeable renie «y. It cures
Constipation.cures Indigestion, cures Dyspepsia, cures

—

Detroit, Chicago, Mih»nuh
Ciucinuati, St. Loni». Omaha, Sagi«
naw, St. Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver, San Francisco,
and all points In the
Northwest, West and Southwest.

Canada,

June

April
May
May
May 20

D*.

35 Eiohange St., and Depot Foot of India Street
TICKETS SOLI) AT REDUCED RATE

—

29 Gallia
0 Pavouia
13 Scythia

a.

and 7.00 p. ni.,

From Chicago and Montreal, 12.06 p. m.
From Quebec, 12.OS p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train ah
Parlor cars on day train between Portland an
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE

Liverpool Every THURSDAY,

THURSDAY.
15 Catalonia
April 22 Ceplialonia

m.

mixed.

THE CUNARD STEAMSHIP CO., Limited.
il.'ini

From
via

Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVAL*.
From Lewinton and Auburn, 8.25

12.«»5. 3.15 anu .».ô»' p. m.
From (iorham, 9.40 a.

C'hbin l'limnte. SOU, «NO, anil SIOO. ac
cording to accommodation I nicrmedinte K'liN8'1-V Drafts on Great ltritain ana Ireland. Kor passage or ireiglit apply at the Company's Office, Sit Mtate Street, Ho»lou.

1885.

111.

For

TREMONT and FOREST CITY

THURSDAY,
Mch. 4

Branch of the Great Nassau Hall Furniture and Carpet Store, 827 Washington
Street, Boston, Mass.

000 bales ;

Elbe

ICE CHESTS.

Corner Pearl and Middle Sts„ Portland,

the form of a

W. L, DOUGLAS

Tlic Standard of Pttrily and Excellence.
Endorsed forlts Purity and Healtlifulness hv all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.
"I have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and find it to be of full weight, entirethe phosly free from Alum. Ammonia, Lime and
phates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
for
preparation every way to be recommended
wholesorneness and efllciency."
I>.
I'll.
M.
A.
EICIIAItD C. STANLEY,
Professor Chemistry and Geology. Bates College
'75 to '83.

than In any other In

DONNELL BUILDING,

ASK FOR THE

13
14
15
15
15
15
15
17
17
I"
17
17
20
21
22
22
22
22

so'

will soon be here, and we
Hot weather with spoiled meats and the butter running all over the plates
and Refrigerators.
want you to write ns for catalogue of the celebrated New Perfection lee Chests
to know you. We would
trouble
Not n'ecessarv to send stamps. It Is worlli more than the stamps and
is
an advantage to you. as
This
these
sell
Maine
can
goods.
of
State
in
the
you
no
one
else
add that
than they can be
with our present prospect of large sales we shall sell them 1" percent cheaper
and can be shipped anywhere
bought for in any city in New England. They are all put up in crates,
without damage. W'e prepay the freight.

[\

FOR

more

finish, quality of iron improvements. economy
surely take the lead. We guarantee the sidesο
1 year, and we warrant every stove a baker,
,..
quarter of the amount down and theGbalance
15 inch oven, all the ware, pipe and zinc for the
ranges In stock and sell a very nice hole range with
of
for
cuts
Write
for
Sin.
ranges, etc.
a
and
bottom,
picture

EFFERVEASpCEERN,TEf,TSELTZER
PflMCTIPATinN elegant efficacious, pleaspowder, producing'when dis-

p.

BIT Λ.

April

ISM,

For Auburn and li«vrialoa, 7.05 a. m., 1.15
and 5.20 p. m.
Forûorkani, 7.20 a. m. and 4. 00p. in., mixed.
For Gorhurn, ITlontreal and Chicago,1.30

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
From Pine Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance oue-lialf the rate of

«CC

Oct. 14,
follow*!

DEPARTURES.

fehl'T

CURE FOR

LiUllO IΙΓΗI lUllf mt aperient

On and after 9IOIVD1V,
train» will run an

will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,
Portland, at 7 o'clock p.m., and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at 7 o'clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passen^ere by this line secure a comfortable
night's rest, anu avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Railroad and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLK, Jit.. Manager.
oeltf

Scythia

BATCHEports
LOR'S Wig Factory, 30

TARRANT'S

CHANGE OF TIME.

FARE $1.00

Pavonla

nt

NATURE'S

ϋΚΜΟ TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA

STEAMSHIP LINE.

■AW

Ceplialonia
Gallia

tion, mentioning thie

eonnnniy

jan5

STEAMERS.

Catalonia

pn per. fcoldby alldruglÏKists. Applied by ex-

inayie

D. J. FLANDKK3, Gen. P. & T. A.
J AS. T. FUKBKK, Gen'l Manager.

BOSTON

Scythia

applica-

EastlÔthBt.(N.Y city.

Stroot·

STEERAGE PASSAGE AT LOW RATES.

TT&Sly

ί! effects of bad
,··ό; l.-;.vee the hair
i'c :\ nd beautiful
■■■!■.
k or Browu. Extory c i rculars
'it postpaid in sealed

p.

for New York.
Through Tickets to all points South and West
tor sale at Portland Repot Ticket Office·,
and at Union Ticket Ο dice, 10 Fxchange

Boston i Philadelphia

New York every SATUKD AY, enlliug
Queenstown Cork Harbor

1

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON. April 12, 1886.—Consols 100 0-16.
LONDON,April 12,1886.-U. S. 4Vis, 114%.
LONDON, April 12,1880.—[Beerbohm's report
to Chamber of couimerece.l Cargoes olf tlie coast,
wheat, nothing reported. Cargoes on the passage
At
for Milpment, wheat linn and corn steady.
Liverpool spot wheat firmly held ; corn quiet but
steady.
M Villi POOL·, April 12, 1886.-Cotton market
firm; uplands 5 1-fed;Orleans at 6Vsd; sales 15,-

f'K'IH

Rallnew Steamers nf this Line vvllj leave
Wharf, font of State street, every MONDAY
EASTl'OKT
for
P.
M.,
and THURSDAY at 5.00
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
to
Through tickets Issued and baggagetochecked
4.00 P. M.
destination. E=g>~Freight received up
For Tickets and staterooms, apply al the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other information at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
J. B. COY I.E. Jit..
of State street.
lien'l Manager.
nov20dti

AND FROM

$1 ; six bottles, $5.

Beet material, perfect fit, equals

New York..Liverpool ...Apl
New York..Bremen
Apl
Portland.. Liverpool.. Apl
Ν « York..Havana
Apl
New York..Liverpool.. ..Apl
New York..Hambtug....Apl
New York..Cientuegos ..Apl
New York..Havana
Apl
\ew York.. Liverpool... .Apl
Apl
New York..Bremen
Apl
New York.. Antwerp
New York..Hamburg ...Apl
Apl
York
Liverpool
New
Apl
New York.-Bremen
Apl
New York.. Bermuda

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

The

ri>act

Boston to

Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer 8cCo., Lowell,Maes.

;iT»V«.»iiit uient, no ridje•i'mia tints; remedies

Prince Ed-

Cape Breton·

ward* Inlaud, an«l

STEAMSHIPS SAILING DIRECT KB Ο M

I was troubled with Scrofulous Sores
for five years; but, after using a few
bottles of Ayer's Sarsaparilla, the sores
healed, and I have now good health.—
Elizabeth Warnock, 04 Appleton street,
Lowell. Mass.

liSTAilLlSKIiD
Bett in the world.
Hnrralei-s! Reliable! In-uuitaneous! No dis-

—

GUNARD LSNE.

'tt.;VpIKsox^c®,

TOVE &. RÀWGE DEPARTi«tr

necessary to use any medicine whatever.
I am now in better health, and stronger,
than eyer before.—O. A. Willard, 213
Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

DYE
BATCHELQR'S SELECTED HAIR1S31.

AND ALL ΓΑΙΙΤΚ OF

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. in. Returning, leave I'ler
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, .Ik.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
Genera! Acent
sept21-dtf

and, for the past year, have not found it

8?/sC.

Alaska
Fulda
Parisian
Saratoga
Adriatic
Wieland
Santiago
Colorado
Ottyof Berlin.

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN Ν. B., HALIFAX, N. S.

For NEW YORK.

Cured

febl

EASTERN DIVISION.
For HoMton at 2.00 and t9.00 a. in., tl.00 anu
16.00 p. m. Returning Lcure Βοκίβα at 7.30
and 9.00 a. m. and 12.30 and 7.oo p. πι. For
Kiddeford at 2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00
at
p. ill. For Portsmouth and IVcwburyport
2.00 and 9.00 a. in., 1.00 and 0.00 p. m. For
AmcMbifry 9.00a. in.and 6.00 p.m. Ι'ογΜη|»μ
and Lynn at 2.00 and 9.oo a.m., 1.00 and 6.oO
KM on above trains.
p. m. PU LLitI AIV C'A
fThe 9.00 a. m. and l.ot» p. ni. trains connect
with Kail Lines to South and west.
$Tbe 6.oo in. train connects with night train

maim; steamship company

I inherited ascrofulous condition of the

Price

points

Freights for the West by the Fenn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Round Trip SIS,
Pemngo $10.00.
Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to
Ε. B. NAMPSOIV, A«rnl,
70 Long IVhnrf, HomIoh.
31dtf

blood, which caused a derangement of my
whole system. After taking less than
four bottles of Ayer's Sarsaparilla I am

Sold by all Druggists.

Πΐ.,·12.30,3.30

STEAMSHIP CO.,

BruDNivich, IVova Mrotia,

LEAVE PORTLAND

p. in.
For Bonioo at 0.15,*8.40 a.
Ilotlon tor Portland 8.30 a. ill., 1.00,3.30 p.m.
Ncarboro and Piue Point β. 15, 8.40 a. in.,
Bidde3.30, 5.45 p. ill. OI<l Orchard, Waco,
ford and Rennebiink 0.15, 8.40 a. IB.. 12.30
%. rn.,
8.4θ
3.30, 5.45 p. in. Well*· Bcin h «.15,
3.30 p. in, North Berwick, («rent Pnlh, Doand
rer, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawreice
l.o«v<-il, 6.16. 8.40 a. in., 12.30, 3.3o p. m.
HochcKtcr, Farmiagioa and Alton Bnj
8.40 a. m., 12.30, 3.30 p. in.. Manchester and
Concord (via Newmarket Junction) 6.15 a. IB.,
3.30 p. m. ; via Lawrence, 8.40 a. m.
•The 8.40 a. in. and 12.30 p. in. connects Willi
West and South; the 12.30
Rail Lines to
with Sound Lines for New York.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 8,45 a.
m. and 12.30 p. in., and Boston at 8.30 a. πι. and
1.00 p. m.
Nl'.^DAl TKALVN
for Kiwion 1 no λ lfi η. m. arrive 5.30.8.45 D.m.

International

■

tion of the blood. This disease can be
cured by the use of Ayer's Sarsapan'.ia.

Ayer's Sarsaparilla,

TRAIN*

ri. m.

sumption, result from a scrofulous condi-

Some months ago I was troubled with
Scrofulous Sores on my leg. The limb
was badly swollen and inflamed, and the
sores discharged large quantities of offensive matter. Every remedy failed until
I used Ayer's Sarsaparilla. By taking
three bottles of this medicine the sores
have been healed, and my health is restored. I am grateful for the good it has
done me.—Mrs. Ann O'Brian, 158 Sullivan st., New York.
ft

WESTERN DIVISION.

8th April.
22d April.

■

3 STaii-:

Ulcers, Abscesses, Cancerous Humors,
and, in some cases, Emaciation and Con-

Entirely

j

Saknia

HBKI
m

'250.00

Is one of the most fatal scourges which
afflict mankind. It is often inherited,
but may he the result of improper vaccination, mcrcurial poison, uncleanliness,
and various other causes. Chronic Sores,

Mardi 36, lat 37 30, Ion 50 20, sliip Charger,
Connolly, from New York for Calcutta.

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

Ν

PAMNENGfiB TBAIIV NKKVH'K,
ëiimlny, October 11» ISM.

IE ··>(-<· of Ι"ιι»«ιικ«·
and $150
Cabin
«50 and $80. Return..«GO
..Keturn $»JO
Intermedlate$30
at lowest rates
Keturn
$20
Steerage
DAVID TORRANCE & CO..
Foot of India Street.
decSdtf

—

L. L. LINCOLN. 3upt.

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.

:

Aixrll

New

in Eftect Oct. 12.1885.

in efievi

Okeoon
Tobonto

|

April

Arrangement,

octadtf

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY

B. A. ATKINSON Jc COS

8,200.00

ScrofuSa

Spoken.

Receipts, 1,000 bush.
NEW OBLEAN8, April 12, 1886.-Cotton Ann;
middling 8% c.
MOWLE, April 12,1886.—Cotton is Arm; middlijg 8%e.
SAVANNAH, April 12, 1886-Cotton is firm;
middling 8% c.
CHARLESTON,April 12,188G.—Cotton steady:
middling 9c
MEMPHIS, April 12, 1886.—Cotton is firm;

middliug

Uk your

I
I

DIRECT

3,000.00

Consens & Tomlinson an<l Twite-hell
Champliu & Co., State Agents.
t!2w
apr5

SI Thomas Apl 9th, sell Edw C Allen True
McLaughlin, Cadiz (Feb II.)
Ara! stJonn, MIS. 10th, sell II Τ Townseud.
Smith. 1'einbroke.
Old l(»th, sells F Nelson, Hinckley; .lus O.ikes,
Grav ; Irene Ε Mesei'vey, Meservey; (lias Wool
York.
sey, Low, and Ada S Allen, Dudley, New

Mich Bed at 86%c ; No 2 Bed 85c ;

put the price lpw for immediate sale, i'lease call and examine the line.

12,500.00

R. W, BELL MFG. CO., Buffalo, Ν. Y.

Ar at

bush ; oats 10,000 bush ; rye, 0,00

We have devoted a great deal of time to tlie proper selection of this essential article to the dining
They are made up in ash, cherry, walnut,
room, anil are proud to state that we have a beautiful line.
$30, 340, ?55, $ti5,
mahogany, and antique quartered oak, and the 1II'ice s run as follows: .$22.60,
Some
have
33
different
have white marbles, sume shell, some
We
styles.
§8t>, slut), and up to $185.
polished wood. You will see by this that we
pink Knoxville, and the highest cost ones are principally
nave endeavored to suit every taste. The styles are the latest, the workmausliip the best, and we have

2,700.00
2,600.00
5,400.00
1,600.00
1,000.00
1,600.00

Every
Our Next GRAND DISTRIBUTION.
OCTOBER
OCTOBER 1 Ο Ο β
± Ο Ο U
30th,
30th.
Mammoth
for
two
Illustrated
Stamps
4®» Send
Catalogue, Feee.

At Ton'aia Moll 24. sell Wyer G S irgent, BarKent, for Minatitlan to complete cargo for New

Shipments—Klour,12,ooobblsjwheat 10.000 bu;
bu ;

SIDEBOARDS.

SOAP
VILLA
FRENCH
Household Use).
(For

Ports.
Ar at Cardiff 9tli inst, ship Jas Druminond, Curtis, Bristol. E.
Ar at Asninwall 7th inst, sell Kate M Hilton,

barley 0,000 bush.
1 White
DETKOiT,April 12,1*8«.—Wheat—No No
3 do

85c ;

ALL

Foreign

bush, barley 10,000 bush.

Winter

eth May.
BKIMTOI. 8KRVICE1
Dorli
(Direct).
Avonuioiilb
For
From
I sTFAMKRS
From
Portland
|
Avonmouth I
cth April
about
|
20th March i Montreal
20th April
|
Oxtahiu
3d
I
15th

OF THESE ARTICLES ACTUALLY GIVES AWAY
TO PURCHASERS OF THE CELEBRATED

Sid lltli. seh Normandy. Wyman, Washington.

ΧΛΛ. 31 Mta.t 1 ,> ; larniiy .1 -ζο,ο,λ ου ; ciiuice ο ο\rg>
3 UU ; fancy at 4 30 a4 40 : extra fancy at 4 60 a;
4 90; patents at 5 10α5 40. Wheat higher, No 2
Bed at 86% c. Corn higher; No 2 Mixed 33 Va®
33%c. Oats neglected; No 2 Mixed 20%c bid"
Lard easy at 5 80.
Receipts—Hour, 10,000 bhls j wheat, 5.000 tin;
corn, (if!,000 bush; oats, 5,000 bush; rye, 2,000

April

1st

$128,975.00

Brown. Boston.

bush ; corn, 40,000 busli ; oats. 44,000 bush ; rye,
7,000 bush ; barley, 10,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS, April 12, 1886.—Flour is firm;

18th March

7,000.00

list price, SI4.00
400 Butter Dishes, gilt, gold-lined,
list price, $7.50
2300 dozen Knives (Rogers')
list· price, $6.50 per dozen
2000 d°zen Tea Spoons, dozen
list price, §4-10 per
100 dozen Table Forks, dozen
list price, $6.50 per

nie Whftmore. Wliitinore, Matanzas : Annie L
Palmer. Mitchell, Eastport ; Addle Wessels, from
Rockland.
Ar 13th, ship Charter Oak, Coffin, ltotterdam.
rid linti. brnr Ned White, Elwell, Rio Janeiro:
Motley, Harper. Matanzas; sen weosierueniaru.
Marshall, Fair Haven.
Passed tlie Gate luth, sciis Modoc, from NYoik
for Boston; 1) II Iiigiahaui, Hoboken for Haco;
Maggie Ellen, Amboy for Portland; Oregon, l'ort
Johnson for Portland.
PEliTH AMBOY-Ar 9tb, sell F 0 Pendleton.
Fletcher, New York.
WAKKEN—Ar loth, sell Ilyena. Gardiner. Fort
Johnson.
WiCliFOIiD—Sid Till, sell Allms, Lowell, for
New York.
Ar iitli, sell Empress, Kendall. Port Johnson.
NEW DEBFOKD— Ar 11th. sells Georgietta,
Alley, lied Beach; Mary Langdon. Emery, Hockland"; Abby Tliaxter, Kelley, New York.
V1NEYAKDHAVEN—Passed by lltli, sells \V C
Mitchell, fill Hoboken for Boston; M J Laughton
Weehawken lor «Ιο; Nautilus. Amboy lor Saco;
Man Ε Morse, Philadelphia for Bath.
EDGAKTOWN-Ar mli.sch Coin Tucker, Harriiiift. Ilobokon lor Kennebunkport.
Keturned, sells Chase, Mary Brewer, and Yankee Maid.
BEVEKLY—Ar lOtli, sell Light of the East,Gutter. Eddvvilie.
BOSTON—Arlltli. brig Ysidora liiouda. Jones.
Liberia; Caroline Gray. Pillsuitry, Crab Island;
Ablile Clifford, Storer, Matanzas Josefa, Goodwin. do 9 days: Herman. Hiehhorn, Trinidad;
Carrie Ε Pickering, Marshall. Philadelphia, selis
Cumberland, Webber, Wilmington, NC ; Smith
Tnttlc, Fulton, and Two Brothers. Dodge, 1 lainariscotta; Chas A Sproul, Bryant, do; William 1'
Donnell, Bassett. Amboy; Saarbrnek. Clark, and
Standard. Oram, Hoboken; Odell, Wade, Belfast;
Flavilla. Blake. Kockport ; .Josie, Smith, Maehias;
Jed F Duren. Noble, Calais; Vandalla, Betts.KonUouf; Mary Ρ Pike. Thomas, and F A Pike, Norwood. New York ; May Queen, Grant. Sullivan;
Cock of the Walk, Lewis. Wiscasset; Abby Weld,
Fearaby, Fastport; Frank A Nelson, Thompson,
Eastport; li l'rescott, Davis, Daniariscotta ; Kipley. Pressev. Kockport; Ellis Ρ Kogers. Morse,
Woolwich;' S Sawyer, Bryant, and J 1'Wallace,
WisBryant, Daniariscotta; Matilda, Piukham,
casset; Black Warrior, Babbidge, and J Warren.
J L
Stella
Lee,
Hamilton,do;
Deer
Isle;
Stinson,
Newton.Stover, Amboy; Alta-Vela, Alley, New
York; Alaska, Clark, do.
Ar 12th, sells Sarah Ε Ilyde, Murphy, Baningtou.NS; Cordova, Allen, Deer Isle; Mazurka,
Lane, Kockport; J Kennedy. Warr, Calais; Marcia Bailey, Wass, Addison ; Alary Eliza, M rrissey
Belfast.
SALEM—Ar loth, schs Sadie A Kimball, Kimball, Kockland ; Mary A ltice, Lowell, ElizabethL A Burnport ; Margaret. Leigliton, Hoboken ;
ham, Harding, Port Johnson; Polly, Perry. Auckland.
Arlltli, sells J Κ Smith, Case, Philadelphia;
Alligator, Clark. Weehawken ; li W Perry, Nickerson, Elizabetliport ; G M Porter, Jameson,Perth
Ambov; F Ρ Hall, Kellev, Amboy.
Below, schs Menewa. Alexander. Amboy for
Portland; Coin Tucker. Hardy. Hoboken forKennebnnk; Alpine. Webster, Bilzabethport fordo;
liramhall. Hamilton. Amboy for Portland; Susan
Stetson. Frisbee. Boston for Bangor.
NEWBUKYPOKT—Ar loth, schs Elvira, Look,
and Enieliue G Sawyer. Hogers, Elizabetliport;
Lugano. Clark. Weehawken.
POliTSMOUTH—Ar loth, sells Addle Wessels,
Sparte],
Boothhav; Sinbad. Emery. Kockland;ElizabethHalloweil. Amboy; L Iiolway, Bryant,
port.
Sid lOtli, sell Charlotte Τ Sibley, Bartlett, for
Camden.
HORSE ISLAND—Ar 1 oth, sell Nat Meader,

@5 90; stockers and teeders at 2 50,tf4 25; cows,
bulls and mixed 2 20 o;4 20
Hogs—Receipts 20,000; shipments 8,700: the
market is lower; rouah and mixed at 4 00@4 35;
packing and shipping at 4 20^4 80; light 3 95@
4 40; skips 3 00(54 00.
Sheep—Receipts 3000; shipments 1800; market
lower ; Texans 3 60.

com, (i.000

Clocks, list price. $16.00

500 Cake Baskets, gilt, gold-lined,

Llve'rpo.,1

STKAMKKS.

|

dit

t

< onurrliou. via Oraad Trnnk llnilwar
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
10.45 a. m„ arrives at Buckfleld at 11.45 It. m.
and Canton at 1.10 p. m.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Kalis Junctloo
3.10 p. in., arrives in Buckfield at 3.5o and Canton at 4.25 p. ni.
Returning trains leave Canton at 4.16 and 0.10
a. in., connecting for Lewistun, Portland and Boston.
St;*e connections daily with pasuenger train at
West Miuot for Hebron Academy ; at Hitrktield fur
West Sumner, Chase's Mills ana Turner; at Canton for Peru, Dlxfleld, Mexico and Kuiuford Kail*;
also for Bretton'» Mills.

η—ν-TiY^IB^I

\

3.20
6.65
W. F. ΡΕΚΒΪ, Supt.

Romford Fulls and Bnckfield Railroad

LINE."

BAIE.I.'VO ItATKM

14,750.00

price, $52.00
50
200 Tilting Ice Pitchers, list price $27.00
100 *ce Pêchers, list price, $16.00
100 indent Lamps, list price, $10.00
1Π Π

822,000.00
18,000.00
1,625.00
1,250.00
15,000.00

1

—

7,500.00

(18 yards),

Dress Patterns
value $27.00
Sewing Machines, list

denas 10 days.
Arl ltli. sens Henry Souther. H upper, Paysandu
40 davs: Jas Boyee. Jr, Duncan, Matauzas; Fan-

By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO, April 12, 1880—Cattle—Receipts 8.000, shipments 2500; lower; shipping steers 4 40

steady.

Maggie Dalling,|Dallliig,

Solid Gold

100

NEW YOUK—Ar lOtii, sells Alfaretta S Snare,
Smith, Araeaju 30 days; W 1. White, Ames, Car-

prolines 50@55c.

Last year Lieut. Moxle and some friends accifound a food plant while visiting the
South American province «»f "Matto Grosso," that
has the most remarkable effect 011 tired nerves
imaginable. Simple, harmless as gruel; neither
medicine, stimulant, tonic nor alterative, it makes
you feel solid, vigorous, hungry and capable of
great endurance, leaving no reaction* but as permanent results as beefsteak, it recovers from
nervousness, nervous exhaustion, or any result of
ovcrw.uk at once, even blindness, insanity and
It breaks up intoxication and the
paralysis.
liquor thirst at once, aud makes the drinkers feel
better than stipulants. It lias already stopped
half the liquor traffic in Lowell, and is creating an
immense sensation in New England and the Middle States. A gigantic company has been formed
for its man 11 facture and sale all over the world.
Tin· phy^iriaus say it is ilie best nerve food yet
discovered, and \\ill supersede stimulants and
tonics, i
honor of its discoverer, it is called the
"Moxie Nerve Food." It already crops out in the
druggists' windows almost everywhere. The
wholesalers say ils sale has never been equalled.
For a wonder, it is very cheap, considering its
repu talion.—Co urier.

Plymouth.

nas; seii

oe®Yuc; uu nemuu oo
@70c: Me Rurbank seedlings at 60c; No do 55@
5oc ; Ν Y Flebrons at 50@55c ; do Rose 55c ; do

dentally

Watches, worth 575.00
Ί 00 Diamond Ear-drops and Kings
worth $75.00
9/50 Silver-plated Tea Sets,,
list price $55.00

200

—

—

rotaioes—iiouiron rose

IttUDICIftE AJVD STI VlULAKTft
Getliug a Black Eye.

25 Elegant Parlor Suites, worth §65.00
25 Elegant Chamber Suites, worth $50.00

Sid 4th, ship Geo F Manson, Morse, for Queenstown. with 44,250 ells wheat.
Also eld 4th, ship 1 F Oliipiuan, Thompson, Liv$95,125.
erpool, with 70,403 ctls wheat valued atfor
Civita
Sid 10th, ship Yorktown, Dickinson,
Vecciiia.
Alex
charter,
Gibson,
ships
In port 1st, waiting
Edward O'Br ion, Gen Knox. .1 Β Walker. John
Bryce. Ocean King, Belle O'Brion, Alfred D Snow,
ltosie Welt, Baring Bros, and St Stephen.
AST01tlA,0—Ar 4tli, ship Indiana. Morrison.
Aceamilco.
TaTOOSH—Passed by 3d, barque Guy C Goss,
Doane. front Kobe lor Port Townsend.
NEW OltLEANS—In port Otli, ship Lydia Skolfleld, Miller, Liverpool.
Ar at Port Fads 10th, ship Alice M Minott,
Pierce. Havre.
Ar 10th, sehs Conecuh.
Al'ALACHICOLA
Handy, Aspinwall; Stephen G Loud, Torrey, trom
Galveston
MOBILE—Ar 10th, sch White Sea, Lee, from
Falmouth. Ja.
KEY WEST—Sid 10th, barque Freeda A Wiiiey,
Wiilev, Shin Island.
SMlTHVILLE, NC—Sid 8th, sch Nellie Shaw,
Diusmore. Antigua.
NOKLOLK—Ar 10th. sell Uranus, Mason, from
Philadelphia
NKWPOltT NEWS-Ar lOtii, sch Walker Arininglon. Drinkwater, New York.
BALTIMORE—Cid loth, sells Jennie F Wiiiey,
Chadwick. Boston ; Kieiid Learning, Sloan, Portland, (and both sailed.)
PHILADELPHIA—Old 10th, sch Jennie S Hall.
Hail, Boston; s M Bird, Merrill, Merrill, Cardenas; Clias Κ Sears, Allen, Portland.
Cld Util, sell A Hayford, Jones, Cainbridgeport.
Ar 1 Itii, barque John .1 Marsh, Whittier, Carde-

lb m tierces;7®7V4c In 10
Lard at 0V4@0%c
pails;7Vi@7>Ac in 5-lb pails; 7VaS7%c in 3-lb

~~

WE GIVE AWAV
55 L'priK'it. Concert Square and Grand
Pianos, worth £400.00
100 Magnificent Organs, worth $180.00

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 2d, ship Palestine, Km-

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON April 12. 188G.-The following are today's quotations of Provisions, sc. :
Pork—Long cut 13 00313 25: short cuts 13 00
13 50;backs 13 50 α 14 00; light backs 12 50;lean
ends 13 00gl3 25; pol k tongues at SI 3.® 1.1 25;
MCaiCIU

$128,975.00

''

third special announcement we wish to call your attention to our enormous line of chamber sets, and assure you that the price of these goods is lower bjr 15 per cent, than they were ever offered by us before. W do this partially in order to advertise ourselves, and partially because the
you one profit. Now
goods are bought at jobbers' prices, and we can afford to pay the freight and save
our stock liai been selected with great care and is large and varied. We show 88 styles in the buildsets
and basswood
ash
walnut
sets,
sets,
mahogany
sets,
clierry
ing, consisting of pine painted sets,
sets (the latter are handsomely stained to imitate old mahogany). We conscientiously believe this to
said
we
one
and
as
suitson
floor
in
New
before,
chamber
of
they being
England,
be the larges-t line
our three stores, are bought with a profit in them. Quantity
bought in such enormous quantities, for
at a
take
10
Λ
of
but
if
tea
60
cost
cts.,
pounds
pound
you
in a purchase always governs price.
may
time your grocer will in most every instance make the price Co cts. for the same article, and so it goes
chamber
of
our
of
the
manufactured
or
In
of
otherwise.
styles
plenty
all through every line
goods,
sets we take 50 and 1· Ο sets at a time, and in this way buy at reduced rates, and not only save lu the
can afford to sen you a chamber set and deliver it at your
buying, but on the freight, etc., so that wethan
the dealer who buys lu small quantities. We are going
depot cheaper (and make a good profit),
to prove this by quoting prices:—to commence with, then, we shall sell a handsome chestnut set of 10
pieces, complete, consisting of bedstead, bureau and glass, commode, table, four chairs and rocker,
rails, slats and castors all securely packed, and shipped anywhere fn New England, prepaying the
burlaps and when they are returned will pay back the
freight, for 817. We shall charge you $2 for the
This is probably the biggest
32 either to an expressman or by check direct to the buyer of the set.
appreciated, llesides the above we
bargain ever ottered by au ν house In our line and we know will he sets
we
can give you perfect beauties
32
In
and
for
have ash sets
upwards.
painted
319, '21, 2», 28,30,
for ί 17.18,1H. 2i>. 22.50 and up to $30. Both the pine and ash sets we have just mentioned have wood
our
next
offer
to
a
now
shall
patrons Is a solid walnut
We
surprisi—our
big
give you genuine
tops.
10 piece chamber set, w ith best Italian Marble tops, for $35. This set is thoroughly well made in every
marble top 10 piece chamber set in
the
lowest
walnut
and
finished
undoubtedly
well
priced
particular,
the market. This set will he sold for cash only, hut we will pack it and prepay the freight to any depot
for
anywhere in New England for the price $35. Then we have walnut chamber sets with marble topsboth
sets we have all prices,
$40, $45, $5"', 355, $6o, $7o, $75, and up to $25". In cherry chamber
wood tops and marble tops, also imitation cherry and mahogany suits, in solid mahogany sets we can
we want you to write to us for cuts of some of these sets.
put you in a perfect beauty for $95. Now
We do not have cuts of all of them but a goodly number, and we know what we are -aying and mean
all we say. We have got the host line of chamber furniture for the money to be found anywhere, and
people are not wise to pay big prices when we sell the same or just as good an ajticle for less money

FRENCH VILLA SOAP
Wrappers, they are Worth

Victoria. VI. April 2—Nine hundred tons coal
have been removed from the stranded ship John
Itoseiitiehl. The wreckers expect to float tier afThe parties who
ter getting out 1000 tons more.
lately bought her, paid $500 for vessel and cargo,
sails
and
of
exclusive
rigging.

r'

In tills our

Save Your

squall.

IVi
iye
2%
2 Ve
lVe
1%

Best

lb

This Powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold In competition with the multitude of low test, short weight
a'um or phosphate powders. Sold only in cans.
Koyal Baking Powder Co., Ιβο WaJI st., N.Y.
dly
apK!

-—^

CHAMBER FURNITURE.

Pure.

f

are

war

POWDER
Absolutely

"v""

11-?5

arrive

J. A. BENNETT, G. T. A.

ria.Morille and Halifax.

Portland.
Ar at Clieribon Feb 24, ship Tlios Dana, Bowell,
Batavia.
Ar at Saniarang Feb 28, barque Vilora II Hopkins, Blood, Batavia.
Ar at Sydney, NSW, prcv to April 8tli, ship J Β
Brown, Boyd, Altona.
Sid fm Hong Kong March Otli, ship Centennial,
Bcarse, for Iloilo and New York,
Ar at Havana Apl 10, barque Proteus, Peterson
New York.
Sid fm Bermuda Apl 2. sells Win Frederick. I'atersou, New York : Maynard Sumner, Dyer, do.

101
20>,i
25

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK,April 12.1880.—The|following
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:

_oct5

Sailing Between Liverpool and Portland,

FROM MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.
Sid fui Liverpool 10th. barque Neopbite, Cook,
Portland.

Γ)8:,β
105
11 Va
138

102

New York

10th does not connect for San Francisco. Steamers sail from Sail Francisco regularIslands, New
ly tor Japan, China and Sandwich
Zealand and Australia. Great reduction in rates
$20.
Steerage
Caliln
$4"!
tu San Francisco.
For Freight, Fassage, Sailinj; l.lsts and further
General
the
or
address
to
information, apply
Eastern Agents.
A·
CO.,
E. A. ADA JIM
113 Mum- Street, Cor. Krou.t Ml., Ito.iou.
dtf
feb8

a.

7.65
10.40

Leave Bridgton

'LIVERPOOL ROYAL MAIL SERVICE.

CORRESPONDENT.
PORT CLYDE. April 8-Sailed, sells Charlotte
Morgan, (from Orlaud) tor Boston ; Pavilion, Calais for New York.
Arrived, sell Clias Ρ Thompson, Gloucester for
Western Banks.

u2Va

*.OU
4.45

Portland,

1885-6-WISTEB AUK Λ \ ( ; EM L' NTS-18856

FROM OUR

27

p. a.

Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall od
the 1st, 10th and 20th of each month, carrying
named
passengers and freight for all the above

DOMINION

B. (Br) McLean, St John, NB, for New

Bostou.

28%
J 2%

pref

Ρ I N I NO ROOM,

m.

Leave Portland (P. & Ο. Β. Β.) .....β.Οβ
"
10.35
Bridgton Junction

Brldgton. arrive

Sandwich Islands, New Zealand and Australia.

5, 1885.

Oct.

Couiuieuciutf

Steamer of

—

145

U. S. .Express
Wells. Fargo Express

California,
Japan, China,

ports.

Sell Elizabeth Dellart, Mclntyre, St John, NB,
for New York.
Sell .J Baker, Chase, Maeliias for Newport.
Sell Judge Low. Crossman, Pembroke for Wareham.
Sell Lizzie May, Fernald, Gouldsboro
cedar
posts to J H Blake.
Sen Susan, G rover, Pemaqnid.
Sen Catawamteak. Hunt, Rockland for NYork.
Sell Harvard II llavey, Bickford, Sullivan for

17

42H
10%
17V»
101%
127%
14V4
I 2%
Γ>%

do pref
1st pref

12.

To

Boston.

ϋ W
^-Scb
York.

s

Rx%

St Paul & Omaha

iJIJlû Wj

Young Washington has been out of town, visit"
ing his uncle's sheep farm. It chanced that 011
the Sunday after his return home the subject of
tlie lesson was "The Good Shepherd."
Young

····,??>/a
*i..
£JJ4

Manhattan Elevated
Metropolitan El
Hannibal & St. Jo
do preferred
Northern Pacific
qo oref
Missouri'Paciflc
Mobile & Ohio
Morris & ESsex
Oregon Nav
Oregon Transcon
Heading
Richmond &lDanville
St I.ouis & San Frau

do

MONDAY, April

J'»,,*

Kapids

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT !

ISTEWS.

Arrived.
Steamship Francotiia, Benuet, New York—nuise
to J Β Coyle.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, Boston for
Eastport and St .John. NB.
Hcli Lalna Cobb, Cobb, New York—coal to Ran,
dall & McAllister.
Sell Ε II Kurber, O'Nell, New York, with coal
to Jos Η Poor.
Sell 11 J Holway, Small, New York—coal to C 11
O'Bnon.
Sch Ν Ε Slmonds, from Bostou for Bucksport.
Sell s S Kendall, with ore to Smelting Works
Sell Endeavor, (Br) Martin, Jogglus, NS, for

j>*
108 /»

dopref

2.08

PORT OF PORTLAND.

οίΓ.,
S'J/8
°7

Illinois Central
Lake Shore
Michigan Central
New Jersey Central
Northwestern
Nortli western preferred
New York Central
Rock island
St. Paul
St. Paul preferred

Union Pacific.....·.
Western Union Telegraph
Adams Express
vltou & Terre Haute

er

Length of day ....13.22
Moon rises

BRIDGTON & SAGO RIVER R. R.

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.

LAST WEEK.

FROM

CONTINUED

Sun sets

MAI MX Κ

„5ΐ8
203/8

Erie

A physician was driving along the street when
his horse took fright and ran away. He was
thrown violently to the sidewalk and knocked
senseless. Presently he recovered a little from
his unconsciousness and. noticing the crowd
which had gathered about him, remarked
"What's the matter, gentlemen?
Anybody
hurt? I'm Dr. B. Can I be of any service?

APRIL 13.
I
5.00

MINIATURE ALMANAC
Sun rises

12G

New 4s, coup
Pacific 6s of r95

PRESS.

THE

BAIL. KO ADS.

NTEiiHERN.

miMCELLANEOim.

miSCGLUNEOCN

SPECIALIST,

PORTLAND,

Treats
eases

C/OUMtiluitioM
IΙΌ1Μ »n

uuil

I·: vatuiualioii

tret
janlfidtf

«oKp._u«.
Proposals for Drctlging.
IM.

i

4th.
EVERY OTHER WEEK FROM JM'Yeodtf
jan5

with
ΙΒΑ.ιιιιΙ ΙΊΝΤΓΓΛ treated

orI I I Ε lout the use of the knifealso
91II L_ V detenslon from business,
RecI
I I Γ mall other diseases of the WM.
11 I ■ ■turn. Cure Kuaranted. 1K-42)
I kkVl!KADi>i O. Ilarvaril
; I

United States Engineer Office, i
Portland, Me.. April 1> 1880.
I
PIËALED PROPOSALS, in duplicate, will be reROBERT M. READ (M. D. Harvard 187G),
Ko—
Λ celved at this office until 12 o'clock noon on and
\o. I 75 Τrenient St.,
the 1st day of May, 1880. for dredging in Portland I I'lVIIII» llou««
free. Sen I
References given. Consultation
tou.
llarbor. Maine.
iu 4 P. M.
Λ.
M.
11
hours,
Office
Persons desiring to make proposals for the ! for pamphlet.
(Sundays and holidays excepted.) ieblSeodly
dredging are requested to apply to the undersignat
his
for
office.
ed,
45SVÎ! Congress street,
speci
rlcations, the requisite blank", and such further
R
THIS Ρ A F Εrtpruoo
information as may bo desired concerning tin·
wtare ataK
Afivecilfltng Bureau ill a'leior
It INVORHk.
JA1ÎKD Λ. SMITH,
same.
>·
tmtcontrat:'
I
of
Engineers.
Major
;tpl0,12.13,14,20&30
'-

press.

τη κ
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PORTLAND AND VICISilTY.
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AMUSEMENTS.
Ladies' Aid Society—Cliestmit St. Church.
J,'I!W ADVERTISEMENTS.
Hosiery Department—Owen, Moore & Co.

Sale—Phaeton.
Proclamation—The Brainerd & Armstrong Co.
For

To Let—Furnished Boom.
Gents' Furnishing Goods Bargains—ltiues Bros.
Baker House—Board.
Diamonds, Waters—J. A. Merrill & Co.
For Sale.—Grocery Store.
Spring Opening—John E. Palmer.
To Let—Front Rooms.
Win. Best—Meats, Groceries, &c.
For Hale—Brick House.
Millinery—Eastman & Cutts.
Cabinet Makers Wanted.
1'.aster Cards—Stockhridge's Music Store.
For Sale—Land.
Columbia Bicycles—C. H. Lamson.
Table Boarders Wanted.
Gossamers Cheap—Rines Brothers.
V anted—Carriage Blacksmith.
Bondholders' Meeting—J*. Λ Ο. iî. 1ί.
Medicine and Stimulants.
The action of Carter's Little Liver I'ills is
stimulate
pleasant, mild and natural. They gently
the liver, and regulate the bowels, but do not
purge. They are sure to please.
d&wlw

aprlS

U. S. DISTRICT COURT.
y.Eroitr,

ji

uok weku.

Monday.—Isaac Parker, libelant, vs. 20 pieces
The gross sales of the 20 pieces
The duties exwere 11.707.07.
penses of drying, etc., and costs were $715.04,
after
all
deductions
§1,049.net
proceeds
making
13—forty five per cent, of which, viz., $472.10,
salvage:—three-tenths, equal to
was awarded as
$141.(53. to owners of schooner Nellie J. Dinsmore; seven-twentieths, equal to $105.23, tu
to seamen

and

seven-eightieths,

or

Gibbs and Claussen.

$41.31 each,

SUPUEME JUDICIAL COURT.
The Sheriff will acijourn the Supreme Court
iron day to day until Monday, April 1 9th, until
which time there will be 110 session of the court.
Bar, jury, parties and witnesses will govern themselves

Misses Lizzie Hale, Richardson and Soule
read papers, and Miss Minnie Perry a poem.

Mr. C. S. Fairfield lias been appointed
official spiller of seized liquors.
Mr. Albert Lord lias been appointed examiner and laborer in the Appraiser's department of the Custom House.
Messrs. Wildes and Mortland, of the Ilailroad Commission, are at the Preble House,
and with Mr. John Anderson will commence
an inspection of the Maine Central today.
Joseph B. Ilutchins, lately deceased, was
K. of P.
a member of Longfellow Lodge,
ho d a meeting last night to take
The

SACCAKAPPA.

lodge

action on his death.
Rev. Ε. 'Γ. Adams, of the Congress street
Methodist church, will not remain here after

the close of the conference year, it is said.
This is his second year as pastor of that

church.
Commissioner of Internal Revenue
Collector Chase's successor will
probably be George F. Emery of Portland,
He thinks
or Colonel Martin of Augusta.
that the chances are rather in favor of Mr.
The

that

says

Emery.
The following were among the guests at
the Falmouth Hotel last night: A. Prouty,
Burlington, Vt. ; C. C. Briggs, Pittsburg,
Pa.; J. Λ. Mallett, Rockland; L. M. Iloge,
Philadelphia; P. I*. Burnham, Bridgton;
II. M. Spellman, Cambridge ; S- Ilsley and
O. J. Kimball, New York; J. II. Vose, Bosη

of velvet, etc.
of velvet, etc.,

O'ltowrke;

PERSONAL.

accordingly.

r'Uïi/ir.

γι„.,*/λ«

Dr. F. C. Heath heads the list of successful candidates for appointment as assistant
in
surgeon in the Marine Hospital Service
the examination just closed at Washington.
Dr. Heath has been on duty at the Marine
here for some time past. He comes

Hospital

from Gardiner, and is a brother
M. Heath, Esq., of Augusta.
Moses C.

Merrill, who died

of Herbert

this city
Brownfield 35 years
in

Saturday, came from
ago. He was a man of high character. He
was a member of Bramhall Lodge, Knights
of Pythias, and was at the time of his death
Master of Exchequer of the lodge. His
funeral will take place today at 2 p. in. at his
late residence.

SACADAHOC S. J. COURT.

IN

THE RINKS.

BEFORE JUDGE WALTON.
THE SALEM8 ANI) THE 1SJJOUS.

[Reported for the Press.]

Bath. April 12.
This forenoon in the case of State vs. Charles
Banks. Jr., and others, for violation of the lisli
laws in Winnegance Cieek. the jury brought in
a verdict οι guilty.
The next case was on a proinisswy note for
$1υΟ, on purchase of a hor#e, the parties being
Isaac VV. Jiuker against ,1ns. O. Kooerts, now on
trial, both of Litchfield.
Miliay for plaintiff.
Tnoniitson of Brunswick for defense.
It was decided by the Judge that the defendant,
being a minor when he gave the note, couid not
be holdeu on the note, and the jury rendered a
verdict accordingly.
At the morning sessi«n the court sentenced
S. L Griffin of Lewistou,, for larceny in Bath, to
one year in the state prison.
Tiie iish cases have been appealed.
The three men—Alden St. John. Allien S. Heald
and San told liatcliif— who had pleaded guilty to
in
larceny at the shipyard of Adams & Hitchcock
Bath, were sentenced today to one year in State

prison.

The case of Joseph Katon against the Maine
Central raiiroad for $10,000 for damages received
in .ι collision of a freight train with his horse and
carriage at a street crossing in Bath in 1885, is
now

C.

limier assignment.
W. Larrabee for plaintiff.

0.1). Baker for the defense.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY S

J. COURT

11EFORE JUDGE HASKELL.

[Reported for the Press.]
Bangor, Saturday, April 10.
Inhabitants of Milford vs. Inhabitants of Veazi^

action to recover from the defeudaut town the
of $120.1'.) for supplies, medicine ami nursing, furnished to one John C. McPlieters and
family as paupers by the plaintiff, between December 2. 1882 and March 2.1883, the plaintiff
claiming that McPlieters' legal settlement was in
Veazie. This case, which hws been on trial since
Thursday morning, will be finished on Monday.
An

sum

Davis & Bailey For plaintiff.
J. Varney and J. llutehings for

defendant.

SUPERIOR COURT.
before judge bonney.

Monday.—John II. Hammond vs. Peter E.
Deehan. Action upon an award by a referee in
Hammond's favor for $171.17. The parties are
druggists, and having mutual accounts and differences over them, they referred them to Wm.
II. Looney, Esq., who reported the above balance
in favor of the plaintiff. The defendant claims
that there were several items in his account that
were not passed upou by the referee, and he also
claims that the submission and award are not
binding upon him. The case goes to the LawCourt upon report.
E. S. ltidlon for plaintiff.
D. A. Mealier for defendant.

The game of polo between the Salenxs and
the Bijous at the Bijou Skating Parlor tomorrow evening should be remembered by
all who want to see some fine playing. The
visiting cluW will be made up as follows:
Merrill, goal; Bott, hall back; Stannaford,
centre; Cook and Watson, cover points:
Hill, rusher. On the Bijous Fickett Will
play in the goal; H. Iiammett and M. Ilammett, half backs ; Foster, centre ; Butler and
McAndrews, cover points.
*

A Conscience Stricken Thief.

Joseph Logan, a fourteen years old boy,
has been working for Mr. Isaac Holmes at
Oak Hill, Scarboro. Yesterday Joseph took
the opportunity when the family of Mr. William Holmes who also lives at Oak Hill,
were away to enter their house and take a
quantity of silver ware. The Portland
police were notified of the theft. At eleven
o'clock last night, Joseph appeared at the
police station here and gave himself up. He
had walked into town with his plunder, but
his conscience possibly sharpened by fear of
detection troubled him, and he concluded
that the best thing he could do would be to
return the silver, and he accordingly carried
the forks, watch and thimble he had stolen
to the station. The boy said that his parents live in Charlestown, Mass.
Cumberland Bar Association.
A

special meeting of

the Cumberland

requested to meet at the
Attorney's Room, City Building, «η Wed-

bers of the Bar be

nesday morning at half past ten for this purpose.
Common

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

Carriers.

Judge Virgin not long
Steamer Oregon of the Dominion Line is
due here the middle of the week.
A large quantity of liquors, which has

lying in the corridors at the police
tion, was spilled yesterday morning.

been

lue

.L,evvisw>n

Maine Central

was

day morning by

a

sta-

morning train over m·
delayed an hour yester-

freight

train off the track

at Danville Junction.
The first invoice oi Australian wool ever
received at this port was entered Saturday.
The wool is consigned to the Worumbo Man-

ufacturing Company of Bath.
Quite a crowd of loafers and roughs
a

row

on

India

Grand Trunk

and bruises to show that the
lively and earnest kind.

fight

was

of a

Young Men's Christian
Association anniversary to be held at City
Ilall this evening can be obtained without
Tickets

for the

Several of
charge at the association rooms.
the churches will postpone their prayer
meetings, as there is a very general desire to
hear Rev. I)r. Meredith's address.
One very attractive and novel feature of
the fair in the Y. M. C. A. Hall Wednesday
and Thursday of this week, will be the
dolls' reception, when a beautiful collection
will be on exhibition. The wedding party,
tea party, school, brass band, and various
other groups, prettily arranged, will attract
the children.
Hon. G. Ε. Β Jackson, master in chancery, has reported to the clerk of courts that
he has examined the accounts of the Portland and Ogdensburg road for the nine
months, from January 1 to October 1, 1885,

along with the receiver, the receiver's
cashier and bookkeeper, and finds the accounts properly kept and vouched.
War on the Chinese.

War Lee,

a son

of the celestial

kingdom

is

keeper of a laundry on Congress street,
opposite the head »f Casco street. Yesterday afternoon War got into trouble and as
near as could be learned from the by-standers and the peculiar
English of War's
friends, lie got the worst of it. War Lee's
appearance would also tend to support this
view of the case. He hart received an ugly
cut under his left eye, one of his feet -had
apparently been hurt and there were spots
of blood on the floftr of the room. After the
fracas the unfortunate Chinaman's friends
and relatives to the number of seven or
eight gathered at his place of business.
Amid the clamor of their Chinese and poor
English explanations about all that could lie
learned was that War .Lee (lia not want to
fight. A gentleman who was near by at the
the

time said that the affair occurred on the sidewalk and in the road. The assailant was a
thick set young fellow and handled the Chinaman

easily.
A Broken Shaft.

The steamer Express, of the Forest City
Steamboat Company, met with a disabling
accident while on her early trip yesterday
morning. When about midway between
Little Diamond Island and the government
landing she broke her shaft at the stern bearings and lost her propeller. She lay at anchor on the spot for a considerable time until the tug Belknap arrived on the scene and

brought her up
Mary W. Libby

to the city. The steamer
takes her place on the
Island route and the water boat Fannie G.
takes tiie Libby's place on the Ferry line.

Capt. Ferris's Will.
The will of the late
Capt. Ferris makes
provision that if neither his daughter. Sirs.
Warren, nor his granddaughter Lena Maitland Warren, survive liis son-in-law Mr.
Warren, then his property will be equally
divided between the Female Orphan Asylum
and Home for Aged Women.
The property
is placcd in the hands of Hon. Nathan
Cleaves and Dr. C.W. Bray, as trustees. The
will was made Sept. 1,1885. and witnessed by
Wyer Greene, C. W. Woodbury and C. A.
Barnum.

Tobin & Mclntyre
are a new firm that has just opened a store
at No. 2G1 Middle street for the sale of men's,
youths' and boys' furnishing goods and
clothing. They arc both enterprising active
men, and keep on hand an admirably selected and excellent quality of goods, selected
from the New York and Boston markets,
and they are prepared to sell as low as the
lowest. Call and see them and examine
their goods for yourself.

ago

granted

a

tlie United States Supreme Court has rendered a decision in a similar case, that a rail'
road company is "not a common carrier of
common carriers," and is not obliged to carry the packages of all express companies, if

it does not

so

choose.

Home for

sudden departure of seven girls and boys,
ranging in age from 14 to 18 years, operatives
in the mills, as stated in yesterday's Press.

Aged Men,

immense crowd of
liiit.

niJCH

I'ii-uiufe

people

11 <11 LI

illilYUU..

W11C

,

Ίο The Buaixekd & Arjistboko Co. —Dear Sirs:
Having tested your embroidery silks, and finding them
in color and texture eminently satisfactory, the managers of the Society of Decorative Art believe that you
have found the secret of fast dyes. They believe it is
no longer necessary to the Society to be dependent upon
foreign manufactures. 1 have pleasure in telling you
that it has been decided by the board of management to
give you the silk thread business of the Society of Decorative Art. Congratulating you that your dyes stand
"
fast under the severest test. I am.
a. i>. jh-odok ι,
Λ cry truly yours,
President of the Society of Decorative Art.

steomers.
Mr. Chute and wife of Aortland are guests
of Mr. Dresser, the Ocean House landlord.
Despite the nightly frosts Mayflowers are
abundant, and the lately arrived feathered
M.
migrants sing blithely.
GOKHAM.

The annual meeting of the Gorhani SavBank held April 10th, elected the following .board of officers for the current

were elected :
Moderator—Samuel J. Anderson.
Clerk—E. W. Woodman.
Treasurer and Collector—Charles G. Hemes.
Assessors—F. It. Barrett. A. Cummings.
Parish Committee—F. E. Barrett, F. H. Jordan.
Ushers—A. Cummings, C. G. Haines. C· G. Allen, F. M. Prince, and Geo. Knight.
Painting and Furnishing Committee—Fritz H.
Jordan, F. R. Barrett and Henry 1 leering.
It was voted to raise §5,725 for parish expenses the comiDg year. The committee to
_

repaint and refurnish the church were ordered to report a plan at an adjourned meeting to be held the first Monday in June.
Baptist Society.
At the annual meeting of this society held
last evening the following officers were elecFirst

ted:
Chairman—D. B. Kicker.
Secretary—Clias. Dunn, Jr.
Assessors Win. K. Neal, Ed. P. Chase, Will. P.

Hastings.

Music Committee—John Cammctt, P. L. Kyle,
V. It. Fuss.
The report of the treasurer gave an unusually favorable showing. All the current

expenses of the year have been met, over
$1000 of past indebtedness cancelled and a
small balance remains in the treasury.
The meeting was adjourned to next Monday evening at half past seven o'clock.

J. A. Merrill & Co.
at 2.'!!) .Middle street are making a specialty
of diamonds, society and military goods.
have a fine line of watches, and
all kinds, besides a splendid stock
of Maine tourmalines. This firm is one of
our oldest and most reliable jewelry establishments and their advertisement calls for

They also
jewelry of

special attention.
Sudden Death.

yesterday

morning found

dead in his shop in Market
When he was discovered life had

square.
been extinct some hours. He was about CO
years of age and had been in business as a
silver plater for years. He leaves two sons

and two daughters.
Presentation.

Master Willie Smart of the Boys' Legion
of Honor of the Y. M. C. Α., only twelve
an elegant
years of age, was presented With
in a neat case,
enclosed
and
holder,
pen
gold
as a reward for many kind deeds performed
for old and infirm people, for helping the
from drowning.
poor and for saving a boy

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in
the county have been recorded at the registry of deeds :
Decring—John H. Blake and others to Ocean
Street Hall Association, laud.

§3.
llarpswell-OeorgeSinnctt to George W. Sumner, land, si 25.
P. demons,
Scarboro—Noah Pillsbury
J to John
land. si.

CIT" Avoid imitations by taking only skeins bearing
If your storekeeper does
our name and guarantee ta?.
not keep our goods in stock, or will not get tnem for
3tou, send us your address on a postal card. Waste
Embroidery S11 It, assorted colors, 40c. peroz.
Send postal note to

uuaries

joiiiison, numpnrey cousins,

it. u. nam-

ing, Joseph Colby.
The reports showed the bank to be in excellent condition with between two and three
hundred thousand dollars of deposits.
SOUTH FREEPOBT.

A new lodge of the Order of Good Templars
has been installed here with the following
officers :
W. C. T.-W. M. Soule.
W. V. T.—Miss Hattie E. Varney.
W. C.—Miss Fannie A. Dunliam.
W. S.—H. E. Coffin.
W. F. S.-H. H. Noyes.
W. A. S—Willie Coffin.
W. T.—Miss Vinnie R. Townsend.
W, Μ —A. M. Brewer.
W. 1). M.—Miss Claire Soule.
W. I. G—F. E. Chadwick.
W. O. G.-Howard Waite.
The regular meetings will be held on Tuesday evenings. The new organization starts
with 28 charter members, and has before it a

W. H. Sanborn & Co., may be found at
Chadwick Block, No. 100 Cross street, first
A full line of furniture, bedding, etc., on hand, which we shall
sell as low as any dealer for cash, or on en-

stallment plan.

Repairing

and

upholstering

specialty.

this city, April 11, by Rev. G. Taylor l'ygh,
Joseph Fickettof Millbridgeand Sirs. Ella Rhodes
In

April 11, by

Rev.
and Mrs. Annie

Portland.
In

Fannie Vitturn of Waterboro.

DEEMING.

church ladies Saturday. Miss Ida Johnson
was elected collector for Woodfords church.
Letters were read from Miss Agnes Lord, I
missionary at Smyrna, Dorothea—the Smyrna Greek girl—and the missionaries in Spain. I

Σ

J. A. MERRILL&C0.f JEWELERS.

239 iniDDI.E STREET.
A. Keith.
J. Λ. Meukili..

eodly

apl3

Bondholders' meeting:
the order of the City Coun-

contemplated by
AS
cil of Portland, approved the
of our Lord
of March in the

[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In this city, April 11, John Grahanies, aged
years.

Portland
Ogdensburg
Railroad Company dated the First day of Novemthe year of our Lord Eighteen Hundred
Seventy-One, hereby call a preliminary meeting
of the holders of builds and coupons secured by
said mortgage, for the purpose of facilltatinglsucn
holders in taking such measures as they may
deem proper, with relation to organizing the corber in

of tlie foreclosure of said mortgage on the Fifteenth day of December last.
Said meeting will he held at the office of the
Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company In

TUESDAY, the Twentieth

day of April current, at two o'clock p.
NATHAN WEBB. )
(Signed)

COLUMBIA BICYCLES !

«a rtiiu iiuvutiaci

gupj.

lu South Tliomaston, April 10, Louise J., wife of
Merrick Sawyer, aged GO years 7 months.
In New York, April δ, Mrs. It cliel G. McLellau,
formerly of Portland.
[Interment in Trinity Cemetery.]

[The funeral service of the la e Anna M. ISrackott will take place from lier late residence. No.
83 Elm street, Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock.

Your Blood

Hood's
Your blood may be full of impurities,
Sarsaparilla will thoroughly cleanse, enrich, and
vitalize it. The most severe cases of scrofula, salt
rheum, boils, pimples,—in fact all affections arising from impure blood, yield to Hood's Sarsaparilla. It also cures dyspepsia, biliousness, sick headache, kidney and liver complaints, sharpens the
appetite, and builds up the whole system.
Henry Biggs, Campbell Street, Kansas City, had
scrofulous sores all over his body for 15 years.
Hood's Sarsaparilla completely cured liim.
but

Sarsaparilla

Hood's

Wallace Buck, of North Bloon,field, Ν. Y., suffer
ed eleven years with a terrible varicose ulcer on
his leg, so bad that he had to give up business. He
was entirely cured of the ulcer, and also of catarrh,
by Hood's Sarsaparilla.
"I was troubled with boils, having several of
After suffering about all I could
them at a time.
bear, I took Hood's Sarsaparilla, whicli entirely
cured me. I cheerfully recommend Hood's Sarsaparilla to all like afflicted, being sure they will find
relief." Ε. N. Nightinuai.e. Qulncy, Mass.

Purifies the Blood.

"I had been troubled with hives and pimples for
some time.
Other remedies having failed, I was
advised to try Hood's Sarsaparilla. I have taken
two bottles, and am entirely cured. I think Hood's
Sarsaparilla has no equal as a blood purifier." El-'fie Μ. I'etkie, Portsmouth, Ohio.

Hood's

Sarsaparilla

Sold by druggists, SI ; six for So. Prepared only
by C, I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.,
apl

100 Doses One Dollar.

d&wlynrm

SICK HEAOAOH

Positively Cured b;

ICARTTERS
llTTLE
—-

I \t STIS
Β■ ft SLs Sri

IVEi.

these Little Fills.
They also relieve Dis-

Dyspepsia
Indigestion and To
Hearty Eating. A
iect remedy lor Di—
ness, Nausea, Drowsi-

tress from

)

jjfc*

SEW tlOODS, SPRING STYLES,
—

CUTTS',
d3t

5:«S-A CONGRES* SX.

DOJSST,

DEALER

IN

—

MEATS, VEGETABLES, GROCERIES AND CANNED
MEATS A SPECIALTY.
CORNER, ME.

WOODFORD'S

TEL® t-HONE NO. 3703.
<«o(mIn £)cliveie<l Free.

apl3d2w*

SAEE—The brick house No. 35 State
St., containing twelve rooms; in thorough repair, and with all modern conveniences; bath
room, hot and cold water; perfect drainage and
heating apparatus, fine prospect of laud and sea
from the rear windows ; a desirable piece of property. Enquire of 13. SHAW, 48M· Exchange St.

FOR

13-1

ISOAKDIïRë WANTED—At No.
Ladles
a
a pleasper
$2.25
ant front chamber to let to one or two gentlemen
13-1
or gentleman and wife, with board.

3 Garden street, in private family ;
1UBLE
week ; also
and Gentlemen $3.0u

SALE-Choice lots of land on Congress,
Cumberland, Grove and Sherman streets.
Also one express wagon, phaeton and harness.
Small house and stable for rent. Inquire of C. P.

FOR

WALDKON,

Exchange
lNTED—Carriage blacksmith; must be

a
sifp.Miiv Pinnlnvm<»nt. fnr thfi
tu Ζ. THOMPSON, Jr., Union
13-2

o-mimI \vi»rkin:m

right

man.

street.

Apply

MAKER* WANTED
To
smooth hard wood work ; must be good rapid
workmen. E. T. BURROWES&CO., No. 5 Spring
—

CABINET

street, city.

13-1

suite of desirable front rooms.centraily located, modern convenience, with or
board
without
; also other rooms. Inquire at 25
13-1
MYRTLE STKKKT.

TO

1KT-A

desirable furnished room:
light and sunny; central
right party. Apply from
13-1
at 23 CASCO ST.

IKT-Avery
front corner
TO
location terms low to

ting·

9

a. m.

;
to 3 p.

in.

H 9AI,E—One 2d hand pliaeton in good
1
order. For particulars inquire of EBEN
13-1
HOWE, at No. 12 Green St.

trio

BAKER

CO.,

STREET,

where he wii be pleased to sec all who may be iu
want of

of Any Description.
mar30-dlm

90 EXCHANGE

ST.,

OPPOSITE PORTLAND SAVINGS BANK.
eodlni

niar30

MALE—Livery and Boarding Stables,
with lease of same; nicely situated, with good
line of custom ; good clean stock, at actual value.
7-1
321 CUMBKKLANI) STltKKT,

THREE

7-1

the

of

30-4

PAINTS

■

Carpetis and Wall Papers

Cottage Lots for sale on
Chebeaguc Island.

quantity.

And in any

Finest quality of mixed

House Faints,
White Lead,

Colors, dry, in Oil,
And in Japan.
Varnishes, Oils.
Brushes, Alabasfine,
Calsom Finish,

superior large, light, cemented cellar; stable with
two single stalls and one large box stall, sufficient
carriage room ; 16040 feet land, choice fruit trees,
plenty of apples, pears, plums, grapes, etc. This
estate is between and adjoining the residences of
Mr. J. S. Palmer and Capt. seth B. McLellan.

bimcli of

J

uesips

CLARKE,

O.

to have old and variable
frames repaired and resided, at 116 Kxchange St., Portland, Me. ROCHE & EATON.

FOUND—Where

01

BUSINESS CHANCES.
meat and
provision
line location nice store and fixtures ;
and
owner
says sell it at once ; also
Just called
over 400 other business chances; see my list before vou buy. J. W. WILBUR, 260 Washington
13-1
St.. Boston, Mas·,
Ο R sa I. Κ—Grocery,

F market;
lias

SALE—One of the best country drug

live town of
stores in the State of .Mass., in
FOR
small competition ; rent only
5000
a

population ;
S150 a year ; licensed, and doing an average business of 8100 a week ; owner obliged to sell : price
$£000 cash. Apply to ADAMS' DRUGGISTS
31-4
AGENCY, 207 Washington St., Boston.
Business Opportunity.

prices.

market

Papers

and

A.·...!..

uuiunngs.

guarantee

prices

our

H. H. HAY & SON,

food

Congress Street,
is

now

prepared to show lier

A

and after Monday, April 5th, at
the St. John Smith Farm, St. John street, Portland.
be seen

on

New Spring and Summer Millinery
AND

KIDDEMINSTEES
ΛΙί'Γ SOUAHES
FOREIGN and
AMERICAN RUGS

Large Stock
of
These Goods
In Choice Patterns.

LIGNUM
LINOLEUM
SHEET OIL CLOTH
OIL CLOTH
MATTINGS
MATS Sc., &c.

In G feet and 12 feet
In 12,15,18 and 24feet
In all widths
Of all kinds.

feet,

some

one.

Apply

Buy these goods of

WINDOW SHADES

ICJ.

MRS. J.

DBYDEN,

465 Congress Street·
codtf

,,

uprio

NON-ARSENICAL

Those refurnishing will do well to examine our
stock and make sure of getting tbe best at the
lowest

prices.

H.J. BAILEY & CO.,
190 & 192 Middle Street.

marSO

dtf

Easter Cards, Books
—

which arc perfectly free from any
injurious properties. We arc now
receiving our Spiingr Stock of
PAPER HANGINGS, to which we
wish to call your attention.
"JTIunroe Ingrain ( CartThe

ridge) Papers

a

specialty.

steady young

a

:

or

as

can

beet

12-1

ANTED—AN INTELLIGENT EARNEST
Catholic man to represent a large responsible Barclay St. House in his own locality and
outside large cities. A remunerative salary to
right party. References exchanged. Address
Barclav, Box 1383, Ν. Y.

intelligent,capable American
department. One
Hosiery prefered.
experience (ifiany.) IIÔSIEKY,

WANTED—An
Fany Goods
understands

Girl in a
who thoroughly
Address, stating
Press Office.

12-1

good girl to do general house
and cook in a family of three ; no chil-

work
WANTED—A
Address Box 101, Brunswick, Me.

dren.

12-1

and hotel wait-

fitting

sold at

apiece
gentleman
of cloth,
intends to buy such, to be made
WANTED—Every
at a
overcoat
nice
who lias

or

reasor pants,
into a
spring suit,
onable price, to go to FRED W. GROSSTUCK,
10-1
Tailor, 268 Middle St.
young man about twenty-live
years old who can read and write, to take
care of an invalid gentleman.
Apply betweeu 9
10-1
and 11 a. m.. at 157 HIGH STKEET.

WANTED—A

who wants his

gentleman
old overcoat
suit repaired
WANTED—Every
look like
at
reasonable

or cleansed to
or
a
price, to go to
new,
to 1
FRED W. GROSSTUCK, 206 Middle St.
by a voung married
Acman of 15 years business experience.
quainted with the hardware, paint and oil and groAddress
of
references
business
best
given.
cery
;
A. B. C. care Chase & Son, 230 Federal St., City.

WANTED—Situation

SM

tenement of 5

ti

or

in

rooms,

WANTED—A
good location, by the first of May, or at
state location and price. Address D. F. R..
1

W.

CHASE,

METAPHYSICIAN,
to 372 Cumberland St., (Corner οι

I
Has removed
CascoSt.) Office hours, 10 to 12, 2 to 4 and 7 tj i
aprleodlm*
8. Consultation tree.

-nil

C,

to know that Mrs.
:„r. nt. ,«o

yn„»u

H e Have just opened the finest
stock ever shown in Portland.

treatment of corns, ontKrowlng joints anil innails.
Joints a specialty,

Outgrowing
frowing
/ill call at resilience if desired without
Corns removed for 25 cents.
charge.

—Λ

extra

8-1

eo(13w

MISS C. C. ANDREWSi
"will return and be ready to receive her customers. 011 and after
Itlondny, April I -Hi, at
(flits. A. A. SMART'S
5β3 Congres· Street.
dlw
.11)12
_

Philadelphia
Sft A DCDIs on
Adver£alAt tilû Newspaper
Γ ■
tialDK Agency of Meeere.
I
Ν. W. AYE» * SOU. out âtttboHjed »«cau.
s 11
πιο

dtf

ISTE-W

w

8-1
ANTED—Capable girl for general houseSTREET.
CONGRESS
49'
·i
work. Call at
β-1
AdANTED—A small furnished house.
7-1
dress Box 177, Falmouth Hotel.
WANTED—At 106 STATE STREET
7-1
capable girl for general housework.

w
GIRL·

person owning
piano
WANTED—Every
know that all instruments under my excluto

a

sive care will be kept clean inside, rendering
them less liable to become damaged by moths. J.
1). CHENEY. Piano and Organ Tuner, 1'. O. address, Dcermg, Me. Order slate at Horse R. R.
Station, Portland, Me.
apr3-4

sill

fruit trees and
other nursery stock ; salary and expenses
WANTED—Agents
outfits free.
stating
to

paid ;

erences.

Μ. V. B.

Address,

names of ref;
CHASE. Augusta. Maine. 31-4

lady about to marry,
every LADY
WANTED—liVEKY
gentleman intending
to
go

on a

journey,

provide themselves with

nSteel Lined Leatlieroid Trunk" and
apparel taken safely without mussing.

We have the best assortment

to
a

have their
Send for

All the Xovelties in plain and combination.
A great many styles that cannot be
bought elsewhere.
Ettomine, Sacaraisans, anil all the
Novelties in Black <ioods.
The ladies say they are the handsomest in the city anil entirely different
from the goods in other stores. We invite all to come in and see them, w hether tliey wish to buy or not.

J.M.Dyer&Co.
511 CONGRESS STREET.

one

eoiltf

aplO

At SO Cent*.

We are now selling an extra good $1.00
Corset in light blue, cream, pink, old
gold and cardinal, at the very low price
Those who have
of ΛΟ cents per pair.
to
paid $1 for same colors will do welldeexamine this lot. Our sales in this
so
that
rapidly
partment have increased
we feel warranted in saying that we
the
for
have the best corsets
price to be
found in Portland.

RIXES BROTHERS.
Ht

api 12

TABLE DAMASK,
25 CENTS.
WE OFFER FOR TO-DAY'S SALES:
25 rents
Half Case Linen Damask at
One Case Turkey Red Damask at 25 cents
1—ι

nA.„

m«Ki«

Damask at
Half Case Bleached
Damask at

new

Table

69 cents
75 cents

IIIÏES BROTHERS.
<13t

aprlO

HAVING DECIDED TO CLOSE
010 Congress Street,
up my business at
I should he glad to make ιιι> (he balance
of my picture frame mouldings at very
reasonable prices. ( also have a great
I should like to
many fine goods which
dispose of.
Customers having accounts would do
me an especial favor by settling before
the 15th iast.

kle-

TURING CO., Kennebunk. Me., are the lightest
strongest and bests trunks In the world. Wardrobe trunks for ladies and gentlemen; sample
trunks for commercial travellers, delivered anywhere in New England. Send for Illustrated circular.
janl5d3m

Corsets

$1.00

illustrated circular to the
LEATHEROID
MANUF'G CO., Kennebunk, Me.
fclil.'-Siii
to know that the
WANTED—Every
oa>t steel lined Leatiikroid Tri nks,

have

we

ever shown.

««-·'» ri

light scconil-hand grocery
Apply at No. 41

WANTED
wagon; will pay cash.
FREE ST.

manfuacturedbythe LEATHEROIl) .MANUFAC-

LORING, SHORT & HARMON,

SQUARE.

J. G. HAYES & GO.

Dr.

ufronl·

or

NOVELTIES.

apr3

eod3m

C.

—

CONGRESS STREET.

LORING, SHORT
DR.

AND

—

French Dress Goods!

d4w

by
furnish
to drive team
clerk
man
WANTED—A
of references. Address II. G., this office.

WW

us

AT

apG

WANTED.

YIT AN TED—Ladies

and iu

Hosiery,

to

Biddeford, Uninc.

mar23

in

qualities

Percale and
White Shirts,
and
(nils
Collars,

Fancy

R. H. INGERSOLL,Treasurer,

once,

Great Variety
Of Patterns
at the
Very Lowest Prices.

NOVELTIES

NO. 7 MARKET

these prices. Also a few hoys with
very narrow feet for congress boots at 52.50 ; forl"'-l
M. G. PALMER.
mer price $7.50.

Lowell, Hartford

All

room

or
room
good
gentleman and wife; will be let with or without
board. For further particulars, euqulrt at 100
12
PARK STREET, (Park St. Block.)

CONSISTING

ever

Higgins, Philadelphia
and large lines of cheap
goods

TURCOMAN
LACES
MADRAS
NOTTINGHAM
CURTAIN POLES

furnished, up oue

room,
accommodations.
TO
flight, excellent bath
for two gentlemen
This is
lane

of 7 Lathes, one Swing 2 feet,
turns 17 feet; 1 Planer, 20 Inch χ ti feet: 1
Saunder's Pipe Cutting Machine, with Taps and
Dies: 2 Upright Drills, Centering Machine,
and Dies,
Chucks, Bench Vises. Lathe Tools, Taps
Reamers. Chucking Drills, Arbors, &e.. 4c. All
in running order. The onlv repair shop in Biddeford and Saco. A fine business opportunity for

looking,

Roxbury, Smiths
Higgins in all grades

SWISS

room

—

servant

CURTAIN DEPARTMENT.

TTAVJNG just returned from New York with a
one
■ m
nne assortment οι nie latest
styies.
lias also secured the services of MISS HUBBKLL, from one of the leading New York houses,
who conies highly recommended, and whom Mrs.
Dryden is conlident will please her friends and
customers.

LET-In Boston. If you want a nice quiet
when you come to Boston, for a daj or
S
week, call on or address. MES. MORTON, at
Briggs Place, South End, off Sliawmut Avenue
1-4
242,Boston, Mass.

TO

dtt

apr3

I'rcss Oflice.

FANCY GOODS,

convenient furnished room 114
0-1
OXFORD ST., at a reasonable rate.

Ο I.ET—Λ

PORTLAND STAR MATCH Co.

girls
WANTED-500
to buy SI.50 and $2.00 boots. Best
and most serviceable boots
Quest

English, Lowell
BigeTow, Hartford
Hfgglng, Bromley
Worcester, Homers

In 15

τ

Gloves,

WANTED—Our

and
American.

TIIKKE PLYS
EXTRA SUPEliS
MEDIUM SUPERS

ROO.US TO I.ET.

20 OXEN FOR SALE.

friends to call at the office of
the Ν. E. Spring Bed Co., 151 Federal St.
and see the only common sense Washing Machine
ever invented.; saves labor, saves the wear and
tear of clothes and saves the washerwoman's
10-1
hands. Canvassers wanted.

English

TAPESTltY BRUSSELS

and village to

a

can
great
dolby anyone, aud ill any carpenter shop; aisfew
a good
lars capital is all that Is required ; this
a
establish
to
man
chance for an enterprising
paving legitimate business without capital"
'or fuH'particulars address
M. E. STEPHENSON, 18 Boylston St.,
Boston, Mass.
marlleodlm

Gents' Heck Wear,
and
Dress
Driving

ers

AXMINSTER,
MOQUETTE
WILTON,

Streets,

MBS. J.DRYDEN,

low

CARPET DEPARTMENT.

BODY BRUSSELS,

PORTLAND, ilIAINE.
eodTliS&Tn2m

as

the lowest.

VELVET

Junction Middle and Free

Decorations

Ceiling

town

every
manufacture aud control pateuted article,
APAKTY
be made
demand ;
novel and new. and in

—DT—

Shop and Power to Rent.

ILL PAPER DEPARTMENT.

as

All goods are of the finest quality,
and will be sold at lowest

465

to

sitaution

Room

10-1

the premises, alter 3 o'clock p. m., or of
LORD, HASKELL & CO.,
163 and 105 Middle Street.
aprOeodtf

Our

complete with

anu

Please leave at

keys.
THIS OKI,ICE aud confer a favor.
LOST—Λ

No. 228 Grove

CARPETS and WALL PAPERS

We

Tube Colors,
Bronze Powders, Ac.

aprl

dCntos

tnarO

Maeliine Shop, Tods and Machinery,

■

FOIKD.

LOST Λ > U

a

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.

this city for years. This
that have been
line is complete in all the best designs that have
this
season. We make a specialty
been produced
of first class work in all its branches. Plans ana
at
short
notice. We have a large
estimates given
variety of Gilt and Bronze Papers. Also the
largest stock of common papers in the State.

For all purposes

feb25

eodtf

To Let.
tenements; Nos. 23, 25 and 27 Parkstreet ; all In Brst-class order ; rent ®14 per
month. Induire at office of ROLLÎNS & ADAMS,
No. 22 Exchange street.

I.ET—A front

Great

with special reference to the prevailing colors of
each. It is desirable to have

shown in

No. 474 Congress Street.

Piirelyy^g-

street.

wanted in

A HEALTHY PLACE.

A.

We are now exhibiting the best line of
-

& HARMON,

nes0;

Jan7

saw.

ΙΊΟΐ:

Easy terms. Apply

We have the largest and best stock in the State,
and invite the inspection of the public to the same.
Be sure and look at onr stock aiid get prices before purchasing elsewhere.

Formerly Marrctt, Bailey Λ Co.,

W. T. KILBORN &

IET-Joiner's shop with three good benchni-

quire

house

We are prepared to offer the best stock of tlie
above named goods ever shown In this city. We
guarantee to sell them as low as the lowest.
Before making selections purchasers will do
well to examine our styles and get our prices. We
have selected our

r%

a desirabhw
Hanover Ht.
St.
Exchange
MARKS, 07 Vâ
mar24-tf

the first of April,
of C rooms at «7

mortise machine and clrcular
TOes,
of A. K. P. LEXGHTON, 288 Commercial

HALE—A good horse, five years old this
Spring, all sound and kind, good style and a
roader.
For further particulars inquire of
good
iM
A. H. PARKER, 14 Merrill St.

on

new

Would respectfully inform his friends and the
public generally, that lie lias associated himself
with

Τ

desirable, 2-story
THE
street, 10 rooms, pleasant view front every
room: the house was thoroughly built, by the day,

Curtains, Window
Shades, &e., &e.

Lace

is

MR. JAMES S. MARHETT,

Portland, March 29,1886.

g_j

< IHii-i ■

sj

FOR SALEorTO LET.

Carpetings, Wall Papers, Draperies,

«*■

HOUSE—Board with or without
SI per day; dinners, 25
aprl3-4

MO. »4 FREE

SUCCESSORS TO

Carpet Department

rooms; transient,
cents. 26 FREEST.

Carpetings

rcriie

tss

Y>
O LET-Tenement of nine rooms, Mk
modem conveniences, good 1 "V-H
»
A.
S.
FCLLUK,
to
location central. Apply
2-2
Kirn St.

'F

BID DE FORD, MAINE.

room

Bad Tasto in the.
Month, Coated Tongue,
Ρ u i η in the Side, &c,
They regulate the Bow,-j
/
and prevent Const!cttiH faim. The'timalltfft ana easiest to take.
a vial,
in
40
dose.
a
Only onepill
il.00.
stable. Price 25 cents. G vl«!s by mailfo]
RTER MEDICINE CO,, frop'ûs New York.
ν all Druggieta.

PILLS.

Has just returned from New
York with a fine lot of Imported German, French and
English Cloth, bought much
below the market price or
their real value, and is willing to give his customers
the benefit of his purchase.
Mr. Leveen, who presides at
the cutting table, is an artist
and allows no garment to
leave the establishment that
is not perfectly satisfactory.
Leave your measure at once
and I guaranteeto get you up
the best suit of clothes for
the least money. Cloth sold
by the yard at manufacturers'
prices. No charge for cut-

13-1

St.

40

te.^"1®!}' }?

mo BE LET-Α pleasant lower
Ιηφ*
X nice order, on M un joy Hill.
PRIDE, No 3 Gaboon Block, 38i> Cong,

S.

near the sea
Address. L. C„

W. YORK.

90 Exchange St.,

dlw

ST.

Si3iirai'n-

man

ings connected. Splendidly situated
A

at

11

LUT—A tenement of niae f™'IHS Zi BrarnJOSH.
street. Apply to S. ft,
liall St.

1

LET—From

HALE—Peaks Island Bathing House,

MARRETT, BAILEY & CO.

apr!3d3t

MILLINERY.

GOODS.

large

Inquire

without board ; also «Hier rooms.
!»3 EXCHANGE STREET.
or

jl

shore, six miles from Portland.

LET.

TO

a

ty

c. w. ali.k»
dtf

mar 14

I©
SALE—880 will buy a story aiid half
Τ up stairs rent
FOR
house, painted inside and out, 8 rooms, plenApply to WM. M.
of closets,
cellar; new stable; outbuild-

with bathing suits, boats, etc., with the good
FOR
C.
will of the business. No. CO Commercial St.

Harmonize as the public well know.

C. H. LAMSOX, 201 MIDDLE STKEET.
cltf
$eml for Catalogue, Free.
apl3

2.30

10-1

C. W. BARKER.

Trustees.

stood the test of time. The
"Expert," "Standard" and "IJght AvSojN/igA
Roadster." New improvements r-Mip Π
New ma
and prices reduced.
chines this year, including a La· V^//iTO\3Î^â
and
tlie Col- \yjfi :,'\x v^iv
dies' Light Tricycle,
umbia "Safety" Bicycle.
have

WM.

FOR

FOR

MATH IAS,

—

124 EXCHANGE

ap!3

SA I, E—A cottage and lot on Long Isla d, near Dirigo House, tile lot contains 30
with
nice well of water, the lot extends to
rods,
the road. For further particulars, apply to MItS.

«ALE—Hard wood from bobbins, only
$6.00 per cord ; delivered ; telephone 009.
C. W. YOKK. 00 Commercial St.
_3o-4

H. J. BAILEY SCO,,

STOGKSRIDGE'S MUSIC STORE,

—

Purify

MILLIIiKN.}

ill.

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
e. o. haieev.

F

Easter Cards!

C8

No. 541

under

undersigned, trustees
&

dred Eighty-Six, the
the mortgage from the

GO

o'clock, at
his late resilience,
Commercial street.
In tills city, April 12, Annie Lizzie O'Day, oldest daughter of James and Kate O'Day, aged 16
years 3 months.
[Funeral oil Wednesday afternoon at 3 o'clock,
at No. 15 Briggs street.
In Bowdolu, April 10, Joseph Bradford Hutcliins, aged 21 years 10 months.
[Funeral on Wednesday afternoon 1 o'clock.

[Funeral this afternoon at

Aiff,

Thirtieth 'lay
Eighteen Hun-

AT

FOR

MALE OK EXCHANGE-A desirable hotel property situated on one of the
most popular thoroughfares, and in one ot the
finest villages in Maine, with a large farm connected ; also a splendid spring of mineral water,
second to none fn the State. For particulars, address 1VM. LYDSTON, 120 Lisbon street. Lewis2:1-4
ton, Me.
OK MALE—Eggs for hatching, front pure
bred poultiy, viz: Plymouth Rock, Houdan,
I'ekin Ducks eggs 81 per setting; Wyandottes,
Dark Brahmas and Black Cochins $2 per setting ;
Excellent
9 duck eggs per setting, all others 13.
stock. Address H, 431 Congress St.. Portland.
marl 8-4

of Latest and most Tasty Designs.

aplS

at

F

Opening dispiay of our Spring Importation
for JLadies, Gents and Children Mill be
made To-day, April 13. We invite inspection iby every one, as we shall display the
largest assortment of fancy styles in Silk,
Lisle and Cotton, ever offered in this city.

d3t

of

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

ril»

10-4

Poland
«ALE—Valuable house lots
Springs, opposite the large hotel. No belter
Apply
situation in Maine for summer cottages.
toC. F. LIBBY, First National Bank Building,
10-1
Portland.

Portland, Me.

specialty

AT

Address Box 143, Woodfords.

lots in Deering, on the sunny side of
Prospect Hill; splendid location: good view, overthe
city and surrounding country for
looking
miles. Inquire of L. J. PERKINS, 48!) Congress
5-2
St.
OK WALK—In Gorham, a new frame dwelling house two story with ell and stable connected, within five minutes walk of depot, Normal
school and churches, win be sold at a bargain,
terms easy. Ii,quire of 1)AN 1 hi. DOUGLASS,
Gorham, Maine.
Island
OK SALE—The freighting sloop
Belle, with the good will of the business ;
S.
CAPT.
S.
for
δ
YORK,
been established
years.
30-4
Peaks Island, Me.

HOSIERY DEPARTMENT.

JEÎWBLRY Σ

—

line

For

5S 2

\V. F.

rooms;
other out biddings.

male ok to let-houso no. 25»
Brackett St., Cor. Carlton. Inquire of JOHN
1-ti
P. HOBBS, 30 Market St.

American and Foreign manufacture.

(Signed)

on

of horse cars, 5Vi acres I.and;2 story House
FOR
Wood House, Carriage House and
11

FOR

I3I^MC>IN03S

on

House,

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

cars,
boarders or hotel ; 12 rooms. 0 more can be finished ;fruit trees ; all in sight of citv. N. S. GARDI10-1
NER No. 40 Exchange St.

cheap lor cash. THOMAS O'llltlKN.
MALE—House lots; a number

JOHN E. PALMER,

Portland, Maine,

—

a.

St., we shall sell
of Parlor Suit In
Furniture,
Brocaded Silk Plush and Eliony, cost $175; large
TopTables,
Marble
Plate Mirror In Ebony Frame.
handsome II. W. Chamber Sets with Plate Glass,
TaDining-room
I!. W. Cbeffonier, Painted Sets,
bic. Pillar Foot, Brussels and Tapestry Carpets,
Ware,
Crockery
Stoves.
Oil
Cloth,
Window Shades,
used only on.,
&c &c. This Furniture has been
apriudtd
order.
year and is in perfect

or

dit

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY, APfilL 14 & 15, '86

year

MALE OR EXCHANGE

16th, at 10 o'clock

THURSDAY, April
ON
iu., at house No. 95 Pine
&<·., consisting
tlio

OK SALE— Horses; just received at Brown's

—

543 Congress St.,
apl3

(Jeuteel llouseliold Furniture by Auction.

stable and 2V2 acres of land, situated near
FOR
in Deerlng ;
good stand for summer
horse

F
stable, 100 Federal St., 1 ear load of horses
driving; for sale
suitable for eitiier working

Novelties in Millinery Goods,
Laces and Trimmings,

a

FOR

FOIt

BONNETS

We make

SA I.E—Personal Property, by auction.
to the
The subscriber being about to remove
on SATURDAY, April
city, will offer for sale o'clock a. in., at his resi17th, A. 1).. 1880, at 10
as the Tukey farm,
dence in Windham, known
No. Windham
situated on the road leading from
namely One pair
articles,
to Gray, the following
express wagon
double work harnesses, one new one
four horse
and harness, one single harness, six inch rims,
and
wheels,
cait
one
dump
wagon,
new; two
one
top
buggy,
for horses or oxen;
cords extra hard
horses, two cows, one shoat, 15
one
stoves,
three
parlor
wood, ten bushels beans,
bbls. cider, farmbox stove, three tons hay. three
to
numerous
too
irtlcles
ing tools, and many otlierf
cash
mention. Sale positive; no|by-bldders.JTerms
or
13th,
If stormy postponed until .Monday. April
CYfirst fair day following. WM. V. TUKEY.10-1
RUS T. PARKER, Auct.

F

—

EASTMAN &

Ir. this city, April 12, John Tierney, age

—

The April meeting of the Mission Band
was held with AVoodfords' Congregational

OF

AND

—

—

DEATHS.

at

glance

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.

a

ΓΟΚ

PATTER! HATS

G. Taylor Pygli,
Nilsson, both of

Waterboro, March 27, Fred Yolk and Miss

as a

\

OPENING
—

of Portland.

In this cit»-,
Swen Nilsson

bargains

I

eodlm

SPRING

door below Free street.

a

19c
10c
59c

SPOOL SILK MANUFACTURERS,
35 Kingston Street, Boston.

Η. Ν JOSE.
(Signed)
Portland. April 10, A. D. 188G.

Eines Brothers advertise today gent.'s line
Unlaundered Shirts, in all desirable sizes, at
about two-thirds usual price. They guarantee this to be the greatest bargain ever sold
in the State, and will refund money paid to
any one not fully satisfied.

Quality

75 cts.

The Brainerd & Armstrong Go,,
aprl3

large

a

included. Kare chance for some one to step
2!)7
into good business. Address for particulars 12-1
Tremont St., Suite 5, Boston, Mass.
ness

best

repaired in the most thorough manner at reasonable prices, by first-class workmen.
MILITARY and SOCIETY GOODS

Secretary and Treasurer—J. A. Waterman.
Assistant Treasurer—J. H. Card.
Trustees—Joseph Redlon, Frederic Robie, A.
M. Benson, S. Κ McLellan, Stephen Hinklev,

$1.25 Shirt at

BROTHERS.

aprl3

Interest in «ne of the

best located restaurants on Washington St.,
Fob
wholesale and retail cigar busiBoston,

SALE·—One tnilc from the city,

SO dozen Gents' good quality Suspenders
25 dozen Boys'good qua ity 25 cent Suspenders at
25 dozen Gents' good quality 90c or $1 Night Shirt at

These are all wonderful
them will prove.

year:

...

SUBURBAN NEWS.

by the Associ-

FINE MAINE TOURMALINES AN3 OTHER GEMS.
Watches, Clocks and Jewelry

First Parish Church.

The annual parish meeting was held yesterday aftern on and the following officers

ί

ings

President—Joseph Redlon.
Vice President—Stephen Hinkley.

many

at

I

henery large enough

resting spells.
Two dead whales were towed down past
the Cape last week by Boothbay whaling

so

This last is to be the greatest bargain we ever sold
It is extra long and full, is made of the
in shirts.
most celebrated cotton in America, has a fine Linen
Set-in Bosom, Re-inforced Back and Front, and is
one of the best made shirts ever shown. Price has
Our price will be from to-day 75 cents.
been $1.25.
This is a bargain equal to the Knit Underwear we
sold from the wrecked steamer Oregon.
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nearly all engaged ploughing and putting in early peas and potatoes.

to accommodate about two hundred 'fowls.
Mr. Hannaford informs the writer that he
will plant a hundred bushels of seed potatoes
this season.
Capt. Chas. Orr's sloop is
chartered to bring a cargo of superphosphate
and fish offal to his farm one day this week.
As is well known the ocean got 011 another
"tear" last week. A solitary vessel—small
loaded coaster—was caught at Richmond
Island breakwater and was only saved from
disaster by the superior "ground tackle"
with which she was provided.
Two nights
during the worst part of the storm the crew
left their vessel and slept in a (isli house on
the island.
Migratory birds are seen in large numbers,
especially wild geese. Great flocks of the
latter, their flight impeded by the strong
north winds, alight in the ocean for brief
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1200 Gent's Extra Well Made and Fine

28 East 21st ST., Nkw YoitK, Dec. 22, ISS'·.

BOWEItY BEACH.

by the erection

It will suit almost every
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customers have come back for it that we have re-ordered and can now furnish ail most saleable sizes.
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this station arrived on time.
Peters was on board and
paid his respects to the citizens of our enterprising village. The management provided
a beautiful car.
Conductor Feeney and
brakeman Smith donned their new regulation suits and the traveling public along the
line wore a pleasant smile, expressive of satisfaction at the "new departure." The out
and return train carried 28 passengers. Wonderful changes have been wrought since the
days of carting stones from Saeearappa to
Portland Pier with "the old hos«."
The Gleaners' and Pearl Gatherers' fair on
Wednesday and Thursday evenings of last
week was a grand success. It was under the
management of Miss Lucy Whidden and
Urs. Martha Schwartz. The interesting programme, consisting of songs, recitations, dialogues, etc., was under the direction of Mr.
Miss Edith Lane
George Λ. McCuorey.
The Gilpatsang a gipsy song in character.
rlck sisters also sang with pleasing effect.
The Rebekahs' Circle of Naomi Lodge, 1).
R., will meet with Mrs. J. K. Dunn next
K.
Wednesday afternoon and evening.

of promising young calves
recently by their participating too freely of a
cask of slaked lime. This gentleman has
again enlarged his extensive farm buildings
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This is a snirt tnat we

day morning to
Superintendent

pair

40c
200 Gents' good quality 90c and $1.00 Ties at
200 Genie' Unlaundered Linen Jiosom Shirt, poorest ever sold bj us, 25c
500 Gents' Unlaundered Linen Set.in Bosom Shirt, excellent value, 48c
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knowing what "was up" might have supseme great character was to arrive.
The parents and guardians of the
runaways were greatly excited and enraged,
because it had been reported that three couples were intending to get married under the
laws of Massachusetts.
The scene at the
depot beggared description.
The first extra trains from Portland Mon-

ford lost a

to
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A considerable area of the Cape territory
was thus seeded the latter part of the week.
Our esteemed neighbor, Mr. C. F. Hanna-

To-day we offer great inducements to gentlemen
buy any spring goods kept in our furnishing goods
stock, as follows :
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After receiving their month's pay, the little
party made their funds common, amounting
to some $00 or more. They then went to
Cumberland Mills, and purchased tickets for
Nashua, Ν. H., and boarded the afternoon
While passing the depot at this viltrain.
lage they "lay low." On the way to Rochester they inquired of Conductor Berry what
Mr. Berthe fare was to Worcester, Mass.
ry did not give them a direet answer, as he
espied something mysterious about the
When the train arrived at
young travelers.
Rochester an officer appeared at the station
who arrested the party and placed them in
charge of Conductor Berry, to be returned
to their homes in this village. At Gorham
some of them, who apprehended trouble
ahead, attempted to jump off the car, but
were prevented by the conductor. There was
an

GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS
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promising future.

At a special meeting of the managers of
the Home for Aged Men, liolden April 10th,
188(i, the following resolutions were adopted:
Whereas, in the providence ot God, Theopliilus
C. Hersey, our president and associate manager,
lias been removed from this life.
Resolved, That in the death of Mr. Hersey, our
association has suffered a severe loss. To his energy and labors we are indebted foi· the establishment ot this institution where aged men can rest
from their labors and be cared lor during the remainder of their lives. He gave liberally towards
the purchase of the Home and the expenses attending its support, and was always ready with
advice and personal efforts to advance its interests and to promote its usefulness.
Resolved, That we tender to his family our
heartfelt sympathy in their great beieavement.
Resolved, Tliat these resolutions be entered upon our records, and a copy be sent to the family of
our late lamented president and associate.

John Tierney, silver plater,
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Considerable excitement was created
among the French people Saturday, by the

man-

damus compelling the Grand Trunk Railroad
to carry the packages of tiie International
Express Company over its line from PortAs the Grand Trunk has
land to JLewiston.
an express company of its own, it did not
wish to do this business, and appealed from
Judge Virgin to the Law Court. Meaji while

en-

street, near the
depot, yesterday noon, and a
great many of the men carried away cuts
gaged in

Bar

Association was held yesterday afternoon at
the Attorney's Boom, to take action upon
the death of Hon. Elbridge Gerry.
George F. Emery, John J. Perry aad William L. Putnam were appointed a committee
to draw resolutions, and present them at the
April term of the Supreme Judicial Court.
It was also voted that the Bar, in a body,
attend the funeral services on Wednesday
morning at 11 o'clock, at Mr. Gerry's late
residence, No. 159 High street,and that mem-

sale.—One-half
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for sale.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
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CYRUS F. DAVIS.
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Wanted.
general housework. Call at 114
apTU
X PINE STREET, ill the forenoon.

(1IRL

to do

WAMTED.
A medium sized convenient

rent, in a central location.
Address with terms,
N. F. Α., Press Office.
teb4
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Photographer,
514 COVCRKSS ST., rortlawl.
v> « guarantee finest of work, both In Plain and
!"iihI 1'hotographa, at moat reasonable rates
( all and nee our mamiHOth shew of Large Plain

Photographs.
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